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FOREWORD

 
 

The National Curriculum Frame Work – 2005 has rightly brought out the importance 

of work in Education which is vital not only for developing positive attitude towards 

work as such but also for inculcation among learners the values of self – reliance 

cooperativeness, perseverance, helpfulness, tolerance and work ethics.  Work 

Education focuses on the education of the complete person in terms of knowledge, 

skills and attitudes in relation to work.  Its scope has become wider as it is realized 

that it enables the learners to understand the facts, terms, concepts and scientific 

Principles involved in various forms of work situations, know the sources of raw 

materials, understand the use of tools and equipments in production and service 

processes, acquire skills needed for technologically advancing society and 

conceptualize their role in productive situations.  A thoughtfully designed and 

effectively executed programme of work education would develop among learners the 

skills for identifying, selecting, arranging and developing innovative methods and 

observing, manipulating and participating in work practices and thereby enhancing 

productive efficiency.  The Guiding principles of 2005 become operational through 

WORK EDUCATION 

A Perspective 

 
Our Education has got to be revolutionized.  The brain 
must be educated through the hand.  If I were a poet, I 
would write poetry on the possibilities of five fingers.  
Those who do not train their hands, who go through the 
ordinary rut of education, lack MUSIC in their life. 
 

- Mahatma Gandhi 
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work education by connecting knowledge to life outside school and by providing for 

over all development of children rather than remain textbook centric. 

 

With this overarching philosophical back ground of NCF – 2005, the 21 day In-

service Course for Trained Graduate Teachers (Work Experience) was organized at 

KVS Zonal Institute of Education and Training, Mysore from 25.09.2012 to 

15.10.2012 in which 34 participants from nine Regions namely Ernakulam, Chennai, 

Bangalore, Hyderabad, Bhopal, Patna, Kolkata, Mumbai and Guwahati participated.  

There was also one participant from ISRO.  The time table of the course was well 

balanced with work  education related topics as well as general topics of relevance for 

Kendriya Vidyalaya teachers such as RTE, Inclusive Education, Guidance and 

Counselling, Disaster Management, Fire Safety, TA/DA Rules, Transfer Guidelines, 

Rajbhasha Implementation, Value Education etc. Liberal help of local artisans was 

taken to give exposure to handicrafts such wood in-lay work, mask making etc.  

Ample hands on experience was provided in origami, candle making, Agarbatti 

making, phenyl and Vaseline preparation, Screen printing and book binding.  Every 

participant presented a demo lesson which was also practical in nature.  Additionally 

there were Guest lectures on PA system Management, First Aid, Home Appliances 

and Electrical Basic electronics and TV repair, Basic awareness and Maintenance of 

LPG, Fire safety and Disaster Management, Yoga for Health, and Computer 

Hardware / LCD projectors.  The participants had  the experience of field – study 

through their visit to Shivana Samura Hydel Power Project and the Govt. of India 

Text Book Press.    

 

Mr. P.C. Raju, principal, K.V. Mysore and the KV Staff readily extended their help, 

support and cooperation in various ways for the success of the 21 day programme.  

Mr. P.C. Raju interacted with the participants on the theme of Corporal Punishment 

and NCPCR.  Mrs. Ruby Huria, Vice-Principal deliberated upon Food and Nutrition. 

Mr. S.K. Mahapatra, Art Teacher demonstrated commercial Art and screen printing.  

The various products prepared by the participants during the In-service Course were  

exhibited in the premises of KV Mysore on 15.09.2012. 

 

As the Course Coordinator, Mr. M. Govindu, PGT(Maths) ZIET Faculty Member, 

provided excellent logistic support for the course, right from the planning stage till its 
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successful conclusion on the last day.  The Resource Persons namely Shri. J. 

Srinivasu, TGT(WE), K.V. Srikakulam and Mr. Rajasekhar, TGT(WE), K.V. Mysore 

were the backbones for the programme, without whose whole hearted and dedicated 

contribution the course would not have been so successful. The participants were 

open minded   to new ideas and maintained good team spirit and cohesion among 

themselves  during Group – activities.  All faculty members of ZIET extended their 

best co-operation and support for the programme not only academically but even 

otherwise.  The administrative staff of ZIET, Mysore were also highly helpful in 

various ways.  

 

On the whole, the course will remain in the sweet memory of everyone involved in 

the course for a long time to come.  

 

 

 

 

 

S. SELVARAJ 

DIRECTOR  
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KENDRIYA  VIDYALAYA  SANGATHAN     ZIET : : MYSORE  

TGT(W.E)  In-Service Course  25-09-2012 to 15-10-2012 

 

List of E-mail ID and Mob. Nos.  

S.N Name of the Teacher Kendriya 

Vidyalaya 

 Region Category 

OBC / 

SC / ST 

Mob. No. E-mail ID 

1 Mrs.K.B.Haripriya RWF Yelahanka Bangalore Gen 8762264373 hn777880@gmail.com 

2 Mr.Ratnashekar No.2 Vasco Bangalore Gen 9637112463 Rtnshekar1963@gmail.com 

3 Mr Virendra Singh Meena Seoni Malwa Bhopal  ST 8989775634 meenaviren@yahoo.co.in 

4 Mr Rakesh Kumar Jhabua Bhopal  OBC 9532983278 rrkisha@gmail.com 

5 Mr A.K. Saxena GAIL Guna Bhopal  Gen 9425113156 daliabhopal@rediffmail.com 

6 Ms Seema Rani Daniel Sarni Bhopal  Gen 9425645857 seemaranidaniel@yahoo.in 

7 Ms.N.Rani K.V.CRPF Avadi Chennai Gen 9444620703 nranisupw@gmail.com 

8 Mr. V. Thulasidasan Aruvankadu Chennai Gen 9442674273 thulasidasanv@yahoo.co.in 

9 Smt Kalyana Vadivu Island Grouond Chennai Gen 9840643419 kalyani.jothi@gmail.com 

10 Ananthi D KV No.2 

Tambaram 
Chennai SC 9444048340 ananthikv@yahoo.com 

11 Smt.Malathi Annaldas Arakkonam Chennai OBC 9159134529 annaldas16@gmail.com 

12 Mr.C.Ramasamy Gill Nagar Chennai OBC 9941463271 ramasamy.anandhi@gmail.com 

13 Mrs. V.Ambiliamma No. 2 Kalpakkam Chennai OBC 9940873250 viram64@yahoo.co.in 

14 Mr.P.V.Venu Gopalan K.V.Payyanur Ernakulam Gen 9526425348 venugopaln1@hotmail.com 

15 Mrs.K.N.Komalam K.V.No-1Palakkad Ernakulam Gen 9495322808 knkomalam@yahoo.co.in 

16 Mr.K.V.Krishnan Kangikode Ernakulam Gen 8089508387 krishnankalpathyviswanadhan@yahoo.com 

17 Mr. R.K.Bhalothia Gangtok Guwahati OBC 9474842764 rakesh238161@rediffmail.com 

18 Mr. P.P. Bhattacherjee Bagdogra Guwahati Gen 9474905492 ppsiliguri@rediffmail.com 

19 Mr.B.Suresh K.V.Picket Hyderabad OBC 9490976649 bsureshjj@gmail.com 

20 Mr.B.R.V.K.Swamy Suryalanka Hyderabad OBC 9000161249 boyanaswamy@gmail.com 

 

mailto:boyanaswamy@gmail.com
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S.N Name of the Teacher Kendriya 

Vidyalaya 

 Region Category 

OBC / 

SC / ST 

Mob. No. E-mail ID 

21 B Appala Raju Rajahmundry Hyderabad OBC 9949003435 tgtwe4kv@gmail.com 

 

22 Shaik Nazeer Ahmed NFC Nagar Hyderabad Gen 9440160989 nazeershaik119@gmail.com 

23 

Santhosh Singh Bhodoriya 

NTPC 

Ramagundam Hyderabad 

Gen 8143261851 

santosh.bhadoriya@yahoo.com 

24 Mr. D. Paul Barrackpore 

(Army) Kolkata  

Gen 9903443397 

debasishpaul67@yahoo.com 

25 Mr. K.C. Saha Durgapur CRPF 
Kolkata  

OBC 9474356894 
kcsahkv@yahoo.in 

26 Mrs.Vidula Sadre MIRC Ahemed 

Nagar 

Mumbai OBC 9423522689 vidulasadre@gmail.com 

27 Sh. Alok Kumar No.2 Gaya 
Patna 

OBC 9934024014 
alokkumar.kv@gmail.com 

28 Sh. B.M.P. Singh Danapur SS 
Patna 

OBC 9835433499 
singhbmpkvd@gmail.com 

29 Sh. D.K. Bhagat Katihar 
Patna 

OBC 9431867457 diveshkumarbhagat@yahoo.in 

30 Sh. R. Shukla Mokamaghat,CRPF 
Patna 

Gen 9431062769 
rajnishkvshukla@yahoo.co.in 

31 Sh. Rajiv Ranjan Sinha Purnea 
Patna 

Gen 9939740238 
rr5012@gmail.com 

32 Smt.K.R.Rajeswari SCS Srihari kota ISRO Gen 9492436674 -------------------------------------------- 

33 
Sh.M.Raja Sekhar( R.P) K.V.Mysore Bengalore 

Gen 9449407852 
maligerajasekhar@gmail.com 

34 
Sh.J.Srinivasu (R.P) K.V.Srikakulam Bhubaneswar 

Gen 9966543597 
vidyakar_05@yahoo.co.in 

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:tgtwe4kv@gmail.com
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21  DAY  IN-SERVICE   COURSE  FOR   T.G.T  ( WORK EDUCATION ) 

From :-  25-09-2012   To    15-10-2012 
 

T I M E      T A B L E 
 

Date & Day Session-I 
9.00-9.30AM 

Session-II 
9.30-11.00 AM 

Session-III 
11.15-1.00 PM 

Session-IV 
2.00-3.30 PM 

Session-V 
3.45-5.30 PM 

25-09-2012 
Tuesday 

Registration Inauguration 
       And  
Ice-breaking 
 

Grouping & Briefing(RP)                     
               And 
 Knowing  our organization 
Mr. K.Arumugam 

Pre-test 

26-09-2012 
Wednesday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Origami :- Preparation of wheels & Caps 
By  J. Srinivasu ( R.P) 

Candle Making 
Mr. M. Raja Sekhar 
 

Demo by the Participants  
 

27-09-2012 
Thursday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Making Caps & Crowns 
 J. Srinivasu R.P  
 

Participants  Demo  Wood in lay 
Mrs. Florance Ruth, JSS, Mysore / Participants Demo 

28-09-2012 
Friday 

Assembly 
Programme 

CCE  on Work Education : 
Mr.  J. Srinivasu ( R.P) 
 

Demo by the Participants 
 

Book Binding  
Mr. M. Raja Sekhar 
 

 Group Work: Conducting Tests, 
practical/theory  on Work Education 

29-09-2012 
Saturday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Basic Electronics & TV 
Repairing  
  Mr. John sheen (RIE )                   

 Common Syllabus for 
WETs : Group Work 

Basic Electricity &  Home 
Appliances                    Mrs. 
Jayanthi , JTO, Govt. ITI, 
Mysore                  

Participants Demo 

30-09-2012 
Sunday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Leave Rules & Welfare 

measures , 

Mr. M.Govindu    

Participants Demo Rubber Moulding & POP 
Modelling 
 Mr. Gururaj Nayak (Insturcter 
, CAVA Mysore)  

Participants Demo 

01-10-2012 
Monday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Spoken English-
Mr.U.P.Binoy  

Participants Demo  
 

Role of W.E Tr. – 
Mr. P.C Raju, PPL-KV,Mys 

Visit to GITB PRESS 
 

02-10-2012 
Tuesday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Stock Records, purchase & 
condemnation procedures  
Mr. V.Vernakar 

Basic Awareness & 
Maintenance of LPG  
Mr. S.S. Ramesh JTO 
Govt. ITI  

Making  Geometrical shapes & 
3 D models in Origami, 
Mr.J.Srinivasu R.P 

Raj Basha Implimentation 
-Mr. S.K.T iwari 
 

03-10-2012 
Wednesday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Food & Nutrition:  
 Mrs. Ruby Huria , VP 
,K.V.Mys. 

Participants Demo Agarbatti  Making 
 Mr. Raja Sekhar (RP) 
 

Disaster Management 
Mr. M. Reddenna 
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04-10-2012 
Thursday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Mask Making Workshop 
Mr. A. P. Chandrasekhar 
(Lecturer CAVA Mysore)                        

Participants Demo Code of Conduct for Teachers 
:Mr. M. Reddenna 
 

Computer Literacy 
Mr. CK.Sunil Kumar , PGT ( Com.Sc.) 
K.V.,Mysore  

05-10-2012 
Friday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Screen printing 
Mr. J. Srinivasu (RP)  
 

Environmental  Sensitivity 
– 
 Mr. M.Reddanna                     

Spoken English  
Mr. U.P. Binoy  
 

Computer Literacy 
Mr. CK.Sunil Kumar , PGT ( Com.Sc.) 
K.V.,Mysore  

06-10-2012 
Saturday 

Assembly 
Programme 

 
Mid – Test  
  

Demos  by Participants  Computer Hardware/LCD 
PROJECTORS Mr Arun 
Solomon, Manager L&T  

Group Work : 
 Materials Required for W.E Dept.   

07-10-2012 
Sunday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Making simple generator 
& Motor 
Mr. J.Srinivasu ( R.P ) 

Inclusive Education: 
Miss. Sahaya  Mary  
 

 Demo by Participants  Value Education:  
Mr.  S. K.Tiwari  

08-10-2012 
Monday 

 
                                                        Educational Excursion :  Pioneer Genco Ltd. (PGL)  SHIVANA SAMUDRA ( Bluff )  

09-10-2012 
Tuesday 

Assembly 
Programme 

 TA & DA  Rules- 
Mr. K.Arumugam  

FIRE Safety  
Mr. M.Chandan, Station   
Fire Officer ,Mysore 

Life Skills 
Miss. Sahaya  Mary 

Corporal punishment & 
implementation of  NCPCR    
Mr. P.C .Raju,   PPL-KV-Mys 

10-10-2012 
Wednesday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Communication Skills  
Mr. U.P.Binoy  
 

Yoga for Health: 
Mr. Jayakumar 
Pranava Yoga Dhama  
Trust ,Mysore  

Phenyle & Vaselene 
preparation 
Mr. J.Srinivasu (R.P)  

WET In-Service Course Manual 
Preparation Work: A review 

11-10-2012 
Thursday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Guidance & 
Counseling 
-Director 

 Demo by Participants  Commercial  art 
Mr  Mahapathra 

Group Work: Preparing the annual 
budget for the purchase of articles for 
WE classes 

12-10-2012 
Friday 

Assembly 
Programme 

 
First Aid   
Dr.Prakash 
St.John’s Ambulance 

Demos by 
Participants/ P.A  System  
operation & Maintenance By 
Mr.Ranjith AIR 

Group Work 

Syllabus cum lesson plans for WE 
class wise and month wise 

13-10-2012 
Saturday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Post Test                                   Local tour 

14-10-2012 
Sunday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Group Work project 
presentation & 

Interaction 

Plenary Session Cultural Programme 

15-10-2012 
Monday 

Assembly 
Programme 

Exhibition Valedictory 
 

TEA BREAKS: 11.00 AM – 11.15 AM &  03.30 PM - 03.45 PM      LUNCH BREAK:  01.00 PM -2.00 P.M 
                                                                                                                                      (S.SELVARAJ) 

                                                                                                                                      COURSE DIRECTOR &DIRECTOR, ZIET MYSORE 
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PARTICULARS OF ZIET FACULTY LECTURES 

 
 

S.N Name of the Faculty Topic 

1 Mr. S Selvaraj, Director ZIET Mysore (i) Work Eduction , NCF -2005  

(ii) Guidance & Counselling  

2 Mr. P.C Raju, Principal, KV Mysore (i) Role of Work Education Teachers 

(ii) Corporal Punishment  &  

       implementation of   NCPCR   

3 Mr. Ruby Huria,VP .K.V.,Mysore          Food & Nutrition  

4 Mr.Sunil Kumar, P.G.T(Comp)         Computer literacy 

5 Mr.S.K.Maha Patra T.G.T(A.E) Commercial Art 

6 Mr. M. Reddenna, PGT Geography (i)     (i) Disaster Management and 

(ii)             Environmental Sensitisation 

(iii) Code of Conduct for teachers 

(iv) Environmental Sensitivity 

7 Mr. K Arumugam, PGT Physics (i) Knowing our organaisation, 

(ii)  Transfer Gudelines, TA and 

DA Rules 

8 Mr. S.K Tiwari, PGT Hindi (i) Raja Basha Implementation 

(ii) Value Education 

9 Mr. M. Govindu, PGT Maths (i) Leave Rules and Teacher 

Welfare Measures 

10 Mr. U.P Binoy, PGT English (i) Effective communication 

(ii) Spoken English;  

11 Mr. Vilas Vernekar (i) Stock Records , Purchase & 

condemnation Procedures 

12 Ms. Sahaya Mary, HM (i) Inclusive Education 

(ii) Life skills Education 
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Particulars of the Guest Lectures 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

  

S.No Name Topic 

1.  Mrs. Florence Ruth, JSS ,Mysore  Wood inlay 

2.  Mr. John Sheen , RIE, Mysore  Basic Electronics & T.V Repairing 

3.  Mrs. Jayanthi, JTO ,Govt. ITI , Mysore  Basic Electricity &  Home Appliances   

4.  Mr. Gururaj Nayak, Lecturer, 

CAVA,Mysore  

POP Modelling, Rubber moulding  

5.  Mr. SS.Ramesh,JTO .Govt. ITI ,Mysore  Basic Awareness & maintainacne of LPG 

6.  A.P.Chandrasekhar,Lecturer, 

CAVA,Mysore 

Mask Making  

7.  Mr. Yonus Ali Kausar, Regional Fire 

Officer,Mysore  

Fire Safety 

8.  Dr. Prakash,MBBS, co-ordinator , St. 

Johns Ambulance Man Mysore  

First Aid 

9.  Mr. Jaykumar, Pranava  Yoga Dhama 

Trust,Mysore 

Yoga for Health 

10.  Mr.Ranjith, AIR P.A.System & Its maintanance 
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PARTICULARS OF THE RESOURCE PERSONS & THEIR TOPICS 

S.No Name Topic 

1.  Mr. J.Srinivas ,TGT ( WE) 

,K.V.,Srikakulam, Bhubaneshwar 

Region 

(i) Origami:- Preparation of Wheels 

(ii) Making of caps & Crowns 

(iii) CCE on work Education 

(iv) Making 3 D models & 

Geometrical items 

(v) Screen Printing  

(vi) Making Simple Generator & 

Motor  

(vii) Phenyle & Vaseline Preparation  

2.  Mr.M.Rajasekhar, TGT ( WE) 

,K.V.,Mysore ,Bengaluru Region 

(i) Candle Making  

(ii) Book Binding 

(iii) Agarabatty Making  

(iv) Work Experience Lesson Plan  

 

 

 

 

 

. 
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GROUPS  DISTRIBUTION 
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN 

ZIET :: MYSORE 

 

 TGT(WE) – 25.09.2012 to 15.10.2012 

 

GROUPS 

 

GROUP -1                                     GANDHI GROUP 

 

1. Sri.B.R.V.K.Swamy    -        K.V.Suryalanka   Group leader 

2. Sri.Shaik Nazeer Ahemed-  K.V.Ghatakesar 

3. Smt. Ananthi-                      K.V.No-2, Tambram 

4. Smt.Rajeswari                      SCS Srihari Kota 

5. Sri.B.Suresh                         K.V.Picket 

6. Sri.C.Rama Samy              K.V.Gill Nagar, Chennai 

                       

GROUP -2                                    SAROJINI NAIDU  GROUP 

 

1. Smt.K.M.Komalam             K.V.Palaghat    Group leader 

2. Sri.Tulasi Dasan                  K.V.Aruvankadu   

3. Smt.K.B.Hari Priya             K.V.RWF Yelahanka 

4. Sri.Devashis Paul                K.V.Barrack Pore 

5. Sri.D.K.Bhagath                  K.V.Khtiar 

6. Sri.P.P.Bhatacharji               K.V.Bagdogra 

 

GROUP -3                                    ABDUL  KALAM  GROUP 

 

1. Smt.Vidula Sadre                 K.V.Ahmed Nagar    Group leader 

2. Smt.Seema Rani Daniel       K.V.Sarni 

3. Smt.Kalyana Vadivu           K.V.Island grounds 

4. Smt.Malathi Annaldas          K.V.Arakkonam 

5. Sri.Veerendra Singh Meena  K.V.K.V.Seoni Malwa 

6. Sri.K.C.Saha                          K.V.Durgapur, CRPF 

 

GROUP -4                                   MAGADH  GROUP 

 

1. Sri.Alok Kumar                  K.V.No-2, Gaya   Group Leader 

2. Sri.P.V.Venu Gopalan          K.V.Payyanur 

3. Sri.Santosh singh                 K.V.NTPC Ramagundam 

4. Sri.Rajnish Shukla               K.V.Mokamaghat 

5. Sri.B.M.P.Singh                  K.V.Dhanapur S.S 

6. Sri.Ratna Shekhar               K.V.No-2, Vasco 

7. Sri.Krishnan                         K.V.Kanjikode 
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GROUP -5                                  MAHARANA PRATAP  GROUP 

 

1. Sri.A.K.Saxena                  K.V.Gail,GUNA   Group Leader 

2. Sri.Rajeev Ranjan Sinha     K.V.Purnea 

3. Sri.B.Rakesh Kumar           K.V.Gangtak 

4. Sri.S.Rakesh Kumar            K.V.Jhabua 

5. Smt.N.Rani                         K.V.CRPF Avadi 

6. Sri.B.A.Raju                       K.V.Rajahmundry 

7. Smt.Ambili Amma             K.V.No-2,Kalpakam 

 
COMMITTEES 

1.Editorial board : 

1.Sri.Tulasi Dasan        K.V.Aruvankadu  ( Leader  ) 

2.Mrs.Rani                    K.V.CRPF Avadi 

3. Smt.Ambili Amma               K.V.No-2,Kalpakam 

4. Sri.B.R.B.K.Swami    -         K.V.Suryalanka 

5. Smt.Vidula Sadre                  K.V.Ahmed Nagar     

6. Smt.K.M.Komalam              K.V.Palaghat    

2. MESS COMMITTE : 

1. Sri.Rajesh Shukla                K.V.Mokamaghat 

2. Sri.Alok Kumar                   K.V.No-2, Gaya    

3. Sri.B.M.P.Singh                    K.V.Dhanapur S.S 

4. Smt.Rajeswari                       S C S Srihari Kota 

 

3.CULTURAL COMMITTEE 

 

1. Sri.Devashis Paul                 K.V.Barrack Pore 

2. Sri.B.Rakesh Kumar             K.V.Gangtak 

3. Smt.Seema Rani Daniel        K.V.Sarni 

4. Sri.Veerendra Singh Meena  K.V.K.V.Seoni Malwa 

5. Sri.Santosh singh                  K.V.NTPC Ramagundam 

 

4.EXCURSION COMMITTEE : 

 

1. Sri.Shaik Nazeer Ahemed-   K.V.Ghatakesar  (  Leader)  

2. Smt. Ananthi-                       K.V.No-2, Tambram 

3. Smt.Kalyana Vadivu            K.V.Island grounds 

4. Sri.B.Suresh                         K.V.Picket 

5. Sri.A.K.Saxena                   K.V.Gail,GUNA    
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5.EXHIBITION COMMITTEE : 

 

1. Sri.B.A.Raju                        K.V.Rajahmundry 

2. Sri.K.C.Saha                         K.V.Durgapur, CRPF 

3. Smt.K.B.Hari Priya               K.V.RWF Yelahanka 

4. Sri.Rajeev Ranjan Sinha       K.V.Purnea 

5. Smt.Malathi Annaldas            K.V.Arakkonam 

6. Sri.S.Rakesh Kumar              K.V.Jhabua 

 
 

                                             GROUP ASSIGNMENTS 

 

Group 1 :  

1. Conducting tests and practicals for evaluation  

2. Preparation of Syllabus for Class VI 

Group 2: 

1. Planning of  theory to be taught in work education 

2. Preparation of Syllabus for classes IX & X 

Group 3 : 

1. Material required for W.E.Department 

2. Preparation of Syllabus for Class VII 

Group 4: 

1. Preparing annual budjet for the purchase of items for Work Education Classes 

2. Preparation of Syllabus for classes XI & XII 

Group 5: 

1. Work Shop specification & design of Work experience room 

2. . Preparation of Syllabus for Class VIII 
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SUGGESTED SYLLABUS ( THEORY&  PRACTICAL ) FOR CLASSES VI TO XII 

WORK EDUCATION 

CLASS     VI 

 

CLASS VII 

MONTH Theory Practical 

April  Basics Of Origami Basic folding in origami 

Shawl base, door base  

July Basics Of Origami Making caps two types bishop cap, 

politician cap  

August Measuring Dimentions 

How To Use The Geometrical 

Instruments 

Making caps,  

September Identifying Work Shop Tools  Making caps two types dabba wala 

convection 

October Identifying Electrical Components Wheel with origami template( 12 to 

14) 

November Basic electricity 

Gardening And Cleaning 

Wheel with origami template( 12 to 

14) 

December Growing Useful Plants Assembling of a test lamp  

January Cleaning Of Kitchen Utensils 

Basic Electrical Terms 

Wheel with origami template (16 to 

18) 

February Identification Of Various Types Of 

Papers And Their Uses 

Assembling of switch and holders  

 Personnel Hygiene Assembling a simple circuit ( battery, 

bulb, safety, wires)  

March Tools Handling Precautions --- 

MONTH Theory Practical 

April  Personnel Hygiene Testing of Current & Voltage of 

different sources using meters. 

(eg button cell, pencil cell, ac 

supply etc.) 

 

July Introduction To Basic Folds In 

Origami 

Simple running stitch. 

Handkerchief hemming 

August Introduction To Garden Tools Paper bag. 

Greeting card making 

 Modern Gardening Techniques Identifications of AC & DC devices 

and listing them 

September Healthy & Nutritious Food Values  Embroidery chain stitch magic 

chain stitch, cable chain stitch. 

Block printing 

October Atomic Structure Personal hygiene. 

Wealth from waste- door mat 
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CLASS VIII 

 

 

November Introduction To First Aid Identification of electronic 

components like resistor capacitor 

diode  transistor etc.. 

 Precautions While Handling Electricity  

December Sources Of Electricity Identifications of AC  devices and 

listing them 

January Units Of Electricity And Electrical 

Terms 

Identifications of DC  devices and 

listing them 

 Importance of earthling . 

 

February Cells and accumulators Assembling of  a simple circuit with 

one bulb, one holder and switch 

with 3v battery. 

 Types of current Making simple circuit of 

electromagnet 

March Types of electrical circuits  

MONTH Theory Practical 

April  Personnel Hygiene Testing board for 

testing the insulator and 

conductor using the cell  

 

July Food preservation Question answer 

board using the DC bulb and 

cell 

 

August Techniques of removal of stains Simple circuit using 

the two or three cells  

 

 Book binding ( theory)  

September Parts of PA system Book binding 

October Introduction to plumbing Practical of soldering 

by making joint of DC bulb. 

 

November Electricity and magnetism Electric bell  

 

 Precautions while handling LPG  

December Balanced diet Series parallel circuits 

January Types of fire and fire fighting 

equipments 

Series parallel circuits 

 Precautions While Handling Electricity Extension board 

February Introduction to electronics Extension board 

 Water harvesting techniques  

March Environmental awarness --- 
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CLASS IX 

 

CLASS X 

 

 

MONTH Theory Practical 

April  Health and hygiene Identifying items needed for house 

wiring 

July Safety devices Corridor lighting 

August Measuring instruments  Godown wiring 

 Earthing  

September Types of electrical wires and uses Construction of a toy fan 

October Ohms law Verification of Ohms law using live 

circuit 

November Resistance and its colour code  Connecting resistances in series 

and parallel and checking their 

properties 

 Broadcasting system  

December Introduction to tropo- scatter 

communication 

Construction of a battery eleminator 

January Series parallel connections Construction of a calling bell using 

transistor 

 Introduction to semi conductors   

February soldering technique Construction of table lamp using 

waste materials 

 Preparation of diet for patients  

March Guidance & counselling --- 

MONTH Theory Practical 

April  Soldering technique Construction of a running lamp 

circuit 

July Introduction to electricity and 

magnetism 

Construction and testing a 

florescent lamp set  

August Health and hygiene Construction of a full wave rectifier 

circuit 

 Guidance & counseling  

September Magnetic effects Quiz buzzer cum light switch 

October Generators Paper ball making using hexagonal 

and pentagonal shaped papers 

November Motors Making a water fountain using 

white cement 

 Introduction to logic gates  

December Energy saving methods Construction of a toy generator 

January Calculation of electricity bills Musical calling bell using IC and 

Transistors 

 Advanced safety devices  

February Use of LCD projector and its advantage Fire/ Rain alarm circuit 

 Environmental awareness  

March  --- 
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CLASS XI 

CLASS XII 

 

 

. 

 

MONTH Theory Practical 

April    

July Environmental awareness Practical work for finding the 

resistance using color code 

 

August Types of logic gates Practical verification of Ohms law 

 Space communication  

September Introduction to robotics Use of watt meter 

October  Effective Communication skills Use of energy meter 

November Guidance & counseling Practical verification of Ohms law 

 Dealing with stress  

December Spectrum analyzer( theory) Practical on open/closed/ short 

circuits 

January Transformers Repairing of electric kettle, mixee 

 Hardware in computers  

February Lightning arresters Rectifiers and oscillators 

 Importance of nutrients  

March Revision --- 

MONTH Theory Practical 

April  Lightning arresters AC Fundamentals – practical way of 

finding the Impedance and Power by 

Ohmmeter and Wattmeter 

 

July Dealing with stress Resonance Circuit – practically proving 

condition for resonance 

August Guidance & counseling Practical demonstration of Full Wave and 

Half Wave rectification. 

September Oscilloscope & 

 Spectrum analyzer( theory) 

Practical Activity of Filter Circuits. 

 

October Tone generators Practically verifying Kirchoff‘s Current 

Law and Voltage Law and also 

verification of balance of Wheatstone‘s 

Bridge. 

 

November Introduction to mobile technology Amplifier and Oscillator circuits 

practically using Transistor 

December Basic transmitting stations(BTS) 

Digital communication 

Transformer role in the Transmission and 

Distribution circuit-practical 

demonstration. 
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TOOLS & MATERIALS REQUIRED IN WORK EXPERIENCE ROOM/LABORATORY 

 

MATERIALS REQUIRED: 

 

1 Pocket knife :10 piece                                 2. Scissors;10 Pc 

3:Plaster of paris;10Kg     4.Parafin wax:6Kg 

5.Petrolium jelly:6Kg                6Transformer(6-0-6)/230v ac:6Pc DCmotor:6:Pc 

8.Battery eliminator:6Pc    9.PVCWire;(1M, 1.5M,2.5M,4M):2 roll each 

10.SPST switch  5amp:100pc   11.SPDT switch5amp :50 pc 

12.Bulb(15watt);30 pc    13.Bulb(40watt):50 pc 

14. Soldering iron – 10pc    15. Soldering wire – 10packet 

16. Soldering wax – 10pc    17. PVC insulating tape – 10pc 

18. Multi-meter – 1no.    19. Voltmeter – 2no. 

20. Ammeter – 2no.     21. Diode – 50pc 

22. Resistor – 50pc     23. Transistor – 50pc 

24. IC – 50pc      25. Chart paper – 30pc 

26. Brown paper – 30pc    27. Colour paper – 30pc 

28. Fluorescent paper – 30pc.  

TOOLS 

 

  1.  Pocket knife  - 10pc      2. Scissors – 6pc. 

  3. Gas stove – 1no.       4. Aluminium utensil – 2no. 

  5. Plaster of paris – 10kg      6. Paraffin wax – 6kg 

  7. Petroleum jelly – 6kg       8. Transformer 230/6-0-6, 500mA – 3no. 

   9. Transformer 230/9-0-9, 500mA – 3no.    10. Transformer 230/12, 500mA – 3no. 

 11. Battery eliminator 230/1.5-3-4.5-6-7.5-9-12v, 500mA – 6no. 
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Budget Preparation for Materials (Consumable) for Work Education Lab 
Sl.No. Materials Quantity Estimated 

Amount 

Rs.  Ps 

1 Insulation Tape 10 Nos 100.00 

2 Fevicol 12 bottles 1200.00 

3 Switches 40 Nos 500.00 

4 Bulbs 25 Nos 250.00 

5 Bulb Holders 25 Nos 300.00 

6 Single Stranded Wire (Different Colour) 1 roll each 900.00 

7 Soldering Materials  400.00 

8 Transformer   (230-6-0-6) 6 Nos 480.00 

9 DC Motor  (9Volts and 12 Volts) 12 Nos 1200.00 

10 Electronic Components (Diode, Resistor, 

Transistor, capacitor, LED, ICs, PCBs etc 

 2000.00 

11 Wooden Boards for Projects & Hylum Sheet  600.00 

12 Items for Phenyl Preparation 10 Litres 1500.00 

13 Items for Agarbathi Preparation  1000.00 

14 Items for Demonstrating Book Binding  300.00 

15 Different kind of papers, & Cardboards  1000.00 

16 Super Enamelled Copper wire  200.00 

17 1 sq.mm PVC wire 30 meters 300.00 

18 Cello Tape/ Brown Paper Tape, Double Side 

tape 

 200.00 

19 Screen Printing Items for Demo  500.00 

20 Colour Set  250.00 

21 Miscellaneous  820.00 

TOTAL       14000.00 
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Budget Preparation for Tools & Other Non-Consumable Items   

for Work Education Lab 

 

Note: The Cost of Already available items in Work Education Lab should be deducted from 

the budget plan. 

 

Sl.No. Name of the Item Quantity Estimated Amount 

 

    In Rupees 1 Pocket Knife 10 Nos        100.00 

2 Scissors in different sizes 10 Nos        250.00 

3 Battery Eliminator (0-12 Volts)   6 Nos      1800.00 

4 Soldering Iron  - Soldron 10 Nos      1800.00 

5 Multimeter (Analog & Digital)   5 Each      3000.00 

6 Voltmeter   6 Nos        900.00 

7 Ammeter   6 Nos        900.00 

8 Gas Connection, Stove with 

accessories 

  1 cylinder      3000.00 

9 Aluminium Utencsils         400.00 

10 Combination Pliers   6 Nos        900.00 

11 Line Tester   1 No.          25.00 

12 Screw Driver Set   3 Sets        900.00 

13 File (All Types)   1 Set        500.00 

14 Wire Stripper   6 Nos        360.00 

15 Spanner Set   1 No        200.00 

16 Drill Machine   1 No      3000.00 

17 Hand Saw   2 Nos        280.00 

18 Hack Saw   2 Nos        200.00 

19 Soldering Iron Stand   6 Nos        300.00 

20 Hammer with Handle   6 Nos        480.00 

21 Cold Chisel   1 No.          40.00 

22 Mallet   1 No.          40.00 

23 Adjustable Spanner   3 Nos        300.00 

24 Chisel Set   1 Set        400.00 

25 Wire Hack Saw   1 No          35.00 

26 Bench Vice   6 Nos      1800.00 

27 Extension Multiplug   6 Nos      1200.00 

28 Candle Making Mould/candle rack   1 Set      4000.00 

29 Screen Printing equipments   1 Set        700.00 

30 Brush   6 Nos        240.00 

31 Miscellaneous Items like Drill bits, 

jumper, screws, nails etc 

        250.00 

TOTAL    28,300.00 
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DAILY REPORTS 
 
   

Report (25-09-2012)                               
                                                                            By Group I 

 
 The 21 days in-service course for the TGT ( WE) teachers started on 25.09.2012. The  

inaugural function was organized at the conference hall of ZIET Mysore at 0900 Hrs . The 

event was managed by Shri. U.B.Binoy and presided over by the Director ZIET Mysore Shri 

. S.Selvaraj.  After the event manager‘s introduction Shri M.Govindu PGT ( Maths) of Ziet 

who will be the course coordinator for this course had welcomed the gathering and 

introduced Shri. J.Srinivasu TGT (WE) from KV.Srikakulam and Shri M.Rajasekhar TGT 

(WE) from KV, Mysore who will the resource persons for the course. Then he invited the 

director to deliver his inaugural speech and declare the course open.  

 The Director, after  getting introduced with the participants and welcoming them, 

enquired about the amenities being provided by the institute and informed the participants 

that any short comings may please be brought to his immediate attention for early remedy. 

Then with a neat and effective power point presentation, he explained in length the 

terminology of work education and systemically explained the evolution of TGT ( Work 

Education) . He explained that the teachers were called craft teachers in 1937 at the time of 

introduction of the curriculum of art & craft, the was renamed as work experience teacher or 

WET in 1967, SUPW teacher in 1977 and finally TGT ( WE) in 2007. Then he reminded 

about the organization in which we serve and emphasized that each and every employee 

should feel proud to be a part of such prestigious organization. He then outlined the 

objectives of work education such as knowledge enhancement, skill enhancement and 

updating  oneself. 

 Then he entered in deep into  work education part of NCF 2005, by explaining various 

domains such as Psychomotor domain  which deals with development of skills, application of 

those skills in problem solving etc.  and  affective domain which deals with respect for 

manual work, developing proper work habits, self-esteem, environment awareness and 

awareness of socio economic skills. After elaborating on its objectives he gave the in depth 

view of the NCF by explaining its parameters, dimensions of work, ways of  implementing 

the same,  and their guiding principles. 

 He informed the gathering that this curriculum help in identifying the need of a 

person, and also that of his family and the society, acquire oneself with productive abilities, 

understand scientific facts and principles involved, understand his role in productive situation  

the strategy for implementation, class room interaction etc. Finally he came to the role of 

work education teachers such as assessing the need , prepare the students, arrange materials, 

develop linkage with experts, organizing activities relating to real life situation, providing 

feed back to students, educating the parents regarding the importance of work education and 

finally co-coordinating with parents for referral and follow up which are v ery much essential 

to implement the programme in true spirit for the benefit of students in particular  and the 

community as a whole. His speech enlightened the particpants and  gave insight of the vital 

role of work education teachers. 

An interesting ice breaking activity was counducted by distributing slips numbered with 1 to 

6 randomly and asked to form groups with the numbers 1 to 6 as one group each.The 

participants are divided in to 5 groups and the committtees like editorial board,Excursion 

Committee, Mess Committee, Cultural and Exhibition Committees are formed for smoth 

conduct of the course. 
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    Mr.K.Armugam P.G.T(Phy) has taken a session on knowing our organisation and given 

detailed information about the aims and objectives and the organisational structure of 

Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan. 

           In the post lunch session we had a pre test which was organized to test our 

knowledge level before the start of the course  and the first day‘s session came to an end.  

 

Report of 26/09/2012 Activities 
                                                                                                                    By Group II 

 

 

The session started with a mind soothing morning assembly by Gandhi group followed by a short 

address by the director, ZIET, Mysore. He, in his speech, appreciated the manner in which the 

assembly was conducted and advised to be cautious while narrating the previous days 

occurrences and requested to bring out the exact happenings. He concluded his speech by out 

lining the tentative schedule for the day. 

 The resource person Shri. M.Rajasekhar, in his address expressed his desire to have 

a uniform welcoming and thanksgiving system and advised us to adopt the scout clap , which 

was readily agreed upon by all. The day‘s session were divided in to four, two for origami  one 

for candle making and the final slot for demo . 

  The origami session by Shri. J.Srinivasu , the resource person started with 

introduction to the art from Japan and its importance. He emphasized the importance of origami 

and mathematical shapes, and took us to the wonderful world of origami by teaching and 

allowing us to make our own caps of different types such as bishop, politician, convocation and 

durgah caps. The second session was taken over by Shri. M.Rajasekhar, the second resource 

person who taught us the systematic method of candle making. While doing so, the participants 

were delighted to watch the meticulous method adopted by him and the lightning speed by which 

the candles were produced. The third session was again allocated for origami and in this session 

various bases were taught and encouraged the participants to make a variety of wheels based on 

these bases. 

  The final session saw demo by three of the participants. First one was by Shri 

Venugopal of KV Payyanur who explained with a power point presentation the method of 

godown wiring, its merits and de-merits. It was followed by a theory class supported by power 

point presentation by Shri. KV.Krishnan from KV Palakkad about transformers, their types, uses 

and method of selecting the correct transformer for correct purpose. The final demo was by Shri 

BA.Raju from KV Rajamundry who started the art of making 3D mask but was stopped mid way  

through for want of time.  In whole the day was hectic but enjoyable.   

 

 

रयऩोटभ 
सभूह III.                                   27/09/12 

 

प्राथथना कामथक्रभ द्नठतीम सभूह  -सयोजजनी गु्रऩ  द्ठाया आमोजजत ककमा गमा |  डी. 
ऩॉर ने गुरूदेठ यठीन्रनाथ टैगोय का  एक फॊगारी गीत गामा| भाननीम ननदेिक औय 
डीसी जेट- श्री एस सेरठयाज ने दीऩ प्रज्जज्जठरन से  ऩाठ्मक्रभ का िुबायम्ब ककमा | 
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सठथप्रथभ  हभाये सॊसाधक  श्री जे . श्रीननठास ु द्ठाया ओरयगाभी  ऩय एक  सत्र लरमा 
गमा था| उन्होंने  डफर नाठ फेस के साथ, डफर घय ओरयगाभी  काभ के लरए 
आठश्मक आधाय औय ठाइककॊ ग टोऩी, सजाठटी टोऩी, चयठाहा टोऩी, नेहरू टोऩी, सत्र 
आदद क्राउन की तयह टोनऩमाॊ फनाना  लसखामा जो  फहुत ददरचस्ऩ था औय हभ 
सफने  फ्रोयोसेंट कागजों  के साथ टोनऩमाॊ  फनाने भें  उिसाहऩूठथक  बाग लरमा | 

दसूये सत्र भें,  कुछ प्रनतबागगमों द्ठाया डभेो भें बाग   लरमा  गमा - 1) श्री फीए याजू 
ने  भुखौटा फनाने  का प्रदिथन ककमा. ( 2 श्रीभती कोभरॊ ने  अस्ऩतार प्रकाि ऩय 
डभेो ददमा औय SPST औय SPDT जस्ठच के उऩमोग- श्ररॊखरा औय सभानाॊतय 
कनेक्िन के लसद्धाॊतों के फाये भें नठस्ताय से फतामा | 3) श्री .सक्सेना ने  'अद्भतु 
बफजरी उऩकयण ऩयीऺण फोडथ' ऩय डभेो ददमा| इस सककथ ट को  घटक की ननयॊतयता, 
स्टाटथय, सॊधारयत्र, चोक  आदद का ऩयीऺण कयने के लरए इस्तभेार ककमा जा सकता 
है| 

 

दोऩहय के बोजन के फाद  इनरे  ठुड  ठकथ -  सुश्री फ्रोयॊस  रूथ, आईएसएस, भैसूय 
द्ठाया ऩढामा गमा | उन्होंने  ऩतॊगा, ऩीरे, जैक पर, यॉक रकडी जैसे रकडी के 
नठलबन्न प्रकाय - रकडी, गुराफ औय अन्म जडाऊ काभ के लरए आठश्मक साभग्री 
के  फाये भें फतामा | उन्होंने  रकडी  काटने   औय फे्रभ भें रगाने  की  नठगध  के 
फाये भें जानकायी दी | 

 सबी प्रनतबागगमों  ने ददए गए आॊकड ेकाटने औय उन्हें फे्रभ भें  रगाने  भें 
उिसाहऩूठथक बाग लरमा. 
ऩूये ददन का कामथक्रभ फहुत ही योचक औय हभाये  सीखने की प्रकक्रमा भें भददगाय 
था | 
 
 

 

REPORT of 28/09/ 2012   

 
By Group IV 

 

On Previous Day, the Course started with Morning Prayer by Group III. Then whole day‘s 

programme was explained by our Hon‘ble Course Director Mr. S. Selvaraj. Mr. Govindu our 

course co-ordinator introduced Mr. Srinivasu, Resource Person to explain all about CCE on 

Work Education. He gave us ways and means to evaluate work education activities. 

He explained what are scholastic subjects and what are the subjects of evaluation under 2 

(A)2(B), 2 (C),   2(D), 3(A) & 3 (B) with grading methods as well as grade points. 
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After tea break a test through work sheet was conducted by Mr. Srinivasu followed by 

Book binding activities by Mr. Rajasekhar, Resource Person. He gave live demonstration on 

book binding including threading the book, attaching brown papers, cutting straw boards, 

attaching straw boards, pasting calico clothe, pasting marble paper and also how to attach title 

sheet in front of the binding. The session was very interesting and all participants were 

involved with more enthusiasm.Mr. Rajasekhar gave us important tips about book binding 

through a powerful demonstration. 

 

Third Session started with a demo on Bridge Rectifier by Mr. R. Shukla, K.V. 

Mokamaghat. He explained about semiconductors and how P type and N type 

semiconductors are formed.He also explained how diodes are working as rectifiers, half wave 

rectifier circuits and full wave rectifier circuits with wave diagram and circuit diagram Then 

he demonstrated a working model of Full Wave Rectifier and explained how it is working.  

After that Mrs. Seema Rani Daniel, K.V. Sarni demonstrated her art of decorative 

items  through power point presentation. All participants made decorative birthday cards 

made out of fluorescent paper and chart paper.  

Programme ended with Mr. Rajasekhar  assigning the participants  to prepare the 

syllabus of  Work Education  for  Classes VI  to XII.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Report of 29/9/2012 

 
By Group V 

 

  The assembly programme was conducted by group IV participants. Immediately after 

the assembly  a session was organized on Television repair. The session was conducted by 

Mr.John Seen from RIE, Mysore. He had started his explanation with theoretical circuit 

diagram of a TV and in that , he explained the various stages involved in a TV right from the 

Antenna section to out put stage. Then he opened up a TV and took us to the world of 

electronics by explaining the various functions of various stages. He had also taught us the 

basic precautions to be observed while trying to under take the repair of a set. Then he went 

on to explain the various likely faulty areas and the remedies for the same.  

         This  session was followed by a group work of syllabus preparation. All the group 

members started having in depth  discussion on preparation of Work Education syllabus for 

the classes allotted to them. 

             In the first session of the after noon, Ms.Jayanthi, Jr. Training Officer, Government 

ITI, Mysore started her class on domestic appliances repair.  During the course of her lecture, 

she explained the probable causes on various domestic appliances such as Mixer grinder,  

electric iron, microwave oven, fan, air conditioners etc.  

            The second session in the after noon was allotted for demo classes by the participants. 

The first demo was by Ms. Kalyana Vadivu of KV Island grounds who taught the art of 

making glittering wall piece using foil paper, card board and fevicol and decorating the same. 

This was followed by a theory class on communication system by Mr. C.Ramaswamy of KV 

Gill nagar who explained the difference between analog and digital transmission, various 

types of modulation, de-modulation, AF,IF, RF etc. Then he explained the various waves 

used in different communication and the atmospheric layers involved in the same. 
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          The final session was  the operation of a door bell with in and out indicators by 

Ms.Vidula Sadre of KV II MIRC, Ahmednagar who explained the working principle, circuit 

and the actual circuit. 

  

 

REPORT OF 30.09.12 
By Group I 

 

The Group V conducted  the  morning assembly. .In the   first session Sri M.Govindu course 

co ordinator enlighted all  of us with the topic on leave rules in K.V.S. He gave very useful 

information on different types of leave , rules and Welfare measures  extended to the staff by 

K.V.S.. At the end of the session he cleared  many doubts of the participants.  A  work sheet 

test was conducted based on his session.  

  In the second session the Mr.B.R.V.K.Swamy from K.V.Surya lanka  gave demo on  

paper bag making and made the participants to prepare the same on their own.All the 

participants participated enthusiastically. Sri.K.C.Saha from K.V.Durgapur gave a demo on  

series & parallel connection operated with a single switch which was quite interesting and 

useful. 

 In the afternoon session Sri Gururaj naik a faculty from Chamarajendra academy of 

Visual arts gave a demonstration on mask making using POP.After that he demonstrated 

making of clay models by using moulds. He explained  in detail  about different types of 

moulds  and had a live demo of making a female face. All the participants participated 

actively. He showed the paricipants how to make POP model using moulds. 

He showed the power point presentation on the different decorative models prepared by using 

plastic spoons. He encouraged the participants to take active part in the same. Participants 

prepared different models with spoons and enjoyed the session. 
 

रयऩोटभ 
सभूह II  

                                                                                                                                  01/10/2012 

 

ददनाॊक ०१/१०/२०१२ के प्रनतठेदन प्रस्तुनतकयण के सन्दबथ भें ननम्न बफ ॊदओुॊ ऩय चचाथ की गई 
जो क्रभ ठाय ननम्न हैं :  

सठथ प्रथभ सभूह एक द्ठाया प्राथथना सबा का आमोजन एठभ सॊऩादन श्री मु नऩ नठनम द्ठाया 
अॊगे्रजी को फोर चार की बाषा के रूऩ भें  प्रठीण होने हेतु सुझाठ एठॊ भुख्म बफ ॊदओुॊ ऩय 
प्रकाि डारा गमा | अल्ऩ अठगध के नठश्राभ के फाद श्री डी ऩौर द्ठाया अगयफिती स्टैंड का 
ननभाथण की नठगध एठॊ प्रिमेक सभूह द्ठाया एक-एक अगयफिती स्टैंड का ननभाथण ककमा गमा | 

श्री फी सुयेि द्ठाया क्रभ एठॊ सभाॊतय से रेम्ऩों को जोडा जाना एठॊ ऩयीऺण रेम्ऩ का ननभाथण 
|  

बोजन के फाद प्राचामथ के नठ भैसूय द्ठाया कामथ-अनुबठ लिऺकों के कामों एठॊ दानमिमों को 
नठस्ताय से फतामा गमा | चाम नठश्राभ के फाद भ्रभण कामथ के अॊतगथत बायत सयकाय के 
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ऩाठ्म-ऩुस्तक भुरणारम रे जामा गमा जहाॉ हभ रोगों के द्ठाया भरुण, छऩाई, फॊधाई एठॊ 
कटाई कामों का अठरोकन ककमा गमा |  

इसके फाद हभ रोग ऺेत्रीम सॊयऺण प्रमोगिारा भैसूय गए जहाॉ श्री प्रबाकयन भहोदम द्ठाया 
ठाहाॉ ककए जा यहे सॊयऺण कामों का नठस्ताय से चचाथ ककमा गमा | इसके फाद हभ सबी रोग 
अऩने आठॊदटत ननठास स्थान आ गए | इसीके साथ प्रनतठेदन प्रस्तुनतकयण का कामथ सभाप्त 
होता है |  

 

 

 
 

REPORT of 02/10/ 2012. 
By Group III 

 
                 On the occasion of Gandhi Jayanthi the day started with  all faith prayer 

conducted  by ZIET staff and  the participants. We  assembled at 6.45 am and the prayer was 

followed by a silence , then all marched out in the same mode.  After breakfast participants 

paid tribute to the national leader by way of taking  part in shramdan  to clean the weeds and 

thorny bushes around the campus. All the participants participated in the manual labor whole 

heartedly and cleaned the entire allotted area with in the given time. 

  

                 After tea break second session started with prayer by second group . Thought  was 

given by Smt. Komalam, news by Sri. V.Thulasidasan, special item  by way of a patriotic 

song   by Sri.P.P.Bhattacharjee with his melodious voice,  report by Sri.A.Baghath.  This was 

followed by a lecture by Sri. Ramesh, Junior training officer govt. ITI, Mysore who  

explained in length  about LPG. During his course of lecture , he gave the composition of 

LPG (i.e) Butane and propane and its proportion.. Further he went on to add the preventive 

measures to be taken while handling LPG, Its correct storage method and the method of 

checking gas leakage. Further he demonstrated how to clean the burners and the ways of 

saving LPG . He advised all of us to go for wide bottomed vessels, use of pressure cookers, 

reducing the flame when the boiling starts, need of changing the gas tube atleast once in a 

year etc.  The lecture was indeed an eye opener for all the participants. 

 

  After the lunch break, the afternoon session started with origami by our resource 

person Sri.Srinivasu who taught us  the technique of making  3 D mathematical 

models,pyramids and  paper boxes. All the participants involved themselves with enthusiasm 

and were happy to see their end product.  

       This was followed  by a  session with Sri. SK..Tiwari TGT ( Hindi ) of  ZIET faculty 

who  briefed  us about Rajyabasha implementation in schools. During the course of his 

lecture in Hindi he emphasized the need of implementing Hindi following bi-lingual method 

of communications with in Government and non governmental departments. He explained in 

detail the need of the hour in implementing the language with vigor, and the methods being 

adopted by Government in implementing the same. He concluded his lecture with the 

information that the whole nation is divided in to three category for implementing Hind viz. 

A,B and C. where A are those states where the communication is 100% in Hindi, B 80% and 

C 55 %.  
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  The participants then went to computer lab to prepare the projects and assignments 

given to different groups.  

 

 

REPORT OF 03/10/ 2012 
By Group IV 

 

              On 3
rd

 October, 2012 as usual we had Morning Prayer. Thereafter Mr. Govindu, our 

course coordinator gave schedule for the day‘s programme. 

              First Session of the day started with   cube making by  paper folding by our 

Resource person Mr. Srinivasu , followed by very good and useful information under the 

head Food and Nutrition  by Mrs. Rubi Haria, Vice Principal, K.V.  Mysore who explained in 

detail about  physical and mental health care and listed nutrients and their sources. She 

explained how Indians  are  taking balance diet and gave precious tips to keep ourselves fit 

and fine.. She also gave us a list of anti-oxidants, food stuffs and source of fibrous food 

materials. 

              In Second Session, we had demo lesson by Mr. Santhosh Singh, K.V. NTPC 

Ramagundam, on full and half wave rectifiers. He explained concepts of holes and electrons 

flow in P Type and N type semiconductor materials and how diode conducts in the forward 

biased conditions. He also explained the wave form related to full wave rectifier and half 

wave rectifier and smoothening the wave ripples with a ripple removing capacitor. The next 

demo session was presented by Mr. Nasir Ahmad of K.V. NFC Nagar, Hyderabad. He 

demonstrated how 3 Dimensional balls can be made and decorated at various places. Actually 

he used 12 regular pentagons and 20 hexagonal paper cuttings and joined them together to 

have a beautiful piece of 3 dimensional Ball. 

             In the Third session we learnt how to make Agarbathi.  Agarbathi making was 

demonstrated by our  Resource Person, Mr. M. Rajasekhar. He gave a list of raw materials 

and tools required to make Agarbathi. He also demonstrated practically how to make 

Agarbathi. All the participants were asked to make the Agarbathi and all of them made it with 

lots of enthusiasm. In the Last Session Mr. Reddanna, Senior Faculty of ZIET Mysore gave 

detailed information about Disaster Management. He differentiated very shortly between 

calamity and disaster. He also explained various types of disasters and their causes in a 

detailed way. 

              The Programme ended with vote of thanks by Group III participants. 

 

                                                  

   Report of 04/10/ 2012 
By Group V 

 

Yesterday I
st 

session started with very effective assembly program conducted by Group-4 

(MAGHAD) 

Mr. M. Reddenna PGT (Geo) ZIET & Mr. Govindu course coordinator briefed about  the 

day‘s programme and after that   we welcomed the Mr. Barawaraj Musavalgi and Mr. 

Chandshekher who demonstrated on Mask making, Mr. B. A. Raju, one of our participants  

allowed himself to  be a model for making the POP mask on his face. Then we all were 

encouraged to make various dimensional paper masks and had a photo session till morning 

tea 

After tea we had the participants demo  1) Mr. Rakesh kumar KV GAIL Jhabua demonstrated 

to make a beautiful colorful  fur stick using satin ribbon which was enjoyed by all. 
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2) Mrs D. Anathi KV No II Tambaram demonstrated   the methods of  making beautiful 

butterflies and all  had a very good time in making various dimensional butterflies. 

3) Mrs V. Ambili Amma KV No II Kalapakam demonstrated  the method of making  colorful 

dome using chart paper and in deed every one felt a sense of satisfaction when the dome 

finally took its shape. 

     After lunch 2
nd

 session started with a lecture by Mr.  M.Reddenna PGT(Geo) ZIET 

Mysore on the topic of conduct code for Government employees. Various topics such as  

marriage rules, property rules, duties of teachers, activities needing prior permission etc.And 

in same session Mr. Warnekar Librarian  ZIET  Mysore delivered the speech on purchase 

procedure and stock maintenance.   While mentioning the purchase powers he quoted that the 

Principal  with the prior permission of the Chairman VMC of the Vidyalaya can effect 

purchase up to Rs  200000  & the permission of Dy Commissioner for purchases from Rs 

200001 to 500000 & 500001 and above JC Admin KVS (HQ) need to give the permission. 

The last session was in the computer lab by  Mr. Sunil Kumar C.K. PGT (Comp. sci.) KV 

Mysore. He  taught us  ―Computer awareness and application‖.He delivered his lecture 

and encouraged to create a folder and work on the system independently. 

Over all the whole session was informatics and energetic. 

 

                                                              

रयऩोटभ 
सभूह I.                       5.10.12                                                                                                                                        

 

ददन का कामथक्रभ याणाप्रताऩ  सभूह द्ठाया  प्राथथना के   साथ िुरू   हुआ |प्राथथना 
सबा भें  एक प्रहसन  बफजरी के झटके औय उसके उऩचाय ऩय था| 
इस सत्र भें  श्री जे .श्रीननठासु  सॊसाधक  द्ठाया स्क्रीन नप्र ॊदटॊग सत्र के साथ िुरू 
ककमा गमा| उन्होंने  स्क्रीन नप्र ॊदटॊग के   नठलबन्न चयणों - यचना, नठकास, औय 
भुरण के फाये भें नठस्ताय से फतामा| उन्होंने  Adobe ऩेज ननभाथता सॉफ्टठेमय भें ही 
हभाये नठषम को प्रस्तुत कयने को कहा औय साथ ही प्रनतबागगमों को  रेजय जेट 
नप्र ॊटय से  साथ टे्रस कागज ऩय नप्र ॊट रेने के लरए सुझाठ ददमा |  उन्होंने हभें  एक 
फे्रभ भें डडजाइन कयने ,  सूयज की योिनी भें  उजागय कयने ,  धोने औय भुरण की 
नठगध के फाये भें फतामा |  सत्र सबी के लरए सूचनािभक औय ददरचस्ऩ   था | 

 श्री येद्देन्ना , ZIET के  ठरयष्ि सदस्म ने  ऩमाथठयण सॊठेदनिीरता ऩय  एक रघु 
कपल्भ िो के साथ दसूये सत्र भें व्माख्मान ददमा    |उन्होंने प्रदषूण के नठलबन्न प्रकाय 
औय प्रदषूण के  कायण औय  उनके ऩरयणाभों के फाये भें नठस्ताय से फतामा| 
 उन्होंने  ऩमाथठयण सॊठेदनिीरता के सॊफॊध भें िैक्षऺक सॊस्थानों, लिऺकों, छात्रों की 
बूलभका ऩय फर ददमा|  उन्होंने लिऺको  को  कुछ गनतनठगधमों के साथ ,  प्राथलभक 
कऺाओॊ से  ही छात्रों के लरए ऩमाथठयण सॊठेदनिीरता के फाये भें सुझाठ ददमा|  
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 दोऩहय  भें श्री मू ऩी . बफनॉम, ZIET, भैसूय ने  अॊग्रेजी ठाताथराऩ  ऩय सत्र लरमा| 
उन्होंने  सुनने के कौिर को  नठकलसत कयने के लरए एक कपल्भ  ददखाई  औय 
कामथऩत्रक बी  ददमा जजसभें  सुनने  के आधाय ऩय जठाफ  बयने थे . उन्होंने मह बी 
फतामा कक कैसे एक फातचीत कयने के तयीके के फाये भें नठस्ताय से फतामा|  
 

अॊनतभ  सत्र भें श्री सुनीर कुभाय   PGT (कॉभ( के ठी भैसूय ने ,  इॊटयनेट औय उसके 
उऩमोग के फाये भें नठस्ताय से फतामा| उन्होंने  हभें ई भेर खाता फनाने ,इॊटयनेट 
ब्राउजजॊग, भेर की जाॉच औय फाइरों के हस्ताॊतयण के फाये भें ऩढामा | 

 
 

REPORT of 06/10/ 2012 
By Group II 

 

 

 

Report on 5
th
 presented by Group II ( Sarojini Naidu Group). 

 

Yesterdays assembly programme was presented in a nice manner by Gandhi Group. 

In the special item, Sri.Ramaswamy gave a wonderful talk on the importance of consuming  

bananas regularly.  Regular intake of banana  will reduce the risk of stroke by 40%.  

 

The first session started with the Mid test . Thereafter the Demo session started. 

 

 In the first demo, Sri.Rajiv Ranjan Sinha of KV, AFS, Purnea presented Digital 

Logic Gate with a neat power point presentation. We were able to understand the different 

Logic Gates like AND, NAND, OR, NOR. He explained each and every component of the 

project and functioning of it clearly supported by a working model of  gates using transistor 

as well as IC.  

Ms. Haripriya of KV, RWF, Yelahanka, Bangalore took over the demo session on 

string art or nail and thread work. Each group was given a different shape of nail models .  

All the participants were deeply involved in the work and each  group made one model. It is 

felt that it will be  a very simple project for the children.  

 

The third demo was done by Ms Rajeswari, Space Central school , Sriharikota,  on 

vegetable  printing. Different designs were made on a carrot and color was applied on it with 

a small brush.  This was imprinted on a chart paper so that it can be used as greeting card. 

This project was very interesting. 

 

In the last demo, Ms N.Rani, KV, CRPF, Chennai  explained the basic concepts of 

electricity. She showed different interesting working models  with the help of small dc 

motors, which can  easily be implemented at school level without any difficulty.  
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In the afternoon session Mr.Arun Solomon, IT Expert from L & T, gave lecture on 

computer hardware & maintenance and LCD Projectors. He also gave hands on experience 

by showing all the internal parts of CPU. 

 

After tea break, there was a discussion on report  & Class wise syllabus preparation 

by Sri.Govindu, Course Co-Ordinator. The programme ended with vote of thanks. 

 

 

Report of 07/10/2012 

 
By Group III 

 

Morning assembly started with assembly program conducted by group2 Sarojni group  

Our course co -ordinator Mr. govindu enlighten the days program .The first session was taken 

by our resource person Mr.shrinivasu on electric generator & motor .He explained the 

working principal of generator &motor based on Faraday‘s law of electromagnetic induction. 

He demonstrated how to construct  a simple motor and generator which  even craft & home 

science teachers can do .  

After that Mr. Shrinivasu demonstrated different types of flowers  and they were  so 

interesting that our course co ordinator Mr.Govindu & Mr.Rajashekar also made the flowers 

like tulip & lotus.. 

After the tea break second session was on inclusive Education taken by Ms Sahaya Mary HM 

ZIET Mysore. She explained how to make our class learning friendly & inclusive.. 

After the lunch there was discussion about tour by the co ordinator Mr. Govindu. 

After the discussion participants demonstration started. First demo was on flour scent  lamp 

by Mr.Ratnashekhar he explained working of tube light & how consumption is less with 

CFL. 

        Second demo was making flowers with tissue papers by Mr. Virendra Singh Meena.He 

explained the flower making with tissue paper and involed all the participants in the activity 

      The third demo was on electromagnet by Mr. Alok Kumar.He explained the properties of 

different magnetic materials and showed the preparation of an electro magnet. 

       After tea break Mrs. Malathi demonstrated how to make Garland with fluorescent paper 

flowers and beads.     

     In the last session  Mr. Tiwari ZIET faculty  enlightened the different aspects of  Value 

Education which is to be imparted to the School children.A work sheet is given to all the 

participants as an assignment on the same..  
 

Report of 8 /10 /2012 
        By Group IV 

 
I would like to thank our course director Shri Selvaraj , coordinator  Shri Govindu and 

resource persons Mr. Rajasheker ,Mr. Shrinivasu for conducting educational tour. And also 

thanks to ZIET faculty members Mr. Reddanna and Mr. Armugam for accompanying the tour 

program. 

 Morning after the breakfast we started from ZIET campus at 7.45 am and went to 

Somnathpura temple situated on left bank of Cauvery River. We reached there at 8.45 am. 

The sculptures are extremely beautiful and the monuments are the examples of Hoysala style 

of architecture. We spent one hour there to see all the sculptures and took photos also. 
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 Then we proceeded to Gagan chukki water fall and enjoyed the natural beauty of the 

water fall. Then we started to Someshwara mini hydro power plant which was having three 

turbines each of 8.25 MW capacities. There we practically saw how the electricity is 

generated in hydroelectric plant which was explained by Assistant production manager Mr. 

Govind Reddy. He took us to turbine and generation section which gives practical and 

technical knowledge.  

 Then we visited to Madhya Ranganath temple and we worshiped lord Ranganath. We 

had our delicious lunch in nearby village prepared by our caterer. 

 Then we went to see Bara chukki fall. After that we proceeded to Talkadu village. We 

refreshed ourselves in the holy Cauvery river and some of us enjoyed parasail ride . Then we 

went to different temples like Pataleshwara, Maraleshwara, Saitakeshwara, Chaudeshwari 

temples. 

 Then we proceeded to Mallikarjuneshwara temple. On the whole we enjoyed the 

educational tour program and returned with happiest mood. We reached the ZIET campus at 

8.00 pm. All participants will never forget such a happiest occasion. 

 Once again I thank our Course Director Mr. Selvaraj who arranged such a wonderful 

educational tour program.     

   

Report of of 09/10/ 2012 
By Group IV 

 

 

The day started with Morning Prayer conducted by Group III participants. Immediately after 

the morning assembly Hon‘ble Director of ZIET Mysore Mr. S. Selvaraj enquired about our 

experiences in the Educational Tour we had on 8
th
 October, 2012. Then Director Sir briefed 

about yesterday‘s schedule of session. He also garlanded Godess Saraswathi Idol, the garland 

being made by the participants. 

 

The First Session started with Mr. Arumugam, PGT (Physics) of ZIET Mysore giving a wide 

lecture on TA/DA rules for K.V. Staff in a nice way. He narrated various TA/DA rules for 

Journeys by Air/Sea/Rail and by Road. He also gave valuable tips on TA on transit and on 

retirement. 

 

In the Second Session,  Mr. P. Chandan, Fire Station Officer of Hebbala Fire Station gave 

fantastic lecture on ―Fire Fighting & Safety‖ in which he narrated the causes of fire, 

categories of fire and Fire Triangle. He also gave valuable tips how to put off the different 

types of fires. His team demonstrated working of different nozzles used along with Fire 

Engine. Mr. P. Chandan also demonstrated the Fire Prayer through power point presentation 

which is applicable to those who are working in the Fire Department worldwide. He also 

narrated different classes of Fire extinguishers like Class A, Class B, Class C and Class D 

which are applicable to different types of fire. Honourable Director Sir Mr. S. Selvaraj was 

personally present in the Demo Session delivered by the Team of Fire Department in front of 

ZIET main building. 

 

In the Afternoon Session, Ms Sahaya Mary threw light on Life Skills. She explained different 

life skills like positive behaviour, critical thinking, creative thinking, problem solving, 

decision making etc through various stories. Her class was interesting as well as interactive 

with participants. The qualities of interpersonal relationship, managing emotions, self- 

awareness, empathy were also entrusted onto the participants by means of a power point slide 

depicting the story of clever crow quenching its thirst by putting stones on the half- filled pot.  
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The last session was really wonderful and informative which was taken by Mr. P.C. Raju, 

Honourable Principal of K.V. Mysore. The topic was ―Corporal Punishment and 

Implementation of National Commission For Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) in 

Kendriya Vidyalayas. He blended different rules related to the topic with his professional 

experiences. This was really interesting to all the participants. He also advised us to be very 

sensitive when dealing with children, who are problematic and sentimental in the class. 

The day was called off after vote of thanks by Group III participants. 

 

                         

  Report of 10.10.2012 
By Group V 

 

The day started in the routine way with the morning assembly but with more melody in the 

morning prayer song. And, the special item was something that should not be forgotten after 

the show, but, to be remembered and reviewed, by everyone whenever switches ‗ON‘ any 

electrical or electronic device. That was  indeed a splendid act by group 4. 

Then, the Director, ZIET(Mysore), Sh. S Selvaraj briefed the days programme. The 

1
st
 session was taken by Sh. V P Binoy, PGT(English), ZIET(Mysore) on communication 

skills. He emphasized on effective communication and standard communication skills. He 

threw light on modes of communication like hearing, smelling, seeing, tasting and touching. 

It is learnt that of an literate person‘s communication 9% is through writing, 16% through 

reading, 30% through speaking and 45% through listening. He also discussed the standard 

communication gestures and of course, the barriers in communicating. The session included 

hilarious clippings, discussion and acting. It ended with a technique to find genuine smile and 

body language. 

In the forenoon post tea session demo on yoga was given. Mr. Jai Kumar, from 

Pranava Yoga Dhama, a yoga institute in Mysore, explained about yoga and its importance in 

human life. Followed by some yogasanas demonstrated by his Russian student Vladimir. The 

participants were involved in doing the yogasanas and practiced. 

Post lunch session was taken by Sh. J Srinivas, resource person for the course. He 

explained and then demonstrated the method for preparation of white phenyle and Vaseline 

with all the precautions to be taken before doing, while doing and after doing. The activity of 

preparing 10 litres  of white phenyle  each by the groups  made the participants learn and 

practice self-dependence in resource management in schools. The highly useful and practical 

session was witnessed by the course Director. Everyone was keen as mustard. All the 

participants have acquired the skill of doing these activities. 

         In the afternoon post tea session, the respective groups had a discussion on various 

group assignments given to them earlier. 

            On the whole, the day was highly joyful and productive in learning and for learning. 

And added many a mickle to make a muckle.  

 

 

Report of  (11.10.2012) 

 

                   By GROUP-I 

 

   Yesterday our day started with morning assembly prayer conducted by group -5.  The 

previous days report was presented by Mr.Raju in effective manner and special litem was 
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about side effects of excessive use of cellphone.  The information about cell phone side 

effects was very informative and alarming.. 

     The first session was started with a power point  presentation by Sri.Govindu course co-

ordinator with  beautiful flowers carrying message oriented thoughts. Immediately after this 

slide show our honorable director Sri.S.Selvaraj sir taken a session on guidance and 

counseling.   Before starting his class sir interacted with all participants about their views 

about counseling and guidance.  Then he elaborately explained about the difference between 

guidance and counseling.  He started  the topic with a wonderful quotation by Anne Sullivan  

―Children require guidance and sympathy more than instructions‖.  Then he explained about 

the needs of guidance, with information about carrier choices after completion of secondary 

school education  and the stages of carrier development and 3 kinds of functions performed 

by schools.  This topic has boosted us to guide and the children for their carrier growth. 

    Then after tea break, we had a group photo session.  In second session demos were given 

by Mr.Bhagath , he explained about stair case wiring and to refresh our minds he has given 

useful tips to make mathematical puzzles.  Then Mr.Bhatacharya explained about the earthing 

and its importance and light dimmer circuit.  At last Mr. Tulasidasan explained about simple 

musical calling bell.  We all participants enjoyed the music of bell by completing the project. 

     After lunch Mr. Mahapatro enlighted us about types of arts and importance of commercial 

art.  He made our minds fresh by showing some of his paintings.  He demonstrated how to 

make a decorative painting.  All the participants are actively painted one painting.  After tea 

break a test was conducted by our resource person Mr. J. Srinivasu.  Then our co – ordinator 

took the feedback about group works. 

     Totally the day went on very well and fruitful. 

 

Report of 12.10.2012. 

                 By GROUP-II 

  

           Yesterday‘s morning assembly was conducted by group one. The importance of 

morning  walk was enlightened by Mr. Suresh from K.V. Picket. 

          After the assembly, Our Course Co-ordinator Mr. Govindu introduced Dr. Bhaskar 

who is the secretary of St. John‘s Ambulance Association and he is also associated with Red 

Cross Society. He is actively involved in educating the people in First Aid through his 

lectures and demonstrations. 

         He narrated various situations which occurs in daily life and how to give First Aid. 

         He enlightened us about the urgency and importance of First Aid. He demonstrated how 

to give artificial respiration and precautions to be taken by the First Aider. 

        He also covered the topics like breathing problem, types of wound, burns, insect bites, 

bleeding, suicidal cases, accidents, drowning cases, small children problems like any foreign 

element enters the nose or ear, swallowing coins, beads etc. 

        The Class was very useful and interesting which went on about three and a half hours 

with lot of interaction with the participants. 

        In the Afternoon Session we visited different departments of Kendriya Vidyalaya, 

Mysore. The special attraction was gymnasium which we is not common in all the Kendriya 

Vidyalayas. 

        Mr. Ranjith from All India Radio, Mysore gave a lecture on Public Addresssing Systems 

and he explained about parts of P.A. Systems, troubleshooting them and also the location of 

Microphones and Speakers to avoid hauling. It was a very useful topic for all as it was a very 

interactive session. 

        In the fourth Session, Rakesh Kumar Bhatia from K.V. Ganghtok gave a demo lesson on 

LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) along with working model. 
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         The Next Demo was given by Mr. B.M.P. Singh from K.V. Danapur on Use of 

Electronic regulators over Conventional Regulators for Power Saving through working 

model. 

      

             Though we had a hectic day, but it was a useful day. 

 

 

  

          

Report of 13/10/2012 

                    By GROUP-III 

 

The day started with the assembly by the Sarojini Naidu Group. In the special item a quote 

was quoted by the group leader Ms. Komalam who explained in detail about the importance 

of time which was well received by all. After the assembly the director in his speech again 

emphasized on the time management and appreciated the assembly programme in general and 

the special item in particular. Then he conveyed  his best  wishes to  all the participants for 

their forth coming post test to be conducted today. 

  As decided the post test was started at 09.30 Hrs. The question paper covered all 

aspects of  topics covered during the entire course and the participants were made to sweat 

out to bring out the data from their memory in order to excel in the test. In overall all seemed 

to have prepared well as there was a mood of joy instead of gloom and there were no point of 

regret where as   after the stipulated time all the participants were seen coming out of the hall 

with a broad smile on their faces indicating their performance.  

  In the after noon  as a reprieve from the hectic training schedule all the participants 

were allowed to go on a  mini educational trip  in and around Mysore.  All the places of 

historical importance such as the great  Maharaja palace, museum, Art gallery  and 

Chamaraja College of visual arts were  real feast to the eyes and the participants were seen 

asking numerous questions to the officials and guides present over these places in order to 

enrich their knowledge.  At the end  of the trip they were allowed to have  shopping for their 

near and dear from the city market. 

 In overall the day started with great anxiety where as ended in a most joyful note. 

 

Report  of 14/10/2012 

                                                                                                                     By GROUP-IV 

 

  The assembly was presented by Group III who started the programme with a smoothening 

thought and special programme.  After the assembly the director, appreciated the way the 

assembly was conducted and went on to explain to the participants in regard to the days 

programme. 

  The first session group wise presentation of group works  assigned to different groups  

during the course of training was held . The  following items were presented by different 

group. 

(1) Preparation of syllabus for work education( Theory & Practical) 

(2) Requirement of materials for the work education department 

(3) Preparation of Annual Budget pertaining to work education department 

(4)  Month wise action plan for the coverage of syllabus for the classes VI to XII 

(5) Presentation of project work assigned 
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(i) Group I             Glass painting 

(ii) Group II Decorative wall hanging 

(iii) Group III Croton flower making 

(iv) Group IV Working model of logic gates 

(v)  Group V Triggering a light with match stick 

 In the  second session the participants discussed   about different aspects of work 

education for the betterment of the student community.  

  The afternoon session started with a festive mood since it was the time for the 

participants to bring out their talents  in the form of cultural activities.    Variety of  

entertainment items were  planned , and presented in a befitting manner by the 

participants. It proved that age is not a barrier   for taking part in cultural activities 

since all the participants barring a few were well above forty . This did not deter them 

from displaying their talent and it really proved that each and every person is a master 

of himself and there is no dearth in talent.   

  After the tea break, the participants were now gearing themselves to display 

their talent in cookery as it was a day for them to show the ZIET faculty and their 

fellow participants their talent in the kitchen. A variety of food bringing out the entire 

cushion  of India were planned. All the participants and the ZIET faculty including 

the director had a whole hearted  community dinner . 

  The day will ever be cherished in the memory of not only the participants but 

also the faculty of ZIET. 

 

Report of 15/10/2012 

                                                                                           By GROUP-V 

 

 The final day of the in service course started with the morning prayer by Magadh group. All 

the participants were in a relaxed and jovial mood being the day of departure. After the 

morning prayer  the director, ZIET, Mysore explained the method of  displaying the 

numerous items made by the participants during the in service course.  

 In the morning session all the participants were seen busy arranging their items 

according to the themes allocated to them in the biology  and chemistry laboratories of 

Kendriya Vidyalaya, Mysore which is just opposite to the ZIET.  All the students of KV 

Mysore were invited to have a glimpse  of the hand works at display. The children were 

wonder struck to see such a variety of craft materials laced with electrical and electronic 

working models. Most of the students wanted to know the working principle of the models 

whereas amble number of children wanted to know the secret of origami and the method of 

producing such varieties of items ranging from flowers to caps and wheels to cubes. 

  The valedictory  function In the afternoon started with the course report presentation 

by the course co-ordinator Mr. M.Govindu  PGT ( Maths) faculty ZIET . This was followed 

by the opinion of the participants who on behalf of all of them expressed their heart felt 

happiness and joy during their entire stay at this place and there was a  special mention in 

regard to the excellent hospitality extended by the ZIET faculty members. They were  in all 

praise for the Director who looked after them in a befitting manner. Then they went on to 

share their experience at the beginning, middle and at the end of the course and the modules 

which refreshed and enriched their skills. After the participants interaction, the stage was  set 

for the re source persons remarks and observations in regard  to the methodologies adopted, 

content of the course, the effect the course had on the participants and his opinion about the 

adoptability among the participants.  
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The director Shri. S.Selvaraj  Deputy Commissioner, Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan,  

in his valedictory address expressed his at most happiness about the course content, the 

material preparation, active participation and the  disciplined way the participants conducted 

themselves during the entire  period of stay . He was thankful to the Almighty for  keeping 

every one in good health and for  the  event free  completion of the course. Then he went on 

to record his appreciation for the entire faculty members in general and the course  

coordinator and the resource persons in particular. 

Finally the vote of thanks was proposed by one of the participant and the course came 

to an end with  happy note.      

 

Activities presented by participants 

(DEMOS) 
 

 

GODOWN WIRING 
BY 

P.V VENUGOPALAN, K.V PAYYANUR, ERNAKULAM REGION 

 Godown wiring is an effective wiring for typical small godowns having two half wall 

partitions, making it a three  compartments godown. Generally such godowns are constructed 

with only one  door at the entrance. The first compartment opens to second through a wide 

opening, and the third compartment from the second through another wide opening. 

 The wiring is designed in such a way that one master switch is available at the 

entrance, (i.e) near the front door itself. One lamp each  is kept in  the first ,second and third 

compartment. One two way switch is kept near the opening to second compartment, by  

which, we can control lamps in first and second compartments. Another two way switch is 

kept near opening to  the third compartment, by  which we can control lamps in second and 

third compartments.  

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 
WIRING DIAGRAM 
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MATERIALS REQUIRED                 TOOLS REQUIRED  

• WOODEN BOX  4”*4”   6NO     SCREW DRIVERS 
• HYLAM BOARD 4” *4”   6NO     LINE TESTER 
• SPST SWICH  5A   1NO     HACK SAW &BLADE 
• 2 WAY SWITCH 5A   2NO                POCKET KNIFE 
• BULB HOLDER & 60 W BULB  3NO                    COMBINATION PL 

 PVE WIRE 1 SQ.MM                                           3 MTRS            WIRE STRIPPER 

PVC PIPE/BEND/TEE 1‘‘                                    1EACH     HAMMER AND 

DRILL 

PVC    JUNCTION BOX 1                 2NO 

CLAMP  1‖ 

WORKING: 

Initially keep S1 off, S2 on A and S3 on C. When S1 ON, lamp L1 lights and other 

lamps are not lighting at this time. At this position when we change switch position S2 to B, 

L1 ‗OFF‘ and L2 lights. At this position (S1 ON, S2 on B, S3 on C) when we change switch 

position S3 to D, L2 ‗OFF‘ and L3 lights.At this position (S1 ON, S2 on B, S3 on D) when 

we again brings switch S3 back to position C, again L3 OFF and L2 lights.At this position 

(S1 ON, S2 on B, S3 on C) when we again brings switch S2 back to position A, then L2 OFF 

and L1 lights. 

At this position (S1 ON, S2 on A, S3 on C) when we OFF the switch S1, L1 also stops 

lighting. Whatever may be the positions of switches S2 and S3, when we OFF S1, power 

supply disconnects to all lamps, thus ensures no lamp is working. 

SPECIALITIES 
• Single touch, shifting connection. 
• Ensures, only one bulb at a time. 
• Ensures closure of circuit from outside. 
• Suitable especially for small godowns. 
• Economical in installation. 
• Saves energy while utilization. 

 

DISADVANTAGES 

The wiring require above mentioned sequence of operation. If it deviates, we will not get the 

desired working order.  
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Wonderful Electric Device testing board 
 Sh. A.K.Saxena  KV GAIL,Vijaipur 

 

Materials and Tools Required:- 

Materials:- 
1) Bulb 40W           01     
2) Switch 5Amp    01 
3) Socket 2pin      01 
4) Plug 2pin           01 
5) Flexible wire   03mtrs 
6) Wooden board :- 01 

Tools:- 
1) Insulated combination plier 
2) Screw driver 
3) Neon tester 

 

 Circuit Diagram  

 
Making of testing –board:-  

1) Take a wooden board of size 10”x8” 
2)  Fix the switch, socket and batten holder with proper spacing on the board  
3) Make connection as per  the circuit diagram 

Testing procedure:- 
To test the device,  one end of the Device under test is connected with wire and 

other end of this wire is to connected to  the socket (Checking point) and make the switch 

“ON” and observe the illumination of the lamp 

Examples:- 

1) Wire: - If Lamp glows it means wire is OK  and it is in working condition, If not     
             wire is faulty 

2) Starter: - If the Bulb is flickering it means starter is OK. Not glowing or  
                continuously glowing, the starter is faulty 

3) Fluorescent tube: - if the bulb glows the tube is in working condition, not glow or        
                                dim means it is faulty. Check both end terminals  

                                 of the tube light in similar manner. 

4) Choke: -If the  lamp is glowing  with less brightness (50%) the  choke is in working  
                 condition. If lamp glows with full brightness, the choke is defective (i.e)   

                 short. If the  bulb is not glowing, it means choke is defective( i.e) open  
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                 circuit 

Also we can check the other devices on the basis of continuity test i.e.  heating 

elements, and earthling also. 

Precautions:- 
• Use proper tools for proper work 
• Avoid loose connections 
• Insulate yourself before testing  

 

ORNAMENTAL CUTTING 

Seema Rani Daniel, KV,Sarni 

Material requirement:- 

1. Scissors (small) 

2. Craft or fluorescence paper 

3. Fevicol 

4. Greeting card 

 

Method 

Single ornamental cutting:- 

Take color paper width2‖ and length 6‖ of greeting card size. 

1. Fold the paper in long side. 

2. Fold the paper vertically from the centre. 

3. Further fold it again in the same manner so that the paper is folded in four parts  

4. Open the paper and fold it over the first crease. 

5.  Give  slant narrow cuts of about 2cm from the joint side . 

6. Open the paper in sucha way that the  V direction is  in the bottom. 

7. Stick the cut  strip in greeting card on the  plain side. 

8. Make few such pieces and start pasting them in alternate directions. 

 

Double ornamental cutting:- 

1. Take 2‖ width and 6‖ length two strips paper. 

2.  Since two papers are put together carry on the above narrated method of folding and 

cutting. 

3. Now open the folds slant cut the narrow strip from the  joint side  

4. Alternatively cut the strips and mix and paste them in opposite direction 

5. The greeting card is ready for use. 

  

Glittering Wall piece 

              Smt Kalyana Vadivu, KV Island Grounds 

Materials required 

 Cardboard 35 X 35 cm (2 pieces) 

 Any bold design 

 Foil paper (silver or any colour) 

 Scissors 

 Fevicol 
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Method 

 Use first cardboard for the background. 

 Trace the design in both the cardboards. 

 Use the second cardboard for cutting  the petals and the leaves separately.  

                                                       
 Repeat the same method     for all flowers and leaves. 

Crush the foil paper to get the glittering effect 

 Take the foil paper 1 cm bigger than the petals and leaves. 

   Now wrap the foil paper on the cut petals and leaves. 

 Now stick all the petals and leaves with fevicol  on the first cardboard to finish 

the show piece. 

 A wonderful colour wall piece is ready for decoration 

 

Communication Systems 
                                                                                                    C.Ramasamy , K V 

Gillnagar, Chennai-94        

Elements of communication system 

Every communication system has the following three essential elements. 

1. Transmitter 2.Communication channel 3.Receiver. 

The electrical signals are of two types: 
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1. Analog signals. 2. Digital signals. 

An analog signal is that in which current or voltage value varies continuously with time. 

A digital signal is a discontinuous function of time, in contrast to an analog signal, wherein 

current or voltage value varies continuously with time. 

Types of antenna 

1. Dipole antenna-it is used in transmission of radio waves. It is omni directional. 

2.  Dish antenna- is a directional antenna which has an active element called dipole or 

horn feed at focus of the reflector. 

Modulation 

It is the phenomenon of superimposing the low audio frequency base band message or 

information signals on a high frequency wave (carrier wave). The resultant wave is called the 

modulated wave, which is transmitted. 

There are three types of modulation. They are 1.Amplitude modulation 2. Frequency 

modulation 3.Phase modulation. 

Demodulation 

Demodulation is the reverse process of modulation, which is performed in a receiver to 

recover the original modulating signals. 

Modem 

A modem is device that can connect one computer to another across ordinary telephone lines. 

Modes of space communication  

There are four modes of communication. They are 1.Ground or surface wave propagation.2. 

Space wave or tropospheric wave propagation.3. Sky wave or ionospheric wave 

propagarion.4. Satellite communication. 

Ground or surface wave propagation 

Ground or surface wave propagation is a mode of wave propagation in which the ground has 

a strong influence on the propagation of signal waves from the transmitting antenna to 

receiving antenna.  In this propagation, the signal wave glides over the surface of earth. 

Space wave propagation  

Space wave propagation is that mode of wave propagation in which the radio waves emitted 

from the transmitter antenna reach the receiving antenna through space. These radio waves 

are called space waves. 

Sky wave propagation 

Sky wave propagation is a mode of wave propagation in which the radio waves emitted from 

the transmitter antenna reach the receiving antenna after reflection by the ionosphere 

 

DOOR BELL WITH IN AND OUT INDICATOR 

Ms. Vidula Sadre, KV No  II MIRC Ahmednagar  

OBJECTIVE: 

To understand connections of two way switch. 

To understand connections of door bell with bulb 

To give the correct indication and to  save the power. 

 

MATERIAL REQUIRED 

Bulb holder   --    2 no.                                                            

Red bulb      1 no. 

Green bulb   1 no. 

Door bell   1 no 

5 Amp  bell push    1 no 

5 Amp two way switc  1 no 

Connecting wire  2M 
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Insulating tape 

Tool box 

Diagram 

 
 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 
PRECAUTIONS: 

Use Proper Tool For Proper Work. 

Avoid Loose Connections. 

Accessories Should Be Mounted Firmly. 

Check The Circuit Before Connecting To The Supply. 

Insulate Yourself Before Switching On Supply. 

 

MAKING OF A DEMONSTRATION  BOARD FOR SERIESANDPARALLEL 

CONNECTION CONTROLLED BY SWITCHES 

Shri.K.C.Saha, KV, CRPF, Durgapur 

 

Materials Required 

Wooden/fiber board 12‖x15   ‖-01 no. 

Batten Holder     -03 nos. 

Bulb any wattage normally 40W   -03nos. 

Switch SPST 5A    -04nos 

2Pin Plug     -01 no 

Flexible Wire     -04meter 

Screw ½‖     -08 nos 

Diagram 

 

 

 

Method 

 Take a board cover and place 3 nos. holder and 4 nos Switch on it giving proper gaps. 
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 Make the accessories and cut it with the help of chisel and hammer. 

 Fit the switches and holders on the board. 

 As per the circuit diagram connect switch , holder and 2 pin plug. 

Working 

 For Series Connection put ‗ON' Switch S1 and S4 and Put off S2 and S3. All the 

bulbs will give dim light. Thus total voltage divide into all resistance. 

 For parallel connection Put ON all the switch S1, S2,S3and S4.all the bulb will give 

full light. Thus the voltage in all resistance are equal to the source voltage. 

 

 PRECAUTIONS: 

(1) ALL THE CONNECTIONS SHOULD BE SECURE 

(2) INSULATE YOURSELF BEFORE TESTING 

(3) CONNECTION SHOULD EXACTLY BE AS PER THE DIAGRAM 

Assignment 

If 3no of Lamps of Power 40W,60W and 100W are connected in series: 

 * Which Lamp will glow more? 

* Which Lamp will glow dim? 

 

*If 3 nos of lamps of Power 40W, 60W and 100W are connect in Parallel: 

        

* Which bulb will draw more Current? 

* Is Voltage drop occurs ,all Lamps are equal ? 

      #  Why  domestic circuit prefer Parallel wiring instead of  series wiring ? 

 

Paper Bag 

 

                                                                              Demo By Sri BRVK Swamy , AFS 

Suryalanka 

 

Aim : To prepare a paper bag 
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Materials Requiered 

• Chart 

• Scissors 

• Fevicol 

• Eyelets 

• Eye let presser 

• Lace 

 

Method 

• Take the chart and fold from right  leaving  one inch space, fold it up and make strong 

crease. 

• From left bring the chart up to the end and make crease at left side. Paste the portion. 

• Now from bottom leave 7 cm and fold up and make a crease. 

• Again from left and right sides fold the chart and make crease. 

• Now make a press inside from both the sides . 

• Make holes for handle with a punching machine near the open end of the bag. 

• Put eyelets in the holes and press with eyelet pressers. 

• Now take equal length of laces  and fix as holders of the bag. 

• Now the bag is ready 

Precautions 

• Thickness of the chart should be able to carry our luggage 

• Bottom sealing should be perfect 

• Handles should be kept at appropriate distance from ends 

AGARBATHI STAND 

Debasish Paul, KV Barrackpore( Army) 

Materials Required      Tools Required 

Copper Wire- 02 Meter     Plier Side Cutting 

Plastic/metal Bangle-01     Scissors 

Satin Ribbon-01 M      Used  refill 

Fevicol- 01 tube 

DIAGRAM 

 
PROCEDURE 

 

(1) Cut the copper wire into one feet length 

(2) Make a total of six such pieces 

(3) Take the used refill and start winding the copper wire on it , starting from one end so as to 

make it in to a spring. 

(4) Continue the winding till it reaches approximately two inches in length 

(5) Remove it from the refill and continue to make such springs with all the cut copper wires 
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(6) Take the bangle and start fixing the wires one by one on it in such a way so that the spring 

like structure is on the top and the stem is on the outer side of the bangle. 

(7) Arrange for symmetry. 

(8) Decorate the bangle with the satin ribbon and fix the ends using fevicol 

(9) The agarbathi stand is ready for use. 

 

 

ADVANTAGE: 

 

(1) Low cost product 

(2) Easy to make 

(3) Ready to use 

(4) Can be made in bulk at a time engaging the whole class. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

HALF WAVE AND FULL WAVE RECTIFIER 
Shri. Santhosh Singh, KV, NTPC Ramagundam 

 
 
 
SINUSOIDAL SIGNAL (SINwmt):- 
 
 

AC signal have both cycle positive and  negative , in INDIA ,we use ac signal of frequency 

50hz. 

 
N-type and p-type semiconductor:- 

 

When trivalent impurity like B ,Al is mixed with pure semiconductor like Si, Ge then this 

becomes P-type semiconductor, and when pentavalent impurity like P, As is mixed with pure 

semiconductor like  Si , Ge then n-type semiconductor becomes. But pure semiconductor 

behaves like an insulator at room temperature. Holes are imaginary terms; holes are nothing 

but vacancy of electron. 
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P-n junction diode:- 

When positive terminal of a battery is connected to p-side  

Of a p-n junction diode and negative terminal of battery is connected to n-side of a p-n 

junction diode the diode starts conducting and diode is known in the forward biased 

condition. And when p-side of diode is connected to negative terminal and n-side of diode is 

connected to  

Positive side then diode is in reverse baised condition. 

          
 

Half wave rectifier and full wave rectifier:- 

When positive half cycle of AC signal appears then p-side is positive and n-side is negative 

and diode is in the forward biased  

, diode conducts and positive half cycle appears at the output. 

And when negative cycle appears the negative voltage at p-side and positive voltage at n-side 

and then no voltage appears as output.in the case of full wave rectifier diode conducts for 

both positive and negative cycle , and outputs appear for both , positive and negative half 

cycle. 

Material required:- 

1.  1-step down 12-0-12V Centre tapped transformer 

2.  2-IN 4007 p-n junction diode 

3.  1-Fundamental pcb 

4. 1-1000mf ,16V electrolaitic capacitor 

5.  Ac source 

6.  1-soldering iron 

7.  soldering wire 

8.  soldering paste 

9. How to make:- 

1. First connect anode of one diode to the one secondary wire of step down transformer, 

solder it on pcb. 

2. Then connect anode of the second diode to the another secondary wire of the Centre 

tapped transformer and solder it to pcb in the same manner. 
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3. Then connect cathode of both the diode to the positive terminal of the electrolaitic 

capacitor and solder it. 

4. Then connect the Centre wire of the secondary of the Centre tapped step down 

transformer to the negative terminal of electrolaitic capacitor. 

5. Connect the primary of the step down transformer to AC source. 

6. Then connect the load to the positive and negative of the electrolaitic capacitor. 

 

 

3-D BALL MAKING WITH THICK CHART PAPER 

 

AIM:-                       Making a 3-d ball with thick chart paper and familiarizing the      

                            student with the  Concept of hexagon and pentagon. 

 

Materials required: -  1. Thick chart paper of different colour 

                                   2. Cello tape 

 

 

Tools required       :-   1. Steel ruler     

   2. Geometry box 

   3. Cutter 

   4. Scissors 

 

Procedure              :-               

 

 Take a chart paper and draw  a pentagon with each sidemeasuring 5 cm ( this depends on the  

size of the ball) and each angle of  pentagon should be108 degrees. Then draw one more 

 pentagon at the interior of pentagon leaving 1 cm gap between inner and outer pentagons, cut  

it with the help of scissors and cutter.  With the help of this pentagonal stencil cut 12 pieces  

of same size. 

                     

  Take a chart paper and draw  a hexagon with each side measuring 5 cm ( this depends on the 

size of the ball) and each angle of  hexagon should be120 degrees. Then draw one more 

hexagon at the interior of hexagon leaving 1 cm gap between inner and outer hexagons ,cut it 

with the help of scissors  and cutter.  With the help of this hexagonal stencil cut 20 pieces of 

same size. 

 

     Start joining the pentagons and hexagons with the help of cello tape, such that each 

pentagon must be surrounded by five hexagons, continue this process till the completion of 

the ball. 

 This can be used as decorative piece.  

 

FUR STICK (SINGLE AND MULTICOLOUR) 

 

REQUIREMENTS-  

   1. Satin Ribbon (1 inch wide)   of different colour 

  2.Broom sticks                  4.Scissor 

  3.Fevicol                              5.Knife 

 

METHOD OF PREPARATION- ( 1) Remove one side border  of ribbon with the help 
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of scissor. (2)Remove threads up to second border to get fur in the ribbon. 

(3)Sharp the broom stick with the help of knife (as to rolled by fingers) 

(4)Apply some fevicol on the tip of broom stick. (5)Wrap the ribbon around the- 

Stick from top to bottom for single colour and wrap different colour ribbon deviding equal 

part of stick.(6)decorate  fur sticks in glass or pot. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

STRING ART 

Smt Hari Priya, KV WAP,Yelahanka 
Print out patterns for making your own string art pictures! 

Use a ruler or any straight edge and colored pencils or markers to connect the dots. (You can 

even transfer the patterns to wood, hammer nails into the dots, and wrap string or thread from 

nail to nail to make your designs.) 

Here are some ideas to get you started! 

Start from the top corner, make a line down to the first bottom dot (away from the edge), and 

work your way along from there.   

Make a second layer in another color, starting at the top corner and making a line down to the 

third or fourth dot away from the edge. You will get a different curve. With the square 

pattern, you can start over again from each remaining corner, repeating these two curves.   

Make four curves in four colors, starting each from a different corner.   

Using a square or hexagon pattern, start by angling across the pattern and continue working 

your way around. What shape forms in the center?   

Place a layer of another color on top of the first layer, starting with a different angle. You can 

make as many layers as you like!   

Use a ruler or any straight edge and colored pencils or markers to connect the dots. (You can 

even transfer the patterns to wood, hammer nails into the dots, and wrap string or thread from 

nail to nail to make your designs.)Patterns:  (Click this shape on the pattern pages to return to 

this menu!) 
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DIGITAL LOGIC GATES 

Shri. Rajiv Ranjan Sinha, KV AFS Purnea 

 Logic gates are the fundamental building blocks of digital integrated circuits. Logic 

gates are used to perform basic logical operations. It takes one or more inputs and 

produces a single output. Input and output are in binary formats ( ie. 0‘s and 1‘s). Zero 

represents the low (0 volt) and 1 represents the high (+5volt). 

 

 

 SixLogic gates 

 1)   AND 

 2)   OR 

 3)   NOT 

 4)   NAND 

 5)   NOR 

 6)  EXCLUSIVE – OR GATE (X-OR) GATE 

Digital Logic Gates with truth table 
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 IC Part Number 

 For example, the part number of:  

 SN74LS08J  

 SN: stands for the manufacturer "Texas Instruments"  

 74: 7400 TTL series  

 LS: low shottky type  

 08: function of a digital IC  

 J: Ceramic dual-in-line Package  

 

Digital logic Inverter circuit using transistor 

 
Description 

 Inverters (NOT gates) are available on logic ICs but if we only require one inverter it 

is usually better to use this circuit. The output signal (voltage) is the inverse of the 

input signal:  

 When the input is high (+5V) the output is low (0V).  

 When the input is low (0V) the output is high (+5V).  

 Any general purpose low power NPN transistor can be used. For general use R
B
 = 10k 

and R
C
 = 1k ,  
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BASICS OF ELECTRICITY WITH ELECTRICAL PROJECTS 

                                 

                                                     Mrs  N. Rani,KV CRPF Avadi 

 

Electrical terms 

 

We use the terms like voltage and current when we talk about electricity. But it is essential to 

understand the concept behind these terms in order to know their input in 

 terms of voltage and current. The capacity of the appliance is understood by  the current it 

can draw and the voltage it can withstand. We must know these quantities in order to use the 

gadgets safely.  

• Voltage; It is an external electrical force applied to any electric circuit to move the 

electrons through a resistance wire. The other names for voltage are potential, 

potential difference, electric force, pressure and EMF.  

• Current; Free flow of electrons due to the application of an external electrical force is 

called current. 

• Resistance; Useful opposition offered by any material to the flow of current is called 

resistance. 

• POWER; Power is the rate at which the electrical energy is converted in to some other 

forms of energy like light, heat, sound, mechanical, or chemical energy.   

ENERGY; It is the capacity to do work. It is the rate at which the electrical energy is 

consumed. Energy is obtained by the product of power and time 

 

 

House wiring. 

 
Electric circuits 

Simple circuit : An electric circuit is a path that current takes when it flows through a 

resistance wire. 

A simple circuit consists of 4 parts 

• Voltage source called  - Battery or AC supply. 

• Controlling device called – Switch. 

• Consuming device called – Bulb or any resistive load. 

• Path for current flow called – wire or conductor. 

When the switch is in ‗OFF‘ position the electrons in the conductor move in random manner 

with in the conductor. When the switch is thrown to ‗ON‘ position the electron star flowing 

in one direction i.e. from negative to positive . So the conventional current is produced in the 

opposite direction that is from the positive to negative. 
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House wiring circuits 

Development of a basic circuit to get multiple switches with multiple loads ;2 load with 2 

switches; 3 load with 3 switches, a lamp and socket, staircase wiring etc.  

All circuits are connected using parallel connection. 

 

The reason for making house wiring in parallel connection is ,all the house hold appliances 

are wattage rated appliances. These appliances need full 22o V AC voltage . When we 

connect these appliances in series due to voltage drop we cannot get the full functioning. So 

house wiring is made use of parallel connection 

Safety measure in the electric circuit 

Fuse  : It is a safety device meant by a thin wire made of an alloy; alloy of tin and lead which 

melts and breaks the circuit whenever  there is an excess current due to short circuit or over 

load. Ageing is an another factor for a fuse to blown  off. Fuse is placed on the phase line like 

switch. Symbol of fuse 

Types of fuse; 

1.Kit-kat fuse. 

2.Ferrule type cartridge fuse. 

3. Screw plug type fuse. 

 
Types of fuse;  

1.Kit-kat fuse. 

2.Ferrule type catridge fuse. 

3. Screw plug type fuse. 

 M C B ;- 

M C B is a miniature circuit breaker. Now a days in place of kit-kat fuse the MCB is used. It 

is available in different ratings from 10A to60A 

ISOLATOR; 

 Isolators are used in place of main switch. There are two types of isolators. 

 1. Two pole isolators. 

2. Four pole isolators.   

MCB 
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Earthing 

Earthing means grounding that is bringing the high voltage present on the metallic body of an 

appliances to the zero potential of the earth through bare copper wire. 

Importance of earthing : Earthing is done to save the operator from getting shock. 

Types of earthing. 

1.PLATE EARTHING. 

 All the top pin of the three pin sockets are connected by a bare thin copper wire and the other 

end of the wire is connected to the metallic body of the distribution box and then to main 

switch. From the main switch a thick bare copper wire is connected and the other end of the 

wire is connected to a copper plate of 45cm
2
 and it is buried under the ground vertically 

upright position at a depth depends on the soil wetness. We should put some salt and coke 

coal around  the copper plate. 

 
                                               

2. Pipe EARTHING. 

 All the top pin of the three pin sockets are connected by a bare thin copper wire and the other 

end of the wire is connected to the metallic body of the distribution box and then to main 

switch. From the main switch connected a thick bare copper or G.I wire. The other end of the 

wire is connected to a G.I pipe of 4 feet length and 8mm diameter The pipe is buried in the 

ground putting some salt and coke- kole around the pipe. The pipe is buried leaving half foot 

length above the ground and a pit is made around the pipe to pour water during summer 

season.   

 
 

Projects 

1.Night lamp 

2. Aero plane module 

3. Electric buzzer 

4.Mixer module 

5.Fan module 
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TISSUE PAPER FLOWERS 

Shri . Virendra Singh Meena, KV Seoni Malwa 

 

Materials required: 

 Tissue paper 

 Crease paper 

 Scissors 

 Fevicol 

 stick or iron wire or aluminum wire  

 Thread 

 

Procedure: 

 First take a tissue paper and cut it in four square paper. 

 Then take one square tissue paper and make book base it. 

 Then roll book base by using finger and bind it on one corner of stick or 

wire. 

Then wrap the crease paper around wire from top to bottom 

 
 

  

Musical Calling Bell 

 

                                                               Sh. V.Thulasidasan, KV, Aruvankadu 

 

Description: 

This is the simplest ever musical calling bell that can be easily built. It uses the 

musical 3 pin IC UM66 and a popularly known Transistor BC548. The circuit 

can be made even without soldering and the ideal for the first electronic project 

for newbies. Here the musical IC UM66 generates the music when it receives 

supply and drives a small speaker through a class c amplifier using silicon 

transistor BC548. 

 

Materials required:           Tools 

 

 IC UM 66    -01                            Soldering Iron   25W 

Transistor BC 548  -01   Plier long nose 

Loud Speaker 8 ohms  -01                               Wire stripper 

Electrolytic Capacitor  -01   Solder & Flux 

Resistor 4.7 K ¼ W  -01 

Battery holder   -01 

Pen torch cells   -02 

General purpose PCB  -01 

Hook up wires   -01 M 
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Bell push   -01 

 

The Circuit 

 
 

Explanation: 

  The IC UM 66 is a CMOS type and basically a tone generator whose out put is 

available in pin number three.  This IC is normally used in toys, cars and bells. The 

identification of legs are so easy that just by keeping the flat portion of the IC  facing you the 

first leg from the right is pin 1, second pin 2 and the third leg is pin 3. Same goes with the 

transistor. ( i.e) first pin is emitter, second base and the last collector. 

  The transistor is Class C amplifier which amplifies the output from the IC. The 

resistor is optional to limit the volume of the out put if it is felt that it is too loud. Same way 

the electrolytic capacitor limits the noise level, if necessary.   

 

Method: 

 

  Take the PCB and mount the components as shown in the diagram. Neatly solder all 

the joints . When the bell push is pushed the bell should sound indicating that all the 

connections are as per the diagram. The speaker current can be limited using series resistance 

in blue line such 

that the base current as well as collector current (i. e. Speaker current also). 

The formula is R={(Vcc-Vee)-.05}*[ratio of potential divider if used]*b/Ispk. Ispk=Speaker 

Current, b= hFE of the transistor.The current carrying capacity can be increased using 

Darlington pair withpower transistor to increase volume. 

 

 

Precautions:  

 

(1) The battery supply should be kept in a battery container to ensure the connection. 

 (2) Do not exceed the supply beyond 3 volt with out modification as the IC may get 

damaged. 

 (3)  Do not run the circuit in Eliminator as most of the available eliminator don't have a good  

        filter built in and have no precision over voltage protection. 

(4)  The circuit should not be run in Rechargeable battery also if the Speaker resistance is less  

       than 8 Ohm and may burn the Transistor. 

(5) Never connect the IC in reverse supply connection. 
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 (6) The transistor are should be connected in proper pin configuration. 

 (7) The capacitor is terminal sensitive hence need be connected only as shown in the 

diagram. 

(8) The speaker and resistance has no terminal polarity and connection points 

      can be interchanged. 

 

 

PREPARING A TEST LAMP   

By:- B.SURESH,TGT(WE), KV PICKET (hyd –reg) 

Test lamp is a very simple but useful testing device. It is used for fault finding in electrical 

circuits and in electrical appliances. A parallel test lamp is used to find out the phase and 

neutral in the supply. A series test lamp is use to find out the continuity of the circuit.  
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PROCEDURE :-  Take two pieces of wire about half a meter long each. Remove insulation 

from each end of the wires of about 1cm long. Twist naked wire ends by plier. Then weave 

the insulated wires in the form of a rope. Then, insert the cap of the pendent holder at one end 

of the wires. Insert the naked ends of the wires in the holder holes and tight them in position 

with screws. Screw up the cap. Insert the 40watt lamp in the holder. The test lamp is read for 

use.  

For preparing a series test lamp, connect the pendent lamp holder and the 2- pin plug top as 

shown in the figure. The two other ends will act as test leads. 

PRECAUTIONS :-  while removing the insulation the wires should not be cut. Make tight 

connections. 

APPLICATIONS :- A test lamp is used to check the presence of electricity. The flowing uses 

are generally found: For checking presence of electricity at 3-pin socket, connect the test 

lamp as shown in the figure. The glow indicates that the electricity is presence. For checking 

the earth connection at 3-pin socket, make the connection as shown in the figure. The glow 

shows the earth connection at 3-pinsocket is alright. It can be used to check the presence of 

electricity at various connections. The earth connection may also be checked at various 

places. Such as main switch, switch boards, energy meter etc. It is an indispensable tool in 

checking continuity, open circuit, short circuit, and leakage and earth fault.  
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               ELECTROMAGNET 

 

BY ALOK KUMAR,K.V. NO-2,GAYA, 

INTRODUCTION 

This power point presentation is to make the students able how to electromagnet can be 

prepared using waste materials available in W.E. room only. Electromagnets are basic 

things used everywhere in science &technology to give us wide range electrical devices& 

appliances, very useful in our daily life. Since permanent magnets are not enough 

powerful to give very fruitful results in wide range ,that‘s why we always use 

elctromagnets. 

Expected Learning Outcomes 
 Students will be able to define electro-magnetism 

 

 Students will be able to understand importance of electro-magnetism 

 

 Students will be able to prepare electro-magnet 

CLASS ROOM ACTIVITY 

To make the classroom active, it is better to have questions before lesson, so that 

students‘ mind can be ignited and become ready to respond. 

 Do you hear about magnet ? 

 

 What is magnet ? 

 

 Do you know how magnet is prepared ? 

 

 What is the uses of magnet in our life ? 

Let’s learn about magnetism, 

Magnet divided into two part 

1. Natural Magnets: the magnets found in nature are called natural magnets. 

2. Artificial Magnets: the magnets which are made artificially are  called artificial 

magnets.  

 

 

Artificial Magnet divided in two parts 

Permanent Magnets: those magnets which retain their magnetism for a long time are 

called permanent magnets 

 

 Example: horse-shoe magnet or ‗U‘ shaped magnet etc. the material used                

for this type of magnets is steel, etc. 

 

2. Temporary Magnets: Those magnets which retain  their magnetism for a short time are 

called temporary magnets. 

    All electro-magnets are called temporary magnets 
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COLOURFUL DOME 

 
                                                                                     V AMBILI AMMA,KV II KALPAKKAM,REGION CHENNAI 

OBJECTIVE 
• IT CAN BE USED FOR DECORATIVE PURPOSES 

 

    
   

MATERIALS REQUIRED 
• CHART PAPER  1  

• GLITERING PAPERS 

• SCISSORS 

• FEVICOL 

• STRING 

STEPS 
• CUT 20 CIRCLES OF SAME RADIUS 

• FOLD THE CIRCLE SUCH THAT YOU WILL GET A  EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE. 

• DO THE SAME THING FOR ALL OTHER PIECES. 

• JOIN ALL THE FLAPS BY APPLYING FEVICOL 

• JOIN 5 TRIANGLES TO FORM A CAP. 

      MAKE ANOTHER CAP WITH OTHER 5 PIECES 
 

• STICK THE REMAINING PIECES WITH TWO CAPS SO THAT YOU WILL GET A BALL. 

 

 

PAPER BUTTERFLY 

 

D.ANANTHI           KV No.2 AFS  TAMBARAM. 
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MATERIALS  REQUIRED 
 

1. COLOURFUL MAGAZINE COVER. 

2. SCISSORS. 

3. THREAD. 

4. FEVICOL. 

 
METHOD 

1. Cut two squares .out of which one should be smaller than the other by 2 cms.(6 

cms and 8 cms) 

2. Fold it in the middle diagonally. 

3. Open the fold and make small small  foldings back and front. 

4. Gather the foldings and tie at the center using thread. 

5. Now tie both the foldings together. 

6. Cut the antenna and stick it at the center of the body. 

7. Now the beautiful butterfly is ready for  decorating the wall and the notice 

board. 

STAIRCASE LIGHTING 

 

Mr. D.K.BHAGAT    (WET)          KV KATIHAR          REGION   :PATNA 

OBJECT-TO WIRE UP A BOARD AS A STAIRCASE LIGHTING 

Tool‘s Required:-         Insulated combination pliers (15cm)-1 

                     Poker (15cm)-1 

                     Hand drill machine with bit (6mm)-1 

                     Material Required:- 

                      Wooden board (25cmX20cm)-1 piece                      

                      Switches 2 way (5amps)-2 piece 

                     Batten holder (brass or Bakelite)-1 piece 

                     Wire P.V.C =2m 

                     Bulb 40W =  1piece 

                     Screws 12mm= 3pieces  : 20mm= 4pieces 

                                                       Insulation Tape- 1m. 

 

 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
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METHODS :-  

Draw connection digram as shown  

 Make lay out lines on the board. 

 Make hole points for switches and holders with the help of poker. 

 Make holes on the board with drill machine. 

 Take out wires from the holes for fuse, link, switches and holders.  

 Connect accessories on the board with the wires according to the 

connection digram. 

 Fix the accessories with screws. 

 Put fuse element in the fuse grip and bulb in the holders. 

 Connect testing leads with the circuit and test it in series. 

 Disconnect the testing leads and make the circuit direct   ON  

 

PRECAUTIONS 

  Always connect fuse and switch on live 

Connect link on neutral wire. 

 Never keep bare wire exposed for metallic holder. 

 

Use of electronic regulator over conventional fan regulator 

 for power saving 
                        B. M. P. Singh   KV ,DANAPUR CANTT 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Electronic regulator is a device used as fan regulator which consumes very less electricity 

whereas conventional fan regulator consumes more electricity for the same function 

 
Conventional fan regulator : 

These are rotating type fan regulator consisting four coils of resistances or variable ceramic 

resistance . A knob is used to throw at 5 points insert different number of coils. Actually 

when all coils connected through knob the resistance will be maximum and the voltage drop 

will be maximum thus the fan motor will get minimum voltage and speed of the fan is 

minimum 
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Materials required 

1. Conventional fan regulator 

2. Electronic fan regulator(dimmer) 

3. Ammeter -01 no. 

4. Two way switch – 2 nos. 

5. Batten holder-01 no. 

6. Bulb (60W)-01 no. 

7. Two pin socket -01 no. 

8. Two pin top-01no. 

9. Wires 

10. Switch board with sheet (7‖*10‖) 

11. Conventional fan regulator 

12. Electronic fan regulator(dimmer) 

13. Ammeter -01 no. 

14. Two way switch – 2 nos. 

15. Batten holder-01 no. 

16. Bulb (60W)-01 no. 

17. Two pin socket -01 no. 

18. Two pin top-01no. 

19. Wires 

20. Switch board with sheet (7‖*10‖) 

 

Description 

• For working the model prepared ,the socket is kept shortciruited. We can connect an  

ammeter to socket to measure current for each type of regulator 

• The power drop in regulator may calculated by measuring the value of current in each 

case as voltage remain constant in each case i.e. supply voltage.Power factor may be 

ignored as load is either purely resistive or capacitor is already connected to 

dimmer.here load is bulb instead fan for sake of convinient. 

 

GARLAND WITH PAPER FLOWERS 

MRS. MALATHI, KV INS RAJALI, 

Objective: 

1) To make the children familier with different two dimentional mathematical shapes. 

2) Preparing template to make a garland 

 

Material required: 

1. Equal size fluorescent square papers of different colours according to the length of 

garland  (25 no) 

2. Needle big size. 

3. Thick thread. 

4. Fevicol. 

 

Procedure: 

1. First make the templates according to the slides shown below. 

2. Make a shawl base & unfold it. Turn it 90 degrees then again make a shawl base & 

unfold it. 

3. Make a book base & unfold it. Turn it 90 degrees then make a book base & unfold it. 
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4. Make a blintz base & unfold it. 

5. Make a door base, unfold it ,turn it 90 degrees, again make a door base. 

6. All the above bases are required to make the paper flexible for folding's. 

7. Make a boat base, turn it 90 degrees then again make a boat base. Then you will get 3 

isosceles triangles on each boat base. 

8. Bring the outside corner to center in such a way that to get a square. Repeat this 

process on other 3 corners. 

9. Turn back. Fold the corners to center. While doing so release the backside flaps. 

10. Make a shawl base on it. Turn it 90 degrees  again make a shawl base. 

11. By inserting 4 fingers in 4 squares press it back. Then you will get one template. 

12. Repeat this process to make the required templates to get the garland size. 

13. Apply fevicol to get tight template. 

14. Using thread & needle make a garland using these templates one over the other. 

15. Take a thread and needle and join the templates in such a manner to get a garland. 

 

 

 

 

FLUORESCENT TUBE LIGHT 

 

                                                       BY  :RATHNASHEKAR,NO.2,VASCO,GOA 

 
Materials required: 

 1. Fluorescent tube 

 2. Ballast 

 3. Starter 

 4. Frame 

 5. Connecting wire 

Method: Connect all the components in series as shown   in the circuit diagram. Now switch 

on the supply there by current is establishing in the circuit. Now the starter will open the 

circuit and there is a surge voltage of 800 to 1000V induced in the choke as the choke 

becomes   auto transformer (Ballast). As a result electrons are emitting from the filaments and 

they hit the ions of mercury. Now the ultra violet rays are produced but they are invisible. 

When these ultra violet rays are absorbed by the phosphor coating coated inside the tube, 

visible rays are coming out from the tube. This phenomenon is known as fluorescence , that‘s 

way these  lamps are known as fluorescent lamps . These lamps are energy savers and widely 

used. 
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Full wave bridge rectifier 

R Shukla                          KV CRPF Mokamagat 

Objective 
 Change of alternating current into direct current 

 Principle  

 Diode passes the electric current only in the forward-Bias. In reverse-bias diode acts 

as a good insulator. So we get output current only in forward bias. 

Required materials 

 Capacitor – 01 

 Step-down transformer – 01 

 Resistance – 01 

 Plug and wire as per   Requirement 

Working 

 During the positive input half cycle, terminal M of secondary is positive and N is 

negative as shown in this figure. 
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 During the positive input half cycle, terminal M of secondary is positive and N is 

negative as shown in this figure. 

 Diodes D1 and D2 become forward biased (on) 

    where as D3 and D4 are reverse biased (off), current flows along MEABCFN 

producing 

    a voltage drop across RL.                                                               

 During the negative half cycle secondary terminal N becomes positive and M 

becomes negative Now D3 and D4 are forward biased . Circuit current flows along 

NFABCEM producing a voltage drop across RL. 

       

 Hence we find that current flows through load resistance RL in same direction AB 

during both half cycle of the AC input supply. 

 

CARROT PRINTING 

 

                                                            RAJESWARI K.SPACE CENTRAL SCHOOL, 

                                                            SRIHARIKOTA,SHAR CENTRE 

 

OBJECTIVE: 

• To acquaint the children with different  varieties of carrot printing 

MATERIALS REQUIRED: 

1. Carrots 

2. Knife 

3. Poster Colours / fabric colours 

4. Brushes 

5. Greeting card Paper / cloth piece. 

PROCEDURE : 

1. Cut the carrot into 4 inch pieces with plane surface. 

2. Carve the design of your choice with the help of knife. 

3. Choose colours of your choice and apply fabric or poster colours in the right 

consistency with the help of brushes. 

4. Press the carved carrot finally on the paper or cloth and allow it to dry. 

5. By using creativity and imagination various designs can be made. 
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PRECAUTION:  

 

• While taking print one can avoid smudging of the paint by recovering the carrot 

without moving it from its respective place. 

 

APPLICATION OF THE ART/SKILL: 

 

• Make borders , motifs with carrot printing on greeting cards ,bedsheets , pillow covers 

, sarees , dupattas ,table cloths , napkins , kharchiefs , etc. 

 

 

 

 

MASK MAKING 

B A RAJU,  KV, ONGC, RAJAHMUNDRY 

 

Aim : To make 3-D mask for decoration. 

Materials : 1/4 Chart paper, fevicol, poster colours. 

Tools : Scissors, pencil, eraser, blade. 

Method : Draw a free hand round on the chart paper. Cut it and 

save the  remaining paper for other use.  

Face : Take the round and cut lines ‗ab‘ & ‗cd. Overlap and fix  

the cut surface along the cut edge to form its chin, as shown in 

Fig (i). Similarly, cut along ‗ef‘ & ‗gh‘ and overlap and fix to  

form the forehead. 

Eyes : On the left out  paper, draw two circles with diameter 

equal to half the gap between ‗fg‘. Put the two circles one over 

the other and radially cut for small length along the periphery, 

as shown in the Fig. (ii). Then, make one radial cut to the 

center. Overlap along the long cut and fix to form a cone shape. 

Apply fevicol on the lower side of the small cuts and fix on the 

face in between ‗fg‘ to shape the eyes. 

 

 

Nose : On a half-folded paper draw the shape of triangle, as shown in the fig(iii) 

and cut. Also, draw a dotted line, as shown, on the lower side and fold outward 

Apply fevicol on the small folded strips and fix down the eyes in the between  

them properly.  

    Lips/ Mouth : Draw and cut the shape as shown in fig. (iv).  

     Roll the curved path outward using a thin cylindrical 

object      like ball-point pen refill. Make a suitable cut below the  

d b 

c a 

g 

h 
f 

e 

Fig. 

(i) 

Fig. 

(ii) 

Fig. 

(iii) 

  

 

Fig. (iv) 
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nose and insert the folded portion through it. This 

completes the mask. 

 

Precautions :  

(i) Cut the shapes roundly (properly). 

(ii) Fix the edges/ surfaces properly without any air gaps. 

(iii) Do not fold the paper unnecessarily. 

 

 

TRANSFORMERS   

 

by KRISHNAN K.V., K.V.KANJIKODE  

Definition of Transformer: 

A Transformer is a Static Device which transforms electrical energy from one circuit to 

another without any direct electrical connection and with the help of mutual induction 

between two windings. It transforms power from one circuit to another circuit without 

changing its frequency but may be in different voltage level. Since there are no rotating parts 

in a transformer, the losses are minimum due to which it is having high efficiency when 

compared to other machines like motors and generators. 

Working Principle of Transformer:- 

A Transformer works on the principle of Faraday‘s Law of Electromagnetic Induction. 

According to the Faraday‘s Law of Electromagnetic Induction,  

―The Rate of Change of Magnetic Flux Linkage with respect to time is directly proportional 

to the Electro Motive Force induced in a conductor or coil.t  

Basic Theory of a Transformer 

     Say you have one winding which is supplied by an alternating electric source. The 

alternating current through the winding produces a continually changing flux or alternating 

flux surrounds the winding. If any other winding is brought nearer to the previous one, 

obviously some portion of this flux will link with the second. As this flux is continually 

changing in its amplitude and direction, there must be a change in flux linkage in the second 

winding or coil. According to Faraday‘s law of Electromagnetic Induction, there must be an 

EMF induced in the second. If the circuit of the latter winding i.e. secondary winding is 

closed, there must be an electric current flowing through it. This is the simplest form of 

electrical power transformer and this is most basic of working principle of transformer. 
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Main Constructional Parts of a Transformer:- 

There are three main parts of a transformer. They are  

(1) Primary Winding of Transformer – which produces magnetic flux when it is 

connected to the Electrical source. 

(2) Magnetic Core of Transformer – the magnetic flux produced by the primary winding, 

will pass through this low reluctance path linked with secondary winding and creates 

a closed magnetic circuit. 

(3) Secondary Winding of Transformer – The Magnetic Flux, produced by the primary 

winding, passes through the core, will link with the secondary windings. This winding 

is also wound on the same core and gives the desired output of the transformer. 

If there are more number of turns in secondary than on the primary it is a step up 

transformer and if there are more number of turns in primary than on the secondary it is a 

step down transformer. The turns ratio or the transformation ratio is denoted by K=N2/N1 

where N2 is the number of turns in the secondary and N1 is the number of turns in the 

primary. K>1 for a step up transformer and K<1 for a step down transformer.E2/E1 = N2/ 

N1  =  I1 / I2  where E1 and E2 and induced Emfs  in primary and secondary windings & I1 

and I2 are primary and secondary currents. 

      EMF EQUATION OF A TRANSFORMER:- 

      The average rate of change of flux i.e. induced  emf is given by the expression   

      E = 4.44 f Φm N ; 

 where E is the induced emf, f is the frequency of the alternating current,  Φm  is the  

magnetic flux in Webers and N is  the corresponding number of turns in the winding 

 whether in primary or secondary 

      Losses in a Transformer & Why ratings of a transformer are in KVA and not in KW                

     The main losses in a Transformer are (1) Iron Loss and (2) Copper Loss. Iron loss consists   

     of Hysteresis Loss and Eddy Current Loss and it depends upon the voltage. The copper 

loss  depends upon the load current and hence the total losses of a transformer depends upon 

Volt  Ampere and is independent of the phase angle between voltage and current and hence is  

 independent of load power factor. This is the reason why the transformers are rated in   

 KVA and not in Kilowatts., The Hysteresis Losses can be minimized by using steel of high 

silicon content for the core and eddy current losses can be minimized by laminating the core.  

Efficiency of a Transformer and Condition for maximum efficiency:- Efficiency of a 

transformer is given by efficiency = Output/Input. The condition for maximum efficiency is 

Iron Loss is equal to Full Load Copper Loss.Applications of transformers:- Transformers are 

used in almost all Electronic Equipments like amplifiers, rectifier circuits, television circuits, 

in Power transmission and Power distribution circuits. 
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WRITE UPS ON VARIOUS  GUEST LECTURES 
 

GUIDANCE SERVICES IN KENDRIYA VIDYALAYAS 
S. Selvaraj 

Director, ZIET Mysore 
 
The need for guidance is universal. All students need guidance, irrespective of the type of 

school they are in, so that they may have a proper understanding of their personalities and 
may develop all aspects of their personalities. Students need to know themselves so that 
they may seek experiences, which are in agreement with their abilities, interests and values 
and may develop their personalities, to the full. Students also need to have self -knowledge 
so that they may form life goals and plans which are realistic – neither too high nor too low 
and which may enable them to find satisfactory outlets for their talents. 
 
Students need guidance to enable them to make choices at various stages of their 

educational career. With the introduction of the new pattern of education, the lower 
secondary stage will cover only two classes, IX and X .At the end of ten years of general 
education, there are three possible courses open to students: (a) they can enter the working 
force, (b) they can take vocational courses, (c) they can take higher level academic courses 
of study to prepare for entrance into the first degree class in the college or university. Since 
the ninth and tenth years in the ten-year school will be terminal for large majority of students 
who will choose alternative (a) they will need help in making vocational choices at the end of 
the period of general education. 
 
Similarly, those students, who wish to continue in school up to class XII, with in the 
vocational or academic courses, will need guidance to enable them to choose the course of 
study which  suits them best, since the choice of  a course  at this stage will influence their 
future end will determine the kinds of jobs they will find as well as  the degree of satisfaction 
they will derive from these jobs, they not only need to be  provided with information about 
various educational and vocational possibilities but will also need  to be  provided  with 
information  about various educational  and vocational possibilities but will also need to be 
helped in developing a realistic self-concept. They will thus need to have knowledge about 
themselves-their abilities, interests and needs as well as about the courses and jobs 
available. 
 
Another area in which students need guidance is that of choosing, preparing for, entering 
upon and progressing in a career. The term vocational development / career development 
has been used by psychologists to describe this process. The process of vocational 
development covers almost the entire span of life of an individual; it begins quite early in 
one‟s life and continues till some time after retirement from work. 
 
The individual passes through various stages called growth, exploration, establishment, 
maintenance and decline in the process of career development. Guidance services in school 
can help students in the process of career development, particularly   in the stages of growth 
and exploration by making it possible for them to gain knowledge about the world of work. By 
providing them opportunities for self exploration as well as exploration of the world of work 
while they are still in school, guidance helps make the transition from school to work easier. 
Besides, assisting students to understand their strengths and limitations, gain information 
about educational and vocational opportunities and to make realistic educational and 
vocational choices and plans, guidance has another very important aim – to help students to 
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make the best possible adjustment to situations in the school as well as in the home. It thus 
seeks to facilitate the development of all aspects of an individual‟s personality. 
 
As the goal of education is also the full development of the individual, it will be seen that the 
aim of guidance is directly related to that of education. Guidance, therefore, should be 
regarded as an integral   part of education and not as a special psychological or social 
service which is peripheral to education. 
Besides, contrary to popular belief, guidance is meant for all students not just for those who 
deviate from the norm. It is meant to be continuous process aimed at helping the individual 
to make sound decisions and adjustments to the various situations that arise from time to 
time. 
 
Guidance is required in the Vidyalayas not only because its aims are the same as those of 
education and it facilitates the process of education. There are other reasons, too for 
providing this service in the Vidyalayas, instead of having a separate agency in the 
community for it. Although individuals face problems at every stage of life, studies have 
shown that if a person has acquired skills in him likely to have fewer problems at later stage 
in life and to be better equipped to deal with them. These problems are also not likely to be 
of very serious nature. 
 
Because of the rapid expansion in education a larger percentage of children of school going 
are now attending school. The percentage will continue to increase even further. A larger 
number of students now come to school from homes which are not able to assist them 
adequately in dealing with their life problems. Because of various factors such as rapid 
industrialization, political and social changes in the occupational structure of the country and 
the growing complexity of life, there are greater pressure and strains in the family as a result 
of which the home is not able to provide the child the kind of support and help it did in earlier 
days. 
 
Then again with the changes in the structure and content of education, educational 
programmes have been introduced in the curriculum which can be of special benefit to the 
under-privileged groups in our society, and can motivate them to come to school as well as 
to stay on. 
 
The needs of these children from the weaker sections of society will have to be identified 
and suitable provisions will have to be made to satisfy them, the school with guidance 
programme is only agency to which such students can look for the help they need to deal 
with their problems. 
 
The School is in a better position than any other social agency in the community to provide 
guidance services to the students. It is in a better position to collect the data about students 
which are required by the school guidance worker to have a clear and accurate picture of the 
pupil‟s development. Again, the difficulties experienced by students, in the learn ing of basic 
skills in the different subject areas can be diagnosed more accurately by the school teachers 
and counselors. The school can also identify pupils who need special help and opportunities 
such as the gifted, the backward, the under achievers and physically handicapped students. 
The potential drop out can be detected at an early stage and helped to stay on in school. 
Again, the school can easily approach other community agencies with whose co-operation it 
may be able to do a better job of meeting the needs of the students. Above all, the students 
and the parents are likely to have more confidence in the guidance services provided by the 
school teachers and counselors than in the guidance personnel of any other agency outside 
the school. 
 
However, it would be impractical to expect the schools as they are organized at present, to 
provide guidance services to an adequate extent. Teachers and Principals will have to be 
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trained  and oriented properly, schools will have to be better equipped , over crowding in 
classes reduced and examination and other school practices improved, now that the 
changes are being introduced in our Vidyalayas, we can be optimistic about the future of 
Guidance services in our schools. 
 
While it is true that the aim of Guidance is the total development of the individual, the 
guidance worker must always be concerned with relating this aim with another important aim 
of guidance namely, meeting the needs and demands of society. As one writer in the field 
has absorbed “It is the burden and glory of the guidance worker that he has a relation both to 
the individual and society” 
 
Education may be thought of as a system consisting of three elements or sub functions: 
instructions, services and administration. Interdependence and interrelationship among 
these sub functions is a must for the system to work. Neither instruction, nor services or 
administration alone can achieve the goals of education by itself. The instructional function in 
the system is primarily a teaching function; administration is a managerial function, while 
service is a helping function. Service function aims at organizing various activities to help an 
individual child in the social context of the school setting. 
 
All the above three elements work as a system to bring about changes in the behavior of 
learners in desirable directions. These changes are reflected in acquisition of new 
knowledge and modifications of existing knowledge; development of new skills or 
modification of existing skills; the development of attitudes, feelings and values: and these 
changes enhance the healthy growth and development of the individual and contribute to the 
well being of the society of which he is a part. Guidance services support educational 
process by directing and controlling activities to help each individual develop his potential. 
Hence guidance is considered as an integral part of the total educational process in which 
the teacher, the parent, and the guidance counselor have important roles to play. It is 
therefore desirable that teachers and parents should understand the meaning and 
importance of guidance so that their day to day behavior and activities with children will lead 
to the all round development of the children. 
 
In order to achieve the all round development, which enables a child to be a fully functional 
individual, guidance in schools should take into consideration children‟s internal and external 
environmental factors and influences. A thorough understanding of these factors and their 
influences can lead one to think of guidance services in schools to play the following roles: 
Developmental; 2.Preventive; 3.Education and career counseling; 4. Adjustments 
5.Diagnostic and Remedial; 6.Crisis management; and 7.Psychotherapy. Each of the above 
roles of guidance has to look after various aspects which come under them. 
 
The developmental role of guidance service looks after the aspects of the children such as 
communication skills, Self concept, Life goals, Sexual values, Social skills, Multicultural 
awareness and Nutrition and Exercise. 
The preventing role of guidance service looks after the following aspects of children: 
Smoking, Alcoholism and Drugs, Youth and law, Suicide prevention, Health risk reduction, 
Teenage Romantic affairs, Child abuse, STDs awareness, and AIDS awareness. 
 
The education and career counseling role of guidance covers the following aspects: 
Academic concerns, Decision making, Self assessment, Careers and Values, Occupational 
Orientation, Study skills, Time management, Moral values, and Personality development. 
 
The adjustment role of guidance service takes into its fold, those problems which change   
mal adjustive behavior among children. The causes of mal-adjustive behavior, their 
identification and systematic process of initiating children to adjective behavior are the aim 
here. The causes are: Depression, Stress, Anxiety, Neglect, Abandonment, Anger, and 
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Guilt, Children of alcoholic parents, Fear, Backwardness, New schools, Moving, and Single 
parent families. 
 
The diagnostic and remedial role of guidance service in schools should take care of the 
following aspects: Study habits, Learning styles, Learning disabilities, Thinking Skills, 
Overcoming shyness and superiority, Conflict resolutions, Giftedness, and Behavioral 
Disabilities. 
 
The crisis management role of guidance service in schools aims at solving problems arising 
out of: Sexual abuse, Sexual harassment, Physical abuse, Violence in family, classroom or 
school, Grief Bereavement, Loss of love, Anger and Other crisis situations. 
 
The role of psychotherapy in schools can‟t be underestimated. Yet in view of paucity of 
personnel in schools , teachers with the knowledge of identification aspect of  psychological 
and developmental concerns which require long tem therapy are required so that once such 
cases needing psychotherapy are identified they can be referred to outside agencies. 
 
To play the multi furious roles, the guidance in schools should generally offer seven 
services. Of the seven services, four are considered as essential and any school needing to 
have guidance as an integral part of education should be able to offer these services. They 
are: 

1) The Orientation service 
2) The individual Inventory services. 
3) The occupational service and 
4) The counseling service. 

 
The other three services are called peripheral services. They are placement service, 
research and diagnosis service and follow-up service. 
A teacher wanting to take up guidance work needs to have certain characteristics and 
qualities. They are listed as follows: 
1.  Recognizing the basic dignity and worth of each individual student. 
2.  Non-judgmental attitude towards students. 
3.  Readily gives unconditional positive regard to students. 
4.  Genuine 
5.  Empathetic 
6.  Emotionally balanced 
7.  Having high level of interpersonal skills 
8.  Self awareness 
9.  Open mindedness 
10. Effective communication skills 
 
The following books on guidance and counseling are recommended for teachers: 
1. „Guidance: An Introduction‟ written by John J. Pietrofesa, Bianca Bernstein, JoAnne 
Minor, and Susan Stanford (all from Wayne State University). Publisher: Rand McNally 
College Publishing Company, Chicago, America. 
 
2. „The Professional Counselor: A process guide to helping‟ written by L. Sherilyn Cormier, 
West Virginia University, and Harold hackney, Fairfield University. Publisher: Allyn and 
Bacon, A division of Simen & Schuster, Inc. 160 Gueld Street, Needham Heights, 
Massachusetts 02194 
 
3. „The Skilled Helper: A problem-management approach to helping‟ written by Gerard Egan, 
Loyola University of Chicago. Publisher: Brooks/Cole Publishing Company, Pacific Grove, 
California. 
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4. „Manual for Guidance Counselors‟ written by R. K. Saraswat and J. S. Gaur. Publisher: 
National Council of Educational Research and Training, NCERT campus, Sri Aurobindo 
Marg, New Delhi 110 016. 
 
5. „Occupational Information in Guidance‟ written by Gursharan Kaur Joneja. Publisher: 
National Council of Educational Research and Training, NCERT campus, Sri Aurobindo 
Marg, New Delhi 110 016. 
 
6. „Counseling and Guidance‟ written by S. N. Rao, Publisher: Tata McGraw Hill, Delhi. 
7. „Readings for Career teachers‟ written by S. Mohan. Publisher: National Council of 
Educational Research and Training, NCERT campus, Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi 110 
016. 

 

 
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES A TGT(WET) IN KV 

         Shri. P.C Raju 
Principal, KV Mysore 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

Education at all stages has been regarded as a powerful instrument for social 

transformation.  he major task of education in India today is to usher in a democratic, 

socialistic secular society which removes prejudices among people.  The objectives of 

introducing "Socially Useful Productive Work/Work Experience (SUPW/WE) " in the 

schools is to help in the realization of these goals. Therefore, not only does it form an integral 

part of the school curriculum, but has its ramifications into other subjects of the school 

curriculum. Today we are losing not only an ancient heritage but an essential element in our 

social composition which has been a strong cementing force . SUPW/WE in schools gives an 

opportunity to revive and keep alive the rich heritage and cultural traditions of our country 

and encourages creativity among students. 

 On a broad spectrum these major roles  and responsibilities of aSUPWteacher 

help thestudents  to realize their goals.  They are……… 

i)The major role of Work Experience teachers is to give the future citizens a keen sense of 

personal work, dignity of labour and efficiency and strengthening in them the desire for self 

improvement and social service. 

ii)To help the child to use his power of imagination, to express his thoughts, ideas and 

impressions through art forms, to develop his skills and to help the child to show his 

potentiality and originality.  

iii) To develop awareness of things in the environment.  

iv)To help the child to develop respect for manual work 

v)To enable children to develop social sensibility and sense of commitment to the school and 

community.  

vi)To participate in Work activities in To help the children work in team, group and in co-

operation with others. the community. 

vii)To infuse in them the right spirit which will contribute to the general welfare of the 

community. 

 to revive an interest in Indian crafts and study their relevance in 

contemporary life; 

 to value and recognize the importance of local craft resources; 
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 to instill in students, the importance of value and moral education and 

to suggest projects that can be taken up while working for the 

development of the community; 

 to inculcate values of social service and dignity of labour; 

 to develop an aesthetic sensibility relevant to Indian Culture 

Other important roles of a  SUPW teacher is 

      (a) Inculcation of positive attitudes to work in the students;  

      (b) Identifying themselves with the community by rendering     Social and Community 

Service;  

      (c) Development of the habit of co-operative work;  

      (d) Making the community conscious scientific advancements and help it develop a 

scientific outlook;  

     (e) Learning to apply one's classroom and vocationalised knowledge to solve day-to-day 

problems of the community;  

     (f) Participation in nation building activities; and  

    (g) Realization of the goals of the state and national   development. 

Another important responsibility of the SUPW teacher is to assess the child. 

Record Card: This should be kept for each candidate and the assessment of 

Socially Useful Productive Work entered in it.  

SUPW/WE in schools gives an opportunity to revive and keep alive the rich 

heritage and cultural traditions of our country and encourages creativity among 

students 

To Conclude 

 It is a major responsibility of a SUPW teacher to play a major role in teaching 

SUPW keeping in mind that SUPW has shifted from Learning to Do towards  

a Learning and Working Society 
 
 

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT and IMPLEMENTATION OF NCPCR 
 
 

Shri. P.C Raju 
Principal, KV Mysore 

 

WWHHAATT  IISS  CCOORRPPOORRAALL  PPUUNNIISSHHMMEENNTT  
 

 Corporal punishment is a form of physical abuse.  

 Corporal punishment in school is an inappropriate form of disciplinary action 

in which children and adolescents are physically and/or psychologically 

injured by school personnel.  

 

TTYYPPEESS  OOFF  CCOORRPPOORRAALL  PPUUNNIISSHHMMEENNTT  

 

ON A BROAD BASIS CORPORAL PUNISHMENT CAN BE CLASSIFIED INTO 3 

MAJOR AREAS AS PER RTE ACT 2009 
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 PHYSICAL PUNISHMENT INCLUDING SEXUAL ABUSE 

 MENTAL HARRASMENT 

 DISCRIMINATION 

 

 

CCOORRPPOORRAALL  PPUUNNIISSHHMMEENNTT  

AA  TTeeaacchheerr‘‘ss  PPeerrssppeeccttiivvee  

A form of contrived punishment in which physical pain or discomfort is intentionally 

inflicted upon an individual for the purpose of trying to get that individual to be sorry he or 

she displayed a particular behavior 

                Some behaviours of  children are perceived by schools and teachers as problematic 

and the prevalent practice is to respond to them with punishment of  varying degrees. Some 

such situations that arise in schools that invite punishment are: 

 i. Not keeping to time and cleanliness regulations – e.g., late to school, not coming in 

uniform etc.; 

ii. Academic related issues – e.g., incomplete home assignment, below expected 

academic performance, not taking a book to school, etc.; 

iii. Not meeting classroom expectations of  school authorities – e.g., inattentive, 

talking in class, making noise in class, etc.; 

iv. Troublesome behaviour – e.g., disturbing other children in class, lying, stealing 

etc.; 

v. Offensive behaviour, causing hurt or injury to others – e.g., bullying, aggression 

towards peers, stealing (violating rights of  others),  etc. 

 

PPSSYYCCHHOOLLOOGGIICCAALL  CCOONNSSEEQQUUEENNCCEESS  OOFF  CCOORRPPOORRAALL  PPUUNNIISSHHMMEENNTT  
  

  
 Corporal punishment may be a traumatizing event formany children and 

adolescents 
 Increasing their level of stress significantly 
 Short and long term psychological consequences similar to those resulting 

from other forms of physical abuse 
 High risk to develop the following psychiatric disorders:  

 Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Major Depression (MDD), Separation 
Anxiety Disorder (SAD), Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) and Conduct Disorder 
(CD)  

PPssyycchhoollooggiiccaall  CCoonnsseeqquueenncceess  ooff  CCoorrppoorraall  PPuunniisshhmmeenntt  

 

Short term: 
 anxiety and fear  
 disruptive, oppositional, violent behavior 
 poor academic performance  
 depression  

 

Long term: 
 low self esteem  
 an increase in aggressive behavior 
 diminished ability for problem solving and conflict resolution 
 serious disturbances in breaking of social rules  
 problems in interpersonal relationships 
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IImmpplleemmeennttaattiioonn  ooff  NNaattiioonnaall  CCoommmmiissssiioonn  ffoorr  PPrrootteeccttiioonn  
ooff  CChhiilldd  RRiigghhttss  ((NNCCPPCCRR))  

 
In Eliminating Corporal Punishment in Schools 

 
NNaattiioonnaall  CCoommmmiissssiioonn  ffoorr  PPrrootteeccttiioonn  
ooff  CChhiilldd  RRiigghhttss  ((NNCCPPCCRR))  

The National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) was set up in March 

2007 under the Commission for Protection of Child Rights Act, 2005, an Act of Parliament 

(December 2005). The Commission's Mandate is to ensure that all Laws, Policies, 

Programmes,and Administrative Mechanisms are in consonance with the Child Rights 

perspective as enshrined in the Constitution of India and also the UN Convention on the 

Rights of the Child. The Child is defined as a person in the 0 to 18 years age group 

WWHHYY  IIMMPPLLEEMMEENNTT  NNCCPPCCRR  IINN  SSCCHHOOOOLLSS  

 In order to stop corporal punishment of children once and for all and enable school 

teachers to treat children as equal human beings with respect and dignity. 

 

 The Right of  Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act, 2009, which 

has come into force with effect from 1 April 2010, prohibits ‗physical punishment‘ 

and ‗mental harassment‘  under Section 17(1) and makes it a punishable offence under 

Section 17(2). These provisions read  as follows: 

  Prohibition of  physical punishment and mental harassment to child – 

 (1) No child shall be subjected to physical punishment or mental harassment.  

  Whoever contravenes the provisions of  sub-section (1) shall be liable to disciplinary 

action  under the service rules applicable to such person. 

 

RRoollee  ooff  NNCCPPCCRR 

 examine and review the safeguards for rights provided by or under this Act and     

recommend measures for their effective implementation; 

  inquire into complaints relating to child‘s right to free and compulsory education; 

              and 

  take necessary steps as provided under Sections 15 and 24 of  the said Commissions 

for Protection of  Child Rights Act 

SSoommee  GGuuiiddeelliinneess  ffoorr    AAffffiirrmmaattiivvee  AAccttiioonn  iinn  SScchhoooollss    

TToowwaarrddss  PPoossiittiivvee  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  ooff  CChhiillddrreenn  aass  iinnddiiccaatteedd  bbyy  NNCCPPCCRR  

AAddddrreessssiinngg  ddiiffffiiccuulltt  ssiittuuaattiioonnss  iinn  sscchhoooollss  

 Teacher should handle mostly. 

 Next school counsellor can be called. Next parents can then be referred to as a 

specialist 

 School counsellor  and psychiatrist should hold workshops from time to time 

without the staff. 

 Invite reputed mental health professionals for guidance & counselling . 
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GGuuiiddeelliinneess  ffoorr  EElliimmiinnaattiinngg  CCoorrppoorraall  PPuunniisshhmmeenntt  iinn  SScchhoooollss  

 Arriving at a consensus with children about expected behaviour and 

consequences; 

 ii. Framing rules and guidelines in consensus with children; 

 iii. Focusing on every child‘s positives and appreciating good behaviour; 

 iv. Using different strategies to encourage and promote positive behaviours; 

 v. Never comparing one child‘s performance with another; 

 vi. Setting limits and developing clarity on boundaries; 

 vii. Providing children an opportunity to explain before any other response; 

 viii. Giving a warning or chance before any response; 

 ix. Actively listening, remaining calm and ensuring the safety of  other 

children while handling  

 troublesome or offensive behaviour; 

 x. Addressing perceived ‗severe or problematic behaviour‘ through 

consultation with parents,  

 child and counsellor/psychiatrist; 

 xi. Discussing (with children) and adopting time-out strategy as the last resort 

with children.  

 Some examples 

 (i) Pay positive attention 

  Notice children being good and appreciate them verbally 

  Focus on the positives of  every child, even the most difficult ones 

  Identify good efforts even if  ultimately unsuccessful 

  Never compare performance with that of other children but refer to the child‘s 

own previous attempt 

  Use motivational award chart (for younger children) or points or additional 

marks for  good behaviour  

  Award children for demonstrating values such as responsibility, honesty, 

caring, etc. 

  Be accommodating of  children who require additional time and input, while 

providing additional asks to children who finish work earlier 

 (ii) Ignore minor incidents or lapses: 

 This is the best strategy; the situation may aggravate in the short-term but it 

disappears later 

 (iii) Set clear limits: 

Explain clearly the classroom behaviour expectations that the children have 

framed together 

Use ‗I need you to ...‘ rather than ‗You need to ...‘ statements 

Give clear commands on what is expected, e.g., ‗stay quiet‘ instead of   ‗be 

good‘ 

 Avoid ‗Don‘t‘ commands  

 Enable children to set clear limits for themselves  

 Use a ‗firm and calm‘ manner – avoid an angry tone  

 (iv) If  behaviour continues, take away privileges in coime (child and teacher 

mutually agree) for recurrent  misbehaviours   

Discuss the consequences well ahead with children so that there is consensus 

regarding plan of   action when a particular behaviour occurs 

 The negative reinforcement should be appropriate and fair 

 ♦ Use a ‗firm and calm‘ manner – avoid an angry tone  
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TTOO  CCOONNCCLLUUDDEE  

 Externally this child copes in school 

 Internally the child‘s sense of the world is hostile and dangerous 

 Internally, there is no place to seek comfort and the sense of home is 

impossible to reach. 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY & ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

 

BY Mr. M.REDDENNA 

PGT(GEOGRAPHY) 

 

 

 

 

Earth is full of beauty, peace and life and quality and survival of all life, including that of 

human beings, depends intimately on the quality of the environment we live in.  Harmony 

with  nature forms the root of our social and cultural values and attitudes. The rapid speed at 

which species are becoming extinct, due to human activities, emphasizes the need for 

continuous focus 

on Environment to ensure that the ‗future global children‘ inherit a healthy Earth.  In order to 

develop awareness, sensitivity and a positive proactive attitude about environment, many 

curricular and co curricular activities are being taken up by schools to connect the students to 

their environment, in school and outside.  More such activities can be built around locations 

students are familiar with such as classrooms, play ground, toilets, canteens, corridors, 

library, etc.  The schools should have one Assembly weekly on Environment to continuously 

reinforce the thinking.  Some regular rewards or merit marks for Houses can be considered to  

motivate the students.    The Board also has  uploaded  a short and simple film which has 

been screened by UNESCO, titled ‗Our Earth Our Home‘ by Dr Anita Bhatnagar Jain on its 

website which could be useful  for students, parents and school teachers on what they can do 

in their daily lives. The schools may like to show this to their students as part of their ongoing 

environmental awareness generation programmes and formulate specific projects / activities. 

The range of activities could vary according to the age of the participants.   

PRIMARY CLASSES  

For primary classes, the activities could be a mix of class room and some outdoor locations 

within the school.   In the class room, lunch boxes could be inspected by teachers followed by 

general easy small tips on nutrition. Adequate disposal of waste could be introduced at this 

time. Students could be sensitized to safer/re-usable options for wrapping, use of waste 

basket etc. They could be taught to understand the importance of trees as oxygen givers, 

without which we cannot be alive and be encouraged to give plants as gifts and return gifts on 

birthdays.  Teachers/school has to ensure that children are introduced to sustainable Indian 

practices of 

including and integrating insect/bird and animal life into day to day life of individuals and 

such attitudes and practices are re-enforced.   Cultural skills must be included in 

conversations and practices as well as experience sharing sessions. These sessions could be a 

weekly event. This would inculcate skills like confidence building, articulating thoughts and 

skills and learning to observe small but significant details of surroundings.   In the class room 

simple tips on Energy conservation could be introduced such as, switching off the lights and 

fans etc. on leaving the class-room. Begin with small things of everyday life such as hand 
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washing and other hygiene issues in school could be taken up. The children could be asked to 

keep all faucets in school /home bathrooms etc. tightly closed and report the leakages to the 

school office or teacher. They should be encouraged to turn off water while brushing etc. and 

thereby avoiding wastage.  Some outdoor activities, such as learning to observe the 

surroundings could be taken up. Trees,  creepers, types of plants around the school, which 

can be first counted, then catalogued, then connected to insect / bird life etc. Depending on 

the involvement and the information range of the teachers involved, different departments 

within the school could be involved to sensitize students to various dimensions of such 

activities.  The children can be sensitized about reasonable sound levels for hearing music or 

listening to TV, to safeguard their own hearing and also to think about others  This can be 

taken up for all ages.  

UPPER PRIMARY CLASSES  

In Upper primary classes, range of activities could extend to product use. Create awareness 

about battery use and disposal, energy labeling and its benefits. Compare the energy 

efficiency of appliances used in schools and families on a fair and equitable basis. Teachers 

could also use energy saving tips by referring to the website, 

http://www.powermin.nic.in/consumers/safety_instructions.htm#9 

 Extend the range of activities to use around the school, in garden etc.  

·  Going to gardens & parks to familiarizing them with plants, flowers and environment.  

·  Asking children to collect roots of plants, flowers, etc and asking them to germinate seed or 

grow plants in the house.    

·  Making them observe the growth of the plants and also finding out what all birds and 

insects come to their gardens and surroundings.   

·  Going to zoo, to watch animals, and noting down the activities and specific names of the 

species.   

·  Doing gardening and farming in school on a small scale - the vegetables can be of local or 

alien species. Terrace gardening is also possible.   

·  Making them write stories and poems on environment and enact them.  

·  Bringing out newspapers and documentaries on environment issues.   

·  Helping them learn about rain, and other seasons that are closely linked with their social 

and physical environment.   

  Students could also be familiarized with rain water harvesting in and around school and 

home, and the water resources of the city/town and individual/ household responsibility to 

protect them from pollution. Poster painting competitions could also be undertaken. Skills 

like fixing 

fuses, water leakages could also be taught from this level onwards. Raising awareness about 

cultural /sustainable practices for water conservation should be introduced at the awareness 

level. If there is a river in the city / town, a visit should be organized.  

SENIOR CLASSES  

For older children, the range of activities goes beyond to the community / locality/city. 

Students could be sensitized to the street lights and other areas where electricity is 

used/wasted. The students must be provided with opportunities for learning to complain to 

proper authorities. Schools must undertake sensitization programmes for family members on 

water and energy conservation issues etc.  Mails can be sent to parents too.    

Activities extended to locality and city could include raising awareness about water sources 

and  their upkeep. Create awareness of chemical use in the household activities and school 

activities; the impact of these chemicals on soil and underground water; setting up of water 

harvesting in 

locality parks, individual households etc. Clearing of river or lake banks can be done.  

Discuss with them the complaints and redress mechanisms available for general public. Help 
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them connecting to media, organizing campaigns, walks, writing letters to editors and 

connecting to ongoing movements.. Encourage them to contribute well researched articles on 

such issues for school magazines.   

Like the earlier campaigns for plastic free schools, ( which also needs to be continued), 

schools could also start an awareness programme for  Radiation Free Schools with special 

reference to the use of cell phones by children. Data and details can be gathered from the 

Internet. Give this 

task to the children of higher classes and give them the responsibility of gathering data and 

raising awareness amongst the younger students.. 

  

Activities around Gardens / Parks could include soil conservation through organic methods, 

use of organic manure, training in composting and vermiculture as a part of cultural activity, 

recycling and minimizing waste etc. Planting and taking care of the biodiversity around 

school 

and localities could also be discussed.   Exhibitions, displays, projects can also be designed to 

involve students and create interest.   

In such activities each child should be given a choice to select the activity that most interests 

him or her.  In school office or library minimizing and re-use paper use and re-cycling waste 

etc. should be part of awareness activities. Magazines on environmental issues should be 

subscribed to. In canteen, focus should be on packaging and the waste it generates. Students 

should themselves inspect quality of food, hygienic issues in cooking and packing, 

cleanliness etc.   Similar pro-active, participatory activities can be built around all human 

activities. Awareness of inclusivity about life choices should also be part of student activity. 

'Best Out Of Waste' is a creative activity where re-use of so called waste matter can be 

taught. Social awareness should  be generated about inclusion of various economic classes in 

everyday community life.   There could/should be, especially included for urban students an 

awareness of lifestyle options, over dependence on markets, sustainable culturally available 

alternatives. The 

sustainability awareness needs to be re-enforced in both boys and girls. For these parents, 

especially mothers can play a participatory role. The school alumni could be from any region 

of the country. Each region has its own sustainable practices integrated into everyday 

practices. 

These are passed down from parents to children. These could be talked about in the 

experience sharing sessions, in the class room or club activity.  

I am sure the schools would try to integrate these simple and yet effective energy and water 

saving activities in their every day school programmes and activities.   

 
LEAVE RULES, PERSONAL CLAIMS, STAFF WELFARE MEASURES 

M Govindu 

PGT Maths Faculty ZIET Mysore 

SUMMARY OF LEAVE RULES 

The General Principles of leave rules are given below 

• Leave cannot be claimed as matter of Right 

• May be refused or revoked by the authority competent to grant. 

• Any claim to leave to the credit of an employee who is dismissed or removed or who 

resigns from Sangathan's service ceases from the date of such dismissal or removal of 

the employee. 

• No employee shall be granted leave of any kind for a continuous period exceeding 

five years. 
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• Prefixing and suffixing holidays to leave other than leave on medical certificates shall 

be allowed automatically. 

• In case of employee who is recalled to duty before the expiry of leave, such recall of 

leave shall be treated as compulsory. 

• An employee on leave shall not return to duty before the expiry of period of leave 

granted to him unless he permitted to do so by the authority which granted him leave. 

• An employee who has taken leave on medical certificate may not join duty until he 

has produced a medical certificate of fitness of Form 'B'. 

An employee on leave should not take up any service or employment elsewhere without 

obtaining prior sanction of the appointing authority 

Vacation can be combined with any kind of leave but the duration of vacation and earned 

leave should not exceed 180 days at a time. 

The following are the  of type of leaves available for the sangathan employees as per central 

govt. leave rules. 

Earned Leave 

Half Pay Leave 

Commuted Leave 

Leave Not due 

Extraordinary leave 

Leave salary 

Maternity Leave 

Paternity Leave 

Study Leave 

Casual Leave 

Special Casual Leave 

Child Care Leave. 

Grant of leave on Medical grounds: 

(i)A CGHS beneficiary should produce medical certificate / fitness certificate from a CGHS 

doctor. 

(ii)Non- CGHS beneficiary and CGHS beneficiaries who  proceed outside the Headquarter 

on duty, leave, etc., should produce the certificate from AMA, and in such cases, a non-

Gazetted Government servant may  produce certificate from RMP if there is no AMA 

available within a radius of 8 kms of his residence. 

(iii)Where a non-Gazetted Government servant finds it difficult to  obtain MC/FC from 

CGHS/AMA, the leave sanctioning authority may consider grant of leave on the basis of the 

certificate from an RMP after taking into account the circumstances of the case. 

Leave salary (During leave ) 

During earned leave: Equal to pay drawn immediately before proceeding on leave. 

During half pay leave or leave not due: Equal to half the amount of leave salary on earned 

leave. 

During commuted leave: Equal to pay drawn immediately before proceeding on leave. 

Extraordinary leave: No entitled to any leave salary. 

Note: 'Pay' means 'Pay' as defined in F.R.9 (21) and includes deputation allowance. 

 

Leave Salary (DURING STUDY LEAVE) 

Outside India: Pay last drawn plus D.A and H.R.A and in addition to the study allowance 

admissible. 

In India: Leave salary will be equal to pay last drawn plus D.A, HRA and scholarship or 

remuneration for any part-time employment during the period of study leave should be 
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adjusted against the leave salary subject to the condition against the leave salary will not be 

less than that admissible during half pay leave. 

HRA is payable for the first 180 days at the rate applicable at the  last place of duty; 

continuance beyond 180 days will be subject to production of prescribed certificate for the 

drawal. 

If an official after availing of study leave resigns from service or otherwise quits within three 

years after return to duty or does so without returning to duty at all from study leave, or fails 

to complete the course of study, he should refund 

(i) the actual amount of leave salary, study allowance, cost of fees, T.A. and other expenses, 

if any incurred by the Government 

(ii) the actual amount, if any, of the cost incurred by other  agencies such as Foreign 

Governments, Foundations,  Trusts in connection with the course of study, with interest 

thereon at the prescribed rates. In exceptional cases, the President may waive such recoveries 

 

 

 

PERSONAL CLAIMS OF EMPLOYEES AND STAFF WELFARE MEASURES 

The various kinds of personal claims of employees and the forms to be preferred by the 

employees are given below. 

Pay and allowances 

Travelling allowance (including leave travel concession) 

Medical reimbursement 

Children‘s Educational Allowance 

Reimbursement of tuition fees 

Claim for hostel subsidy 

Advance of TA on transfer 

Welfare Measures:- 

KVS has extended the following for all the employees of Sangathan. 

i) Incentives for promoting small family norms 

i) A special   Family planning Allowance 

ii)A Rebate of 0.5% in the interest on H.B. A 

ii) Immediate relief to the family of an employee who dies while in service 

iii) Group Insurance Scheme 

iv) Ex-gratia lump sum compensation to families of central Govt. Empolyees who die in 

harness. 

T.A & D.A.Rules 

By Mr.K.Arumugam 

PGT(Phy),ZIET 

 

T.A. ON TOUR: 

 

Entitlement:  T.A on tour is from duty point/residence at headquarters to duty point at the 

distant station and vice versa.  It comprises 

Fare for journeys by rail/road/air/sea. 

Road mileage for road journey otherwise than by bus 

D.A. for the entire period of absence from headquarters including journey period. 

      Employees living in cities with UA eligible for reimbursement of to and fro Taxi/Scooter 

charges from the residence in the UA to the railway station /Bus station/Airport. 

Entitlements for travel by Air/Rail/Road (From 1-9-2008) 
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Grade pay Air Rail Road 

Rs.10,000 and 

above and 

those in 

HAG+ and 

above 

Business/Club 

Class 

AC I Class AC Taxi/Ordinary Taxi/Autorickshaw/Own 

Scooter/Motorcycle/Moped/Any Public Bus 

including AC Bus 

Rs 7600, Rs 

8700 and Rs 

8900 

Economy class AC I Class Same as above except AC Taxi 

 

Rs 5400 and 

Rs 6600 

  -do- AC 2 Tier 

Class 

      -do- 

Rs 4200,Rs 

4600 and Rs 

4800 

    -do-    -do- 

Rs 2400 and 

above but less 

then Rs 4200 

 First 

Class/AC 3-

Tier/AC 

Chair Car 

Autorickshaw/Own 

Scooter/Motorcycle/Moped/Any Public Bus 

Except AC Bus 

Below Rs 

2400 

   -do- Autorickshaw/Own 

Scooter/Motorcycle/Moped/Ordinary Public 

Bus 

Journey by Air 

 Employees working in Tripura may travel by Air between Agartala and Kolkata on 

tour/transfer only. 

In other cases, Secretaries of the Administrative Ministries can auothorize air travel, if the 

expenditure is kept within funds allotted. 

Special cases:-  a) One member(non-entitled) 0f the personal staff of Minister may be 

permitted to travel with him on tour- whether official or private. 

One non-entitled officer may accompany VIPs/Foreign delegations as a protocol 

requirement- to be cleared by Financial Adviser; and if more than one- Finance Ministry‘s 

approval required. 

Sportsman,Manager, Coaches, Masseurs and Doctors selected for sporting events of 

international importance held outside India, may travel by Economy class. 

Entitlement for journeys by sea or by river steamer 

Officers drawing Grade Pay A&N Islands and Lakshadweep 

Islands (shipping Corpn. Of 

India) 

Others 

Rs.5400 and above and those in 

HAG+ and above 

Deluxe Class Highest class 

Rs. 4200 ,4600 and 4800 First/‖A‖ Cabin class If there be two classes only on the 

steamer, the lower class 

Rs. 2400 and Rs. 2800 Second/B‖b‖ Cabin class  If there be two classes only on the 

steamer, the lower class 

If there be three classes, the 

middle or second class 

If there be four  classes, the third 

class. 

BelwoRs 2400 Bunk class The lowest class. 
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T.A when deputed for training 

 

1.  An employee deputed to undergo a course of training in India is entitled to draw T.A and 

D.A as on tour as follows:-When boarding and lodging not provided:- 

First 180 days                - Full D.A 

Beyond 180 days          - Nil 

Training Institures where boarding and lodging facilities exist ( including mess run on co-

operative basis at the training centre) 

First 30 days                                     - Full D.A 

Next 150 days                                 - Half D.A 

Beyond 180 days                           -  Nil 

2. If the training exceeds 180 days,option to draw either T.A as on transfer or tour T.A.  plus 

D.A for the first 180 days is available. 

3.  No T.A/D.A is admissible for training at the headquarters irrespective of the distance 

between normal duty point and the training centre. 

4.  Officials deputed for training to the institutions which are located within the Urban 

Agglomeration of Government servant‘s headquarters are not entitled to any T.A/D.A 

irrespective of the distance. 

5.  An employee drawing D.A during training will be entitled to draw HRA only at the rates 

admissible at his headquarters from where he has been deputed to the training.  Even beyond 

180 days when no D.A. is admissible, the HRA will be admissible only at the rates 

admissible at his headquarters.        

 

T.A ON TEMPORARY TRANSFER 

 

 Joining time is not admissible.  Only actual transit time as for tour allowed. 

No advance of pay is admissible. 

Not exceeding 180 days, the journeys from HQs to the station of deputation and back will be 

treated as on tour and D.A granted for the first 180 days only. 

If a temporary transfer originally made for a period of 180 days or less is later extended 

beyond 180 days, the T.A. already drawn shall be adjusted in the transfer T.A. claim; but 

D.A. is admissible up to the date of issue of the revised orders. 

 

T.A ON TRANSFER 

 

Transfer means the movement of an employee from one headquarter station in which he is 

employed to another such station, either to take up the duties of a new post, or in 

consequence of a change of his headquarters  Admissible only if the transfer is in the public 

interest and not at one‘s own request. 

Transfer T.A.entitlement   (i) a composite transfer grant equal to; one month‘s (Band Pay 

plus Grade Pay plus NPA); (Not admissible if no change of residence is involved even where 

the distance between the two stations is more then 20 kms. 

(ii) Actual fares for self and family for journey by rail/steamer/air. 

(iii) Road mileage for journey by road between places not connected by rail. 

(iv)Cost of transportation of conveyance possessed by the employee. 

 

AT THE SAME STATION 

No T.A if no change of residence is involved 
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If there is compulsory change of residence  (a) actual cost of conveyance for self and family 

limited to the road mileage and actual cost of transportation of personal effects 

(b) Composite Transfer grant equal to one-third of (Band Pay plus Grade pay plus NPA) 

 

BETWEEN TWO STATIONS WITHIN A SHORT DISTANCE OF NOT MORE 

THAN 20 KMS 

No T.A if no change of residence is involved 

If change of residence is involved- 

Full Transfer T.A will be allowed and 

Composite transfer grant equal to one-third of (Band pay plus Grade pay plus NPA) 

 

When both husband and wife are transferred from one and the same station to another same 

station 

Within six months if both husband and wife are transferred the spouse transferred earlier will 

get full composite transfer grant while the spouse transferred later will get 50% of composite 

transfer grant.(provided the transfer order for them should have a gap of more than 60 days) 

However, if both of them are transferred within 60 days the second transfer grant of 50% is 

not admissible. 

 

Option to family:-  the family may travel (i) from the old headquarters to the new 

headquarters; or 

(ii) from any other station to the new headquarters; or (iiI) from the old headquarters to any 

other station. 

But the claim will be restricted to that admissible from the old to the new headquarters. 

 

TIME LIMIT : Should perform journey not earlier than one month prior to the date of relief 

at the old station or within six months of his taking over charge at the new station. 

 

Entitlements at a glance 

Grade Pay Composite 

Transfer Grant 

By Train/Steamer 

Maximum 

X & Y cities Z class cities 

7600 and 

above 

Equal to one 

month‘s Band Pay 

+ G.Pay+NPA 

6000 kg by goods train, 

or Four-wheeler wagon, 

or one Double container 

Rs. 30/-(Rs. 

0.005 per kg 

per km) 

Rs.18/- (Rs. 

0.0003 per kg 

per km) 

Rs. 4200, 

4600, 4800 

and 5400 & 

6600 

    -do_ 6000 kg by goods train, 

or Four-wheeler wagon, 

or one Single container 

   _do_    -do- 

Rs 2800/-   -do- 3000kg Rs.15/- (Rs 

0.0005 per 

kg per km) 

Rs. 9/- (Rs. 

0.003 per kg 

per km) 

Below Rs 

2800/- 

   -do- 1500 kg Rs. 7.50 

(Rs0.005 per 

kg per km) 

Rs 4.60 

(Rs.0.003 per 

kg per km) 

 

Transport of Conveyance:-   

Grade Pay Authorized scale 

Rs. 4200/- and above and those in pay scale 

of HAG+ and above 

One motor car or one motorcycle/scooter or one 

horse 

Below Rs. 4200/- One motorcycle/scooter/moped or one bicycle. 
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Transport by rail: 

 

By Passenger :  Actual freight charged by the Railway. 

By Goods:  Cost of packing, cost of transporting the packed car,motor cycle to and from the 

goods-shed, cost of crating the car,loading and unloading charges, cost of ropes etc are all 

reimbursable.  Claim to be limited to the amount (a) above 

One Second class fare by the shortest route between the stations from and to which the car is 

actually transported by rail can be drawn for a Chauffeur or Cleaner. 

 

Transport by Road: 

 

Car/Scooter or motor cycle/moped 

 

Mode of transportation Between places connected by rail Between places not 

connected by rail 

When the conveyance 

is sent loaded on a 

truck 

Actual expenses/amount of the 

prescribed rate/cost of transportation 

by passenger train, whichever is the 

least 

Actual expenses 

limited to the amount 

at the prescribed rate. 

When the conveyance 

is sent under its own 

propulsion 

Amount at the prescribed rate limited 

to cost of transportation by passenger 

train 

Amount at the 

prescribed rate. 

 

 

T.A ON RETIREMENT 

 

1.  Entitlements   - Same as mentioned in employees on transfer 

2.   T.A. not admissible on resignation, dismissal etc. 

3.  Admissible to temporary employees    

4. Time-limit  - Within one year period after retirement 

5. Advances   - Can draw advance before retirement , even during preparatory leave he can 

get advance 

 

T.A. to the family of a deceased employee 

 

1 .Entitlements.  – Same as for retirement 

  2.  Advance of T.A.  –  

 (a) Amount  -   limited to 3/4th of the probable amount of travelling expenses admissible 

under the rules. 

 

 (b) Conditions  - One member of the family can receive on behalf of all. 

 

  (c)  Recovery  - Account should be rendered within one month of the completion of the 

journey. Journey should be completed within one year. 
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भूल्म ऩयक शिऺा 
 

डॉ. एस. के. तिवायी 
स्नािकोत्िय शिऺक (दहॊदी) 

आॊचशरक शिऺा एवॊ प्रशिऺण सॊस्थान , भैसूय 

 
 
 
 
 

' लिऺा' िब्द को रेकय हभाये भनीनषमों, आचामों एठॊ लिऺानठदों ने फहुत नठस्ताय से चचाथ की औय 

 उनके उद्देश्मों के फाये भें फतामा|  

'सा नठद्मा मा नठभुक्तमे 'अथाथत नठद्मा ठही जो भुजक्त ददराए | 

  

फदरती हुई ऩरयजस्थनतमों भें लिऺा के उद्देश्म बी फदरते गए |जहाॉ प्राचीन सभम भें लिऺा का उद्देश्म 

'भोऺ' प्राजप्त मा भुजक्त भाना जाता था ठहीॊ आज लिऺा का उद्देश्म सठोच्च  ऩद प्राप्त कय अगधक से 

अगधक धनोऩाजथन कयना यह गमा औय इसी धनोऩाजथन की बाठना से लिऺा अऩने उद्देश्मों से बटकती 
गई |   ऩरयणाभ आज हभ सबी के सभऺ है | ठतथभान सभम भें आज इस फात की आठश्मकता है कक 

मुठा एठॊ प्रनतबािारी नठद्मागथथमों को उनके नठकास हेतु ऩमाथप्त साधन उऩरब्ध कयाए  जाएॊ, तबी 
लिऺा का औगचिम प्रासॊगगक होगा | फारकों को ससुॊस्कर त , सुनागरयक फनाने के लरए लिऺा के साथ-

साथ भलू्मों की ओय बी पे्ररयत कयें | लिऺा का उद्देश्म व्मजक्तिठ का सठाांगीण नठकास कयना ही होता है 

| 

अयस्तू  ने कहा था -'' भनुष्म के अन्दय दो प्रकाय की प्रठरजितमाॊ ऩाई जाती हैं | एक ठासनािभक मा 
ऩितुाऩूणथ औय दसूये फौनद्धक एठॊ भानठीम |'' सही लिऺा उस व्मजक्त को ऩाजश्ठक प्रठरजितमों ऩय नठजम 

ऩाना लसखाती है ऩयन्तु मह तबी सॊबठ है जफ नठद्माथी उितभ अलबगगचमों , उच्च जीठन भूल्मों तथा 
आदिों के प्रनत ननष्िा बाठ जाग्रत  कये |भूल्मों को नठकलसत कयने का प्रथभ कें र ऩरयठाय ही भन जाता 
है ऩयन्तु सफसे अगधक प्रबाठिारी कें र नठद्मारम ही होता है | जजसका व्मजक्तिठ भूल्मों ऩय आधारयत 

होता है ठह नैनतक औय चरयत्रठान भन जाता है | स्ठाभी नठठेकानॊद जी का मह कथन -''हभें ठह लिऺा 
चादहए जजससे व्मजक्त चरयत्रठान फनता है औय उसकी प्रनतबा ठ भन की िजक्त  का नठस्ताय होता है |'' 

भनुष्म के जीठन का सफसे फडा यऺक उसके चारयबत्रक भूल्म होते हैं | इन चारयबत्रक भलू्मों को नैनतक 

भूल्मों के नाभ से बी जाना जाता है | नन्सॊदेह ''नैनतक  भूल्म सम्ऩूणथ लिऺा की नीठ होते हैं |'' 

ठेद व्मास जी ने कहा है- 

'वतृ्िॊ मत्नेन सॊयऺेद ववत्िभेति च माति च |'  

डॉ  .याजेंर प्रसाद  .डॉ .याधा कर ष्णन , डॉ  .जाककय हुसैन आदद प्रफुद्ध याष्ट्रऩनतमों ने देि के चारयबत्रक सास 

ऩय अऩनी गचॊता प्रकट की थी ऩयन्तु आज की ऩीढी इससे ऩूणथत् गचॊता भुक्त है | आज स्त्री -ऩुगष , ऩनत-
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ऩिनी , बाई -बाई ,नऩता - ऩुत्र औय िासक-िालसत के फ ीीच सम्फन्ध नछन्न -लबन्न हो यहे हैं | याष्ट्रकनठ 

भैगथरीियण  गुप्त ने कहा कक भानठीम भलू्मों की स्थाऩना के  लरए सदैठ प्रमिनिीर यहना होगा | 

गुप्त जी के बाठ दृष्टव्म हैं |- 

कयिे है हभ ऩतिि जनों ऩय , फहुधा ऩििुा का आयोऩ | 

कयिा है  ऩि ुवगभ ककन्िु क्मा, तनज तन्सगभ तनमभों का रोऩ || 

भ ैभनुष्मिा को सुयत्त्व की , जननी बी कह सकिा हूॉ | 

ककन्िु ऩतिि को ऩि ुकहना बी , कबी नहीॊ सह सकिा हूॉ || 

भूल्मों को तनम्नशरणखि चाटभ द्वाया सभझा जा सकिा है --- 

 
 

बायिीम भिानुसाय भूल्मों को तनम्न बागों भें वगीकृि ककमा जा सकिा है -- 

1-आगथथक ठ साभाजजक भूल्म  

2-याजनीनतक भूल्म  

3-आध्माजिभक भलू्म  

4-नैनतक भलू्म  

5-सौन्दमथभूरक भूल्म  

डॉ. याधाकृष्णन के अनुसाय भानव का अस्तस्त्िव िीन प्रकाय से होिा है - 

1-प्राकर नतक(स्ठाबानठक ) 

2-साभाजजक  

3-आध्माजिभक  

नैतिक शिऺा को सपर फनाने भें तनम्नशरणखि स्रोिों की भहत्त्वऩूणभ बूशभका होिी है- 

1-सभाज औय ठाताठयण  

2-भाता-नऩता(ऩरयठाय) 

3-सादहिम  

4-लिऺा  
5-नठद्मारम  

6-नठद्माथी (लभत्र भॊडरी ) 

7-धभथ  
8-भाता-नऩता लिऺक का सम्फन्ध  

9-रेखक (फौनद्धक ठगथ ) 

10-लिऺक-लिऺाथी सम्फन्ध  

11-भीडडमा (सभाचाय ऩत्र ठ दयूदिथन ) 

नैतिक स्वास््म के शसद्ाॊि  

1-स्ठ को जानो  
2-स्ठ को स्ठीकायो  
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3-स्ठ को प्राप्त कयो  
 नैतिक शिऺा के ध्मेम --- 

 

नैनतक लिऺा द्ठाया चरयत्र ननभाथण---  

चरयत्रिीर नठद्मागथथमों द्ठाया सभाज कल्माण  

2-सभाज कल्माण द्ठाया याष्ट्र कल्माण  

3-याष्ट्र कल्माण द्ठाया नठश्ठ कल्माण  

नैतिक भूल्मों के प्रबावक कायक-- 

1-ऩरयठेि  

2-नठद्मारम  

3-लिऺा  
4-आगथथक ,साभाजजक एठॊ फौनद्धक स्तय 

स्ठतॊत्रता प्राजप्त के ऩश्चात ्गदित नठश्ठनठद्मारम आमोग , भुदालरमय )भाध्मलभक लिऺा  (आमोग 

एठॊ कोिायी आमोग ने बी प्राथलभक , भाध्मलभक एठॊ उच्च लिऺा के स्तय ऩय भूल्मऩयक लिऺा प्रदान 

कयने की फात ऩय फर ददमा है आज इस फात की आठश्मकता है कक भूल्म ऩयक लिऺा के भहििठ को 
सभझते हुए नठद्मारमों भें इसे अननठामथ ककमा जाए  ताकक छात्र अऩना सठाांगीण नठकास कयने भें 
सपर हो सकें  | 

 

|                                        सॊघ की याजबाषा नीनत  

 

डॉ. एस. के. तिवायी 
स्नािकोत्िय शिऺक (दहॊदी) 

आॊचशरक शिऺा एवॊ प्रशिऺण सॊस्थान , भैसूय 

 
 
 

     एक              औ             क        क    ए य           क उ      

क     क    उ क       क             | 

        कई    ए                         22        क                य      गई    
उ क      इ   क      - 

  

-      ,        , उ     / क       /    क    
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-    य  / उ  य  /   ग    

-ग       /       /        

-     /     ग   /   य    / क     

-        / क क   /         

-        /        /      /   ग    

  

               14.09.1949 क        क      क             क    कय      य  क य  

    क     क      ग         औ                | 

    क          ----- 

         343 (1) :--      क          क           343 (1) क  
       26       1950         ग                          क              | 

         343 (2) :-- क     ग   य      य     क  गई     क           ग       
   15     क         क       26       1965  क   क    क य  क    ए      क  
             क   य ग          ग  | 

         343 (3):--      क  य     क     य  गय   क         य        

क क  26       1965 क                क   य ग           क           य     क  

 क  | 

                    --      क                       क    क         क  य       

        क  उ                         य  1963  औ            य   1976    

          | 

अनुच्छेद  344 --                   क  5     क              एक  य ग    एग     
  य      के साथ साथ  सॊघ सयकाय के सयकायी काभकाज भें दहन्दी के 
उितयोितय प्रमोग के फाये भें याष्ट्रऩनत को लसपारयि कयेगा |  
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             1955 - 1955    एक          य ग  क         क  गई ,       
            1965       | उ क                    क    क    ए 1957    एक 

     य          ई गई |इ       क    य य      क 1965 क                क  
 य ग               ए |         1963                 य     य  गय  
   क  1967            कय  गय  |    

                1963 - इ        य  क       3 (3) क     ग   क   क ग    

      औ         (       )    एक                    ए ,              - 
  य  ,   क   ,         ए           य   ,      य 

     , क    ,        ,   इ    ,       ,      ,       /          |   

          क   -        1967         क                 क   क            क  
         एक   क      क          कय  गय       18       1968 क           

 कय  गय  |इ    क   क       - 1 क         क    य   क         क       ए     क   

        क           क     य     क    ए उ क   य ग              क  उ   य    एक 

ग   औ         क य      य   क क  उ   क य       क  ग  | 

याजबाषा तनमभ 1976 - याजबाषा अगधननमभ के नठनठध प्रठधानोँ को रागू कयने के उदे्दश्म से 1976 भें याजबाषा 
ननमभ फनाए गए | इन ननमभों के अॊतगथत दहॊदी के प्रमोग की दृजष्ट से सम्ऩूणथ याष्ट्र को तीन बागों भें फाॊटा गमा 
है -  

'क' ऺेत्र - उितयप्रदेि , भध्मप्रदेि , बफहाय , हरयमाणा , याजस्थान ,दहभाचरप्रदेि , उितयाॊचर ,ददल्री , 
झायखण्ड ,छितीसगढ औय अॊडभान ननकोफाय द्ठीऩ सभूह | 

'ख' ऺेत्र - गुजयात , भहायाष्ट्र , ऩॊजाफ औय  चॊडीगढ | 

'ग' ऺेत्र - जम्भू कश्भीय , ऩजश्चभ फॊगार , आसाभ , बत्रऩुया .नागारैंड , भेघारम , भणणऩुय , लभजोयभ , 

अगणाचरप्रदेि , लसजक्कभ , उडीसा , तलभरनाडु , आन्रप्रदेि , केयर , कनाथटक , गोठा , ऩाॊडडचेयी , दभन-दीठ, 

दादया-नगय हठेरी एठॊ रऺद्ठीऩ |       

अचधसूचचि कामाभरम तनमभ 10 (4)- ऐसे कामाथरमों के नाभ याजऩत्र भें अगधसूगचत कय ददए जाएॉ  जजनके 80% 

कभथचारयमों ने दहन्दी का कामथ साधक  ऻान प्राप्त कय लरमा है |  

द्ववबावषक कोड / भैनुअर - कें र सकाथय के प्रिमेक कामाथरम भें उनके सबी कोड / भैनुअर आदद दहॊदी औय 

अॊगे्रजी भें होने चादहए | 

याजबाषा अचधतनमभ - तनमभ के अनुऩारन का दातमत्व - याजबाषा अगधननमभ औय उसके अॊतगथत फनाए गए 

याजबाषा ननमभों के अनुऩारन का दानमिठ प्रिमेक कामाथरम के प्रिासननक प्रधान का होगा | 

याजबाषा नीनत सॊफॊधी सलभनतमाॉ -  
1. केन्द्रीम दहन्दी सशभति - मह एक सठोच्च नीनत ननधाथयण सलभनत है | प्रधानभॊत्री इसके अध्मऺ होते हैं | 
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2. दहन्दी सराहकाय सशभति - प्रतुमेक भॊत्रमारम भें दहन्दी सराहकाय सलभनत होती है | सम्फॊगधत भॊत्री इसके 

अध्मऺ होते है | 

3. केन्द्रीम याजबाषा कामाभन्वमन सशभति - सगचठ , याजबाषा नठबाग इसके अध्मऺ होते हैं | 

4. ववबागीम   याजबाषा कामाभन्वमन सशभति - प्रिमेक भॊत्रारम भें  याजबाषा कामाथन्ठमन सलभनत होती है 

जजसके अध्मऺ साभान्मत् सॊमुक्त सगचठ मा कामाथरम के प्रिासननक प्रभुख होते है | 

5.                               - य   ग      क                |  ग     
         क    य क य   य       क     य              क             क    इ  

      क    य          | इ        क               क          | सॊसदीम याजबाषा सशभति - 

याजबाषा अगधननमभ की धाया 4 के अनुसाय एक सॊसदीम याजबाषा सलभनत  का गिन ककमा गमा | इस सलभनत 

भें 20 रोकसबा  औय 10 याज्जमसबा के सदस्म होते  हैं | मह सलभनत सॊघ के प्रमोजनों के लरए दहन्दी के प्रमोग भें 
 बी प्रगनत की जाॉच कयती है | सलभनत अऩना प्रनतठेदन याष्ट्रऩनत को प्रस्तुत कयती है |  

अफ तक सलभनत द्ठाया प्रस्तुत 8 प्रनतठेदनों ऩय याष्ट्रऩनत भहोदम के आदेि जायी हो चुके है | 

नठगत कुछ ठषों की  अऩेऺा आज दहन्दी भें अगधक काभ ककमा जा यहा है | मदद भन भें सॊकल्ऩ कय रें तो आज 

से ही दहन्दी भें काभ आसानी से ककमा जा सकता है | 

                       '' दहन्दी भें काभ , फहुि ही आसान |सभझाना आसान , सभझाना आसान ||'    

 
 
 
 

 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND BODY LANGUAGE 

 

    Internet Source Compiled by Mr. U P Binoy 

    PGT (English Faculty ) ZIET Mysore 

    10 Simple and Powerful Body Language Tips 

 

+ Comment now 

The effective use of body language plays a key role in effective leadership communication. 

From ―The Silent Language of Leaders: How Body Language Can Help – or Hurt – How 

You Lead,‖ here are ten tips I‘ve learned during the past two decades of coaching leaders and 

their teams around the world: 

 

1) To boost your confidence, assume a power pose 

Research at Harvard and Columbia Business Schools shows that simply holding your body in 

expansive, ―high-power‖ poses (leaning back with hands behind the head and feet up on a 

desk, or standing with legs and arms stretched wide open) for as little as two minutes 

stimulates higher levels of testosterone — the hormone linked to power and dominance — 

and lower levels of cortisol, a stress hormone. 

Try this when you‘re feeling tentative but want to appear confident. In addition to causing 

hormonal shifts in both males and females, these poses lead to increased feelings of power 

and a higher tolerance for risk. The study also found that people are more often influenced by 

how they feel about you than by what you‘re saying. 

 

2) To increase participation, look like you‘re listening 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/carolkinseygoman/2012/01/03/10-simple-and-powerful-body-language-tips-for-2012/#comment_reply
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If you want people to speak up, don‘t multi-task while they do. Avoid the temptation to check 

your text messages, check your watch, or check out how the other participants are reacting. 

Instead, focus on those who are speaking by turning your head and torso to face them directly 

and by making eye contact. Leaning forward, nodding and tilting your head are other 

nonverbal way to show you‘re engaged and paying attention. It‘s important to hear people. 

It‘s just as important to make sure they know you are listening. 

 

 

 

3) To encourage collaboration, remove barriers 

Physical obstructions are especially detrimental to collaborative efforts. Take away anything 

that blocks your view or forms a barrier between you and the rest of the team. Even at a 

coffee break, be aware that you may create a barrier by holding your cup and saucer in a way 

that seems deliberately to block your body or distance you from others. A senior executive 

told me he could evaluate his team‘s comfort by how high they held their coffee cups. It was 

his observation that the more insecure individuals felt, the higher they held their coffee. 

People with their hands held at waist level were more comfortable than those with hands 

chest high. 

4) To connect instantly with someone, shake hands 

Touch is the most primitive and powerful nonverbal cue. Touching someone on the arm, 

hand, or shoulder for as little as 1/40 of a second creates a human bond. In the workplace, 

physical touch and warmth are established through the handshaking tradition, and this tactile 

contact makes a lasting and positive impression. A study on handshakes by the Income 

Center for Trade Shows showed that people are two times more likely to remember you if 

you shake hands with them. The trade-show researchers also found that people react to those 

with whom they shake hands by being more open and friendly. 

5) To stimulate good feelings, smile 

A genuine smile not only stimulates your own sense of well-being, it also tells those around 

you that you are approachable, cooperative, and trustworthy. A genuine smile comes on 

slowly, crinkles the eyes, lights up the face, and fades away slowly. Most importantly, 

smiling directly influences how other people respond to you. When you smile at someone, 

they almost always smile in return. And, because facial expressions trigger corresponding 

feelings, the smile you get back actually changes that person‘s emotional state in a positive 

way. 

Noticing the signals that people send out with their body language is a very useful social 

skill. Some of us can read it naturally and some of us are notoriously oblivious. Fortunately, 

with a little extra attentiveness, you can learn to read body language, and with enough 

practice it'll become second nature. 

Steps 

1.Pay attention to how close someone is to you. The closer they are, the warmer they are 

thinking of you. The farther away that someone is, the less they actually care of the situation 

or person. If you move slightly closer to them, do they move slightly further away? That 

means they don't want your interaction to be any more personal than it already is. If they 

don't move further away, then they are receptive. And if they respond by getting even closer 

to you, they probably really like you or are very comfortable around/by you. 

It is worth noting that personal space is culturally fluid; keep in mind that what is considered 

close in one country is far away in another. 

It is worth noting that personal space is culturally fluid; keep in mind that what is considered 

close in one country is far away in another. 
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Watch their head position. 

Overly tilted heads are either a potential sign of sympathy, or if a person smiles while tilting 

their head, they are being playful and maybe even flirting. 

Overly tilted heads are either a potential sign of sympathy, or if a person smiles while tilting 

their head, they are being playful and maybe even flirting. (Note that people with vision 

problems such as amblyopia will also have a tilted head.) 

Lowered heads indicate a reason to hide something. 

 

Lowered heads indicate a reason to hide something. Take note if someone lowers their head. 

If it is when he is complimented, he may be shy, ashamed, timid, keeping distance from the 

other person, in disbelief, or thinking to himself or herself. If it is after an explanation, then 

he may be unsure if what he said was correct, or could be reflecting. It should be noted that 

some cultures see this as a sign of respect. 

Cocked heads mean that they are confused or challenging you, depending on eye, eyebrow, 

and mouth gestures. 

 

Cocked heads mean that they are confused or challenging you, depending on eye, eyebrow, 

and mouth gestures. Think of how a dog slightly cocks its head when you make a funny 

noise. 

 

On the other hand when coupled with a smile, a tilted head will mean they genuinely like you 

and are engaged in playful conversation. On the other hand when coupled with a smile, a 

tilted head will mean they genuinely like you and are engaged in playful conversation. 

 

Look into their eyes. 

People who look to the sides a lot are nervous, lying, or distracted. 

People who look to the sides a lot are nervous, lying, or distracted. However, if a person 

looks away from the speaker, it very well could be a comfort display or indicate 

submissiveness. Looking askance generally means the person is distrustful or unconvinced. 

If someone looks down at the floor a lot, they are probably shy or timid. 

If someone looks down at the floor a lot, they are probably shy or timid. People also tend to 

look down, when they are upset, or trying to hide something emotional. People are often 

thinking and feelings unpleasant emotions when they are in the process of staring at the 

ground. 

Some cultures believe that looking at someone in the eyes is a sign of disrespect, so this 

could explain why someone is avoiding eye contact with you. 

Some cultures believe that looking at someone in the eyes is a sign of disrespect, so this could 

explain why someone is avoiding eye contact with you. 

Dilated pupils mean that the person is interested. 

Dilated pupils mean that the person is interested. Keep in mind, however, that many drugs 

cause pupils to dilate, including alcohol, cocaine, amphetamines, MDMA, LSD and others. 

Don't mistake having a few drinks for attraction. Also, some people have permanently dilated 

pupils (a condition known as mydriasis). 

If their eyes seem far away, that usually indicates that a person is in deep thought or not 

listening. 

If their eyes seem far away, that usually indicates that a person is in deep thought or not 

listening. (Note: Unfocused eyes may also be a sign of binocular vision problems.) 

See if they're mirroring you. Mirroring is another common gesture. If someone mirrors, or 

mimics your appearance, this is a very genuine sign that they are interested in you and trying 

http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Read-Body-Language-2-bullet2-1.jpg
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Read-Body-Language-3-bullet3.jpg
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Read-Body-Language-2-bullet2-1.jpg
http://www.wikihow.com/Image:Read-Body-Language-3-bullet3.jpg
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to establish rapport with you. Try changing your body position here and there. If you find that 

they change theirs similarly, they are mirroring. 

Check their arms. 

People with crossed arms are closing themselves to social influence.People with crossed 

arms are closing themselves to social influence. Though some people just cross their arms as 

a habit, it may indicate that the person is (slightly) reserved, uncomfortable with their 

appearance (IE: self conscious and trying to cover it), or just trying to hide something on their 

shirt. If their arms are crossed while their feet are shoulder width or wider apart, this is a 

position of toughness or authority. 

If someone rests their arms behind their neck or head, they are open to what is being 

discussed or just laid back in general. 

If someone rests their arms behind their neck or head, they are open to what is being 

discussed or just laid back in general. 

If their hands are on their hips, they might be waiting, impatient or just tired. 

If their hands are on their hips, they might be waiting, impatient or just tired. 

If their hands are closed or clenched, they may be irritated, angry, or nervous. 

If their hands are closed or clenched, they may be irritated, angry, or nervous. 

 

 

Be aware of nervous gestures: 

If someone brushes their hair back with their fingers, this may be preening, a common 

gesture if the person likes you, or their thoughts about something conflict with yours. 

If someone brushes their hair back with their fingers, this may be preening, a common 

gesture if the person likes you, or their thoughts about something conflict with yours. They 

might not voice this. If you see raised eyebrows during this time, you can be pretty sure that 

they disagree with you. 

If the person wears glasses, and is constantly pushing them up onto their nose again, with a 

slight frown, that may also indicate they disagree with what you are saying. 

If the person wears glasses, and is constantly pushing them up onto their nose again, with a 

slight frown, that may also indicate they disagree with what you are saying. Look to make 

sure they push up their glasses with an intent, not casually adjusting them. Look for pushing 

on the rim with two fingers, or an extra motion of wiggling the side of their glasses. The 

frown or raised eyebrows should tip you off. (Note: A frown may also indicate eyestrain.) 

Lowered eyebrows and squinted eyes illustrate an attempt at understanding what is being 

said or going on. 

Lowered eyebrows and squinted eyes illustrate an attempt at understanding what is being said 

or going on. It's usually skeptical. This is presuming they are not trying to observe something 

that's far away. (Note: A squint is another possible sign of vision issues.) 

If they are staring into space then they are most likely think deeply about the past or they 

could be thinking of you. 

If they are staring into space then they are most likely think deeply about the past or they 

could be thinking of you 

7Watch their feet: 

A fast tapping, shifting of weight, laughing, or movement of the foot will most often mean 

that the person is impatient, excited, nervous, scared, or intimidated. 

A fast tapping, shifting of weight, laughing, or movement of the foot will most often mean 

that the person is impatient, excited, nervous, scared, or intimidated. 

Note though that some people with ADHD will constantly jiggle their legs. 
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Note though that some people with ADHD will constantly jiggle their legs. It doesn't mean 

anything, it's entirely subconscious and, while eccentric, it can't be stopped. Some people also 

do it out of habit. 

If the person is sitting, feet crossed at the ankles means they're generally at ease. 

If the person is sitting, feet crossed at the ankles means they're generally at ease. 

If while standing, a person seems to always keep their feet very close together, it probably 

means they are trying to be "proper" in some way. 

If while standing, a person seems to always keep their feet very close together, it probably 

means they are trying to be "proper" in some way. Sometimes feet together means that they 

are feeling more submissive or passive. 

If they purposely touch their feet to yours, they are flirting!. 

If they purposely touch their feet to yours, they are flirting! 

Some people may point their feet to the direction of where they want to go or sometimes 

their interest. 

Some people may point their feet to the direction of where they want to go or sometimes their 

interest. So if it's pointing at you, he/she may be interested in you. 

Tips 

It's easy to spot a confident person: they will make prolonged eye contact and have a strong 

posture. They may also sit or stand very cricked. Long eye contact can also be found in 

lovers' or families eyes. 

If a person talks at a fast rate and mumbles or isn't clear on what they are saying they could 

be nervous or might be lying, trying to stall for time, or not telling the full truth (being 

vague). Be aware that some people do actually mumble. 

Watch the face - it will usually give off a quick involuntary and sometimes subconscious 

twitch when something happens that irritates, excites, or amuses them. 

Observing in context is key to understanding body language. 

Keep in mind that each person has their own unique body language called baseline behaviors. 

When observing others, be subtle about it. 

Pay special attention to changes in body language rather than the body language itself. 

If a person looks up at the sky, or to the sides they are usually thinking about you. 

Some people touch their face and/or play with their hair when they are flirting. 

When a person closes his/her eyes longer than the time it takes to blink, that usually means 

that he/she is feeling stress, alarm, or despair (although it could mean that their contacts are 

dry, this will sometimes be accompanied by rubbing of the eye). 

When a person licks their lips its a sign of liking you. 

 

Understand your Body Language: Gestures & their Meaning 

Gesture: Brisk, erect walk 

Meaning: Confidence 

Gesture: Standing with hands on hips 

Meaning: Readiness, aggression 

Gesture: Sitting with legs crossed, foot kicking slightly 

Meaning: Boredom 

Gesture: Sitting, legs apart 

Meaning: Open, relaxed 

Gesture: Arms crossed on chest 

Meaning: Defensiveness 

Gesture: Walking with hands in pockets, shoulders hunched 

Meaning: Dejection 

Gesture: Hand to cheek 
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Meaning: Evaluation, thinking 

Gesture: Touching, slightly rubbing nose 

Meaning: Rejection, doubt, lying 

Gesture: Rubbing the eye 

Meaning: Doubt, disbelief 

Gesture: Hands clasped behind back 

Meaning: Anger, frustration, apprehension 

Gesture: Locked ankles 

Meaning: Apprehension 

Gesture: Head resting in hand, eyes downcast 

Meaning: Boredom 

Gesture: Rubbing hands 

Meaning: Anticipation 

Gesture: Sitting with hands clasped behind head, legs crossed 

Meaning: Confidence, superiority 

Gesture: Open palm 

Meaning: Sincerity, openness, innocence 

Gesture: Pinching bridge of nose, eyes closed 

Meaning: Negative evaluation 

Gesture: Tapping or drumming fingers 

Meaning: Impatience 

Gesture: Steepling fingers 

Meaning: Authoritative 

Gesture: Patting/fondling hair 

Meaning: Lack of self-confidence; insecurity 

 

LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION 

                                                                 

 

  By Miss.Sahay Mary, H.M, ZIET 

 

(This content is sourced from the CCE Manual for Teachers published by the CBSE) 

Life Skills are abilities that will help students to be successful in living a productive life. 

Learning and practising   Life Skills help students to improve their personal and social 

qualities such as self -esteem, compassion, respect, confidence etc. 

The ten Life Skills are: 

 

 

 

Problem Solving 

Decision Making 

Critical Thinking 

Creative thinking 

Effective Communication 

Interpersonal Skills 

Management of Stress 

Managing Emotions 

Self -awareness 

Empathy



 

 

Emotional Skills 

Management of Stress   Managing Emotions 

These refer to skills which help one to increase the internal locus of control, so that 

the individual believes that she/he can affect change and make a difference in the 

world. 

 

Checklists for Life Skills 

Life Skills can be assessed by   observation and also by using appropriate checklists. 

Some checklists for assessing Thinking-Skills, Social-Skills and Emotional Skills are 

given below: 

 

 

THINKING SKILLS - A CHECKLIST 

 

 Does the student show creativity during class activities?  

 Does she/he accept the challenge enthusiastically? 

 Does he/she try to give new ideas or concepts and try to go beyond 

conditioned setups? 

 Does he/she ask questions related to the set task? 

 Does he/she create doubts by asking irrelevant things away from the task? 

 Does he/she try to help others or motivate others during group activity? 

 Does he/she try to volunteer for special assignments? 

 Does he/she try different ways of doing a single activity? 

 Does he/she like to think out of the box? 

 Does he/she try to apply knowledge or skills in new situations? 

 Does he/she think about all the possible options before starting a task? 

SOCIAL SKILLS - A CHECKLIST 

 Does he/she show patience during a group task for slow learners to complete 

their task? 

 Does he/she try to help a classmate who is feeling low or who's unable to cope 

up the given work? 

 Does he/she appreciate the ideas and qualities of others? 

 Does he/she feel comfortable sharing his ideas with others? 

 Does the child always like to be appreciated? 

 Does he/she come and ask how to correct the mistakes the teacher pointed out 

in his work? 

 Does the student maintain a comfortable level of eye contact? 

 Does the student interrupt to tell his own stories/give his opinion/offers 

unasked advice? 

 Does he/she try to break rules setup for the task by using rude language? 

 Does he/she try to exhibit negative behavior and upset others?  

 

 

  

 



 

 

EMOTIONAL SKILLS -A CHECKLIST 

 

 

 During an activity/competition does the child often say, ' I'll never win, I'm 

just not a lucky person?' 

 Does he/she choose an activity/task according to his ability during a group 

work? 

 Does he/she scream at the classmates when he is angry or disturbed? 

 Does he/she try to do the task again, if declared unsuccessful in the first 

attempt? 

 Does he/she try to improve weaker areas by putting in regular practice? 

 Does he/she try to take help of teacher/partner under difficult situations? 

 Does he/she try to get secluded when under stress? 

 Does he/she try to take up some healthy activity like reading, gardening or 

playing during stressful time? 

 Does he/she become argumentative during discussions? 

 Does he/she show disrespect to the system or discipline of the class/school? 

 

Suggested Descriptive Indicators for Life Skills 
 

Given below are examples of students who have been given grades and the 

descriptive indicators that a teacher might give them. 

If Rehan gets an 'A+', Reena an 'A', Rohan a 'B+', Leena a 'B' and Vijay a 'C' in 

Thinking Skills, a teacher may use the following statements as Descriptive Indicators 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Inclusion and ILFE- Inclusive Learning Friendly Environment 

 

                                                                     By  Miss. Sahaya Mary  

                                                                      H.M,ZIET 

(This content has been sourced form UNESCO’s Booklets on 

Inclusive Practices in large classes in developing countries) 

 
Inclusion is really about practical changes that we can make so that all children, 

including those with diverse backgrounds and abilities, can succeed in our classrooms 

and schools. These changes will not merely benefit the children we often single out as 

children with special needs, but 

all children and their parents, all teachers and school administrators, and everyone 

from the community who works with the school. 

  

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY “INCLUSIVE” AND “LEARNING FRIENDLY”? 

What is “Inclusive”? 

Over the years, the term ―inclusive‖ has come to mean ―including children with 

disabilities‖ in ―regular‖ classrooms for children without disabilities. In this Toolkit, 

―inclusive‖ means much more. 

―Inclusive‖ does include children with disabilities such as children who have 

difficulties in seeing or hearing, who cannot walk, or who are slower to learn. 

HOWEVER, ―inclusive‖ also means including ALL children who are left out or 

excluded from school. These children may not speak the language of the classroom; 

are at risk of dropping out because they are sick, hungry, or not achieving well; or 

they belong to a different religion or caste. They also may be girls who are pregnant, 

children affected by HIV/ AIDS, and all girls and boys who should be in school but 

are not, especially those who work at home, in the fields, or elsewhere (migrants) and 

who have paying jobs to help their families survive. “Inclusive‖ means that as 

teachers, we have the responsibility to seek out all available support (from school 

authorities, the community, families, children, educational institutions, health 

services, community leaders, and so on) for finding and facilitating ALL children to 

learn. 

 

 

INDICATORS OF INCLUSIVE SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION 

School Policies and Administrative Support 

1. has a mission and/or vision statement and policies about inclusive, learning-

friendly education, including a policy against discrimination; 

2. has a master list of all children in the community, whether enrolled or not, and 

has individual records of why children have not enrolled; 

3. conducts regular campaigns to encourage parents to enrol their children, ones 

that emphasize that ALL children should be enrolled and are welcome; 

4. has copies of documents or resources at national or regional levels that 

address inclusive education for children with diverse backgrounds and 

abilities; 



 

 

5. knows which professional organizations, advocacy groups, and community 

organizations offer resources for inclusive education; 

6. shows in specific ways that school administrators and teachers understand the 

nature and importance of inclusive education; 

7. has prepared a list of barriers that prevent the school from fully developing an 

ILFE and a list of ways to overcome these barriers; 

8. is aware of and is changing school policies and practices—such as costs and 

daily  Schedules—that prevent some girls and boys from receiving a quality 

education; 

9. provides flexibility to teachers to pursue innovative teaching methods for 

helping all children to learn; 

10. has links with the community, is responsive to the needs of the 

community, and provides opportunities for exchanging ideas with the 

community to bring about positive changes in inclusive practices; 

11. responds to needs of the staff and is not exploitative; 

12. has effective support, supervision, and monitoring mechanisms in which 

everyone participates in learning about and documenting changes in inclusive 

practices, as well as in making future decisions. 

 

School Environment 

1. has facilities that meet the needs of all students, such as separate toilets for 

girls and ramps (not stairs) for students with physical disabilities; 

2. has a welcoming, healthy, and clean environment; 

3. has a steady supply of clean, safe drinking water and serves or sells healthy, 

nutritious food; 

4. has (or has a plan to develop) a diverse school staff (women and men with 

different backgrounds in race, ethnicity, physical ability ,religion, language, 

socioeconomic status, etc.); 

5. has staff, such as counselors and bilingual teachers, who can identify and help 

with the students‘ individual learning needs; 

6. has processes and procedures in place that help all teachers and teaching staff, 

parents and children to work together to identify and assist with students‘ 

special learning needs; 

7. focuses on teamwork among teachers and students; 

8. has links with existing health authorities who provide periodic health 

examinations for children 

Teachers’ Skills, Knowledge, and Attitudes 
1. can explain the meaning of ―inclusive‖ and ―learning-friendly‖ education 

and can give examples of it 

2. believe that all children—girls, poor or wealthy children, language and 

ethnic minority children, as well as those with disabilities—can learn; 

3. are involved in finding school-age children who are not in school to see that 

they get an education; 

4. know about diseases that cause physical, emotional, and learning 

disabilities; and can help unhealthy students to get proper care; 



 

 

5. receive annual medical examinations, along with other school staff; 

6. have high expectations for ALL children and encourage them to complete 

school; 

7. are aware of resources that are available to assist children with more 

individual learning needs; 

8. can identify culture and gender bias in teaching materials, the school 

environment, and in their own teaching, and can correct this bias; 

9. help students learn to identify and correct gender and culture bias in 

learning materials and correct it in a culturally sensitive manner; 

10. adapt curriculum, lessons, and school activities to the needs of children with 

diverse backgrounds and abilities; 

11. use content, language, and strategies in their teaching that help all students 

to learn; 

12. can assess children‘s learning in ways that are appropriate to the children‘s 

abilities and needs; 

13. are reflective and open to learning, adapting, experimenting, and changing; 

14. are able to work as a team with other teachers, children, parents and 

community members, as well as education authorities. 

Teacher Development 
1. attend workshops or classes on developing an inclusive classroom and 

school, receiving advanced professional training on a regular basis 

2. give presentations to other teachers, parents, and community members on 

developing an inclusive classroom; 

3. receive on-going support for improving their understanding of subject 

matter content  

4. receive on-going support for developing teaching and learning materials 

related to inclusion 

5. receive on-going support from school administrators through regular 

observation and a written supervisory plan 

6. have a work area or lounge where they can prepare lesson materials and 

share ideas 

 

Students 

1. ALL school-age children in the community attend school regularly. 

2. ALL students have textbooks and learning materials that match their 

learning needs. 

3. ALL students receive regular assessment information to help them monitor 

their progress. 

4. Children with diverse backgrounds and abilities have equal opportunities 

to learn and to express themselves in the classroom and at school. 

5. ALL children are followed up if their attendance is irregular and corrective 

actions are taken. 



 

 

6. ALL children have equal opportunities to participate in all school 

activities. 

7. ALL students help to develop guidelines and rules in the classroom and in 

the school regarding inclusion, non-discrimination, violence, and abuse. 

 

Academic Content and Assessment 

1. The curriculum allows for different teaching methods, such as discussion 

and role-play, to meet different learning rates and styles, particularly for 

children with special learning needs. 

2. The content of the curriculum relates to the everyday experiences of ALL 

children in the school whatever their background or ability. 

3. The curriculum integrates literacy, numeracy and life skills into all subject 

areas. 

4. Teachers use locally available resources to help children learn. 

5. Curriculum materials include pictures, examples and information about 

many different kinds of people, including girls and women, ethnic 

minorities, people of different castes and social/economic backgrounds, as 

well as people with disabilities. 

6. Children with learning difficulties have opportunities to review lessons and 

improve upon them, or to have additional tutoring. 

7. Curriculum and learning materials are in the languages children use in and 

out of school. 

8. The curriculum promotes attitudes such as respect, tolerance, and 

knowledge about one‘s own and others‘ cultural backgrounds. 

9. Teachers have various assessment tools to measure students‘ knowledge, 

skills, and attitudes (including student self-assessment), rather than only 

depending upon examination scores. 

 

Special Subject Areas/Extra-curricular Activities 

 
1. Children with physical disabilities have opportunities for physical play and 

development. 

2. Girls have the same access to and opportunities for physical play (such as 

equal time on the football field) and other extracurricular activities as boys. 

3. All children have opportunities to read, write, and learn in their own 

language when they first enter school and, if possible, continuing thereafter. 

4. The school shows respect for children of all religions; children have 

opportunities to learn about different religious traditions, as appropriate, 

during the school day. 

Community 

1. Parents and community groups know about Inclusion and are able to help 

the school become an inclusive school. Parents receive information from the 

school about their children‘s attendance and achievement. 



 

 

 
 

ORIGAMI 

                                                                                              By J.Srinivasu  

                                                                                        Resourse Person 

                       

     Origami is a paper folding activity. It is a Japanese art. The word origami is 

formed from ‗ori‘(to fold) and ‗kami (paper). Kami becomes gami when 

combined with ‗ori‘. ie Origami. Starting with a square paper no. of models can 

be prepared. We can use Origami for interior decoration, learning mathematics 

and many creative activities. The student‘s creativity is enormous. Origami can be 

done any where any time and by any body. Only thing w require is a pair of 

hands. Take a piece of paper and go on folding to generate various items like 

Caps & Crowns, wheels and stars, geometrical models, flowers, patterns, 

decorative pieces, shapes of various objects, shapes of animals and birds and so 

on. It can be implemented easily to all the classes from I to XII.  The material 

used in this activity is paper which is available readily anywhere at any time. 

There is no age bar for this activity. An activity which enhances the knowledge 

and develops the creative concepts among students. It is an enjoyable activity that 

follows certain rules, it involves emotions, it excites, entertains, and at the same 

time teaches through doing. To the unsuspecting child, the transformation of the 

flat sheet of paper into a three dimensional form, using only two hands, seems 

almost magical. In this learning by doing activity, there is a continuous 

interaction of the action and thought process.  There is a gradual progression, a 

sequential order, research into new relationships of folds, and creative 

possibilities which encourage the advancement of new ideas. 

 Modular Origami : 

Modular origami, or unit origami, is a paper folding technique which uses 

multiple sheets of paper to create a larger and more complex structure than would 

be possible using single-piece origami techniques. Each individual sheet of paper 

is folded into a module, or unit, and then modules are assembled into an 

integrated flat shape or three-dimensional structure by inserting flaps into pockets 

created by the folding process 

       Making various types of caps (Bishop cap, Politician cap, Convocation cap, 

fisher   

      man cap ,darga cap) , Modular origami stars & wheels and  different modular  

      origami mathematical models were demonstrated during the course and thorough  

      practice s given to all the participants. 

 

Some useful tips for Origami : 
1. For best results always fold the paper on a hard and flat surface. 

2. Check that your paper is a true square and of a suitable size. 

3. Make folds as straight and accurate as possible, so that the corners and edges meet 

evenly. 

4. Crease folds firmly with your thumb, while you hold the model in place with your 

free hand. 

5. After each fold check what you have done by turning the paper to the same 

position 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origami
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origami


 

 

6. If you get struck don‘t give up .Work back through the instructions carefully and 

try again till you succeed. 

 

 

 

CCE on Work Education 

                                                                                                   By J.Srinivasu 

                                                                                                    Resource Person 

 

What is CCE : 

 Continuous and Comprehensive evaluation refers to a system of school based 

assessment that covers all aspects of student‘s development .  

 It emphasizes two fold objectives.  

  Continuity in evaluation and assessment of  broad based learning. 

  Behavioral out come. 

 

Why grading is required  

 It will minimize misclassification of students on the basis of marks  

 It will eliminate unhealthy competition among high achievers  

 It will reduce societal pressure and will provide the learner with more 

flexibility  

 It will lead to a focus on a better learning environment 

 It will facilitate joyful and stress free learning  

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Assessment areas: 
 

Part 1   : Scholastic          9 Point Scale 

               

 PART2 Co- Scholastic Area 

Part 2A :LIFE SKILS  5 Point Scale 

Part 2 B: work education                            5 Point Scale   

Part 2C  : visual & performing arts         5 Point Scale 

Part 2 D : Attitudes & Values  5 Point Scale 

  

Part 3 : Co-Scholastic Activities                  5 Point Scale 

Part 3 A: Co-curricular Activities          5 Point Scale 

Part 3 B :Health & Physical Education      5 Point Scale 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE –INDICATORS 

 

 Collaborative approach 

 Innovative ideas 

 Planning and adhering to timelines 

 Involvement and motivation 

 Positive attitude 

 Guide and facilitate others 

 Sharing of ideas and being receptive to new ideas 

 Correlate with real life situations 

 Step by step approach to solve problem 



 

 

 Clear understanding of output to be generated 

 Able to apply theoretical knowledge in to practical use 

 

Collaborative approach : 

 Collaborative approach means Work jointly with groups. Collaboration is a 

repeated process where two or more people or organizations work together in 

an intersection of common goals.  

 Most collaboration requires leadership, teams that work collaboratively can 

obtain greater resources, recognition and reward when facing competition for 

finite resources. 

 

Innovative ideas : 

The word innovative means to use new, fresh and different ideas. Get out of the box 

and come up with something that hasn't been done previously . 

 

Planning And adhering to timelines : 

 

 Time is one thing that can never be retrieved. One may lose and regain 

friends. One may lose and regain money. Opportunity, once spurned, may 

come again. But the hours that are lost in idleness can never be brought back 

to be used in gainful pursuits"    ~Winston Churchill  

 Planning skills and completing the task with in the time lines is very 

essential. our time goes, how our days are spent. We all have the same 

amount of time in a day. Some people are able to get so much done in 

their days while others seem to flounder .We all have 24 hours in a day, 7 

days a week. What we do in those minutes, in those hours determines 

where our time goes and how our hours are spent 

 

Involvement and motivation : 

 

Involvement- Participation in the given work whole heartedly. The definition of 

motivation is to give reason, incentive, enthusiasm, or interest that causes a specific 

action or certain behavior. Motivation is present in every life function.   

 

Positive attitude : 

 

A positive attitude is a philosophy of approaching life with optimism and confidence. 

Developing a positive attitude requires replacing negative thinking with positive in an 

effort to create a successful outlook on life and experiences.  

A person with a positive attitude has a positive outlook on various situations, even 

during difficult times. Maintaining the perspective that the glass is half full rather 

than half empty is essential for keeping a positive attitude 

 

Guiding & facilitation : 

 

The definition of facilitate is "to make easy" or "ease a process". What a facilitator 

does is plan, guide and manage a group event to ensure that the group's objectives are 

met effectively, with clear thinking, good participation and full buy-in from everyone 

who is involved  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership


 

 

 

Co-relate with the life situation : 

Application of various skills effectively for the needs of the day to day life. 
Geometrical concepts through Topics like Origami. Use of creative skills through 

activities like screen printing making decorative models Use of prepared models in 

appropriate places 

 

Step by step approach to solve the problem : 

This parameter reflects the idea and the application of the student. For effective out 

put work should be planned and executed in steps .It is better to record the steps for 

future reference 

 

Clear understanding of out put to be generated : 

One should know very clearly about the work what they are doing.Students should be 

explained very clearly about the final exhibit (Out put) what they are going to make. 

 

Able to apply theoretical knowledge to practical situation : 

Learning of the theoretical & Scientific principals & and co-relating to various day to 

day activities. Electrical wiring concepts and their applications in doing various 

projects 

 

 

 

 

HOW TO GIVE GRADE ? 

 

 
 

How to asses grading  :  

For each month evaluate the performance of the student in the various descriptors and 

calculate the average mark. From the average mark calculate the average grade of the 

student as per the new 5 point scale given above. 

 

 



 

 

 
Similarly maintain evaluation sheets for every month and consolidate them at the nd 

of the term. 

  

 

 

SCREEN PRINTING 

                                                                                           By J.Srinivasu, 

                                                                                                        Resource person 

Material required :  

Exposing frame, five star film-1 bit, Screen fixed on a frame, printing frame, G 

clamp, hydrogen peroxide, silcote solution, brown tape, cello tape, OHP film, 

Printing inks, thinner, cotton, tray, squeezers-2 no‘s, blanl cards, water and warm 

water. 

 

Procedure: 

1. Prepare the required graphic(a greeting impression) on a traced paper and cut a 

five star film bit equal to its size. 

2. Keep this graphic and five star film in an exposing frame and expose it to sunlight 

for 4 to 5 minutes. 

3. Soak the five tar film in the solution of water and hydrogen peroxide taken in the 

ratio 2 : 1 for 3 minutes. 

4. Treat the film with little warm water till you get clear image on the film.Then 

wash it with cold water. 

5. Develop the film and mount it on the screen such that outer side of the screen 

comes in contact with emulsion side of the film. 

6. After drying the 5 star film completely on the screen separate the base of the film. 

7. If any pin holes are there cover them with silcote and dry them. 

8. Fix the screen with the printing table with G-Clamp and centre the graphic to be 

printed on a card. 



 

 

9. Print the greeting by squeezing the film fixed on a screen with squeezer and ink.   

10. Use thinner while printing with the ink as per the requirement.  

 

Precautions: 

1. Water drops should not fall on the screen during the printing process. It should be 

washed with thinner and soft cotton. 

2. Apply normal pressure while printing. 

3. After printing wash the screen with thinner neatly and dry it. 

 

 

ELECTRICAL GENERATOR 

                                                                                          By   J.SRINIVSU, R.P 

                                                                                                      K.V.SRIKAKULAM 

AIM : To make simple Electric Generator . 

 

Objectives : 

 

1..Make the students to understand  how to construct simple generator with waste 

materials . 

 

2. Make the students to understand how the generator works Faradays laws of 

electromagnetic induction. 

 

Material required : 

 

1. Donut magnets-2 Nos  

2. Plastic bowl or Paper Tea cup 

3. 36 SWG wire -10 mtrs 

4. LED-1 

5. Connecting wires 

6. Wooden Base 

 

1.Theory : 

 

An electric generator is a device that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy.  
A generator forces electrons in the windings to flow through the external electrical 

circuit. 

 

2.Principle of working : 

 
According to Faraday's Laws of Electromagnetic Induction Whenever a conductor is 
rotated in a magnetic field it will carry current. Due to the movement of the conductor 
in the magnetic field it cut the flux lines and induces current in the conductor due to 
the induced E.M.F. 
Hence, the basic essential parts of an electric generator are : 

 
 A magnetic field and 
 A conductor or conductors which can  move so as to cut the flux 

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanical_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
http://www.ncert.nic.in/html/learning_basket/electricity/electricity/electrostatics/faraday_law.htm


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
3.CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 
 

Construction : 

 
1 .Take two donut magnets.  
2. Attach them with fevicol or double side sticker by keeping an iron rod in between 
them. 

 
 3.Take any un used plastic bowl or paper tea cup 

4. Wind 36 SWG copper wire about 100 turns approximately over the bowl. 

5 Fix the bowl to a wooden base 

6. Make two holes to bowl opposite to each other to insert iron rod with magnets 

7. Attach an LED to the two ends of the copper coil 

 
8. Insert magnets with rod in to the bowl. 

 



 

 

9. Rotate iron rod speedily , due to which magnetic field generated by magnets will 

be cut by copper coil. Hence voltage is induced in the coil. Then current will pass 

through the LED. 

10.Then LED glows  

APPLICATIONS : 

1.It can be used to demonstrate students how electricity is generated by the magnetic 

field cut by  

  a copper coil. 

2. It can be used as a Teaching aid to demonstrate construction and working of an 

Electric Generator in the Class room teaching with simple and waste materials. 
 

 

ELECTRICAL GENERATOR 

                                                                                          By   J.SRINIVSU, R.P 

                                                                                                      K.V.SRIKAKULAM 

AIM : To make simple Electric Motor 

 

Objectives : 

 

1. Make the students understand the working principle of electric motor. 

2. To make simple Electric Motor with simple  available waste materials 

 

Theory : 

 

An Electric Motor is machine which converts electrical energy into mechanical 

energy 

According to Faraday‘s laws of electromagnetic induction whenever a current 

carrying conductor is placed in a magnetic field it tends to rotate 

 

 

• The force is proportional to:  

• The current(I)  

• The strength of the magnetic field (B) 

• The length of wire within the magnetic field.(l) 

• This is summed up in a simple formula:  

• Force = (current) x (wire length) x (magnetic field) 

  F = Bil 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_energy


 

 

• As we pass a current through the wire, there is a force that acts on the wire at 

90o to the direction of the magnetic field. This is given by Fleming‘s Left 

Hand Rule with which you will be familiar. 

•  

 
• Material required : 

• Donut magnets-3 Nos 

• Enamelled Copper Wire-23 SWG 

• Battery power supply-9 V 

• Crocodile clips-2 Nos 

• Screws-2 Nos 

• Hooks- 2 Nos 

• Wooden Stand 
             230 V Power supply 

Construction : 
Take a wooden stand and fix  it  with screws as shown in the figure 

 
1. Make a coil with 20 to 30  turns with insulated copper wire of 23 SWG as shown 

here 
 

2.  Remove insulation at the both ends of copper coil. 
 

3. Place the donut magnets on the wooden base prepared as shown in the figure 
 

4. fix crocodile clips to the battery Eliminator with screw driver. 

5.  Connect the crocodile clips to the screws fixed to wooden base. 

6. Insert the copper coil between the screwed hooks as shown in the fig. 

7. Switch the eliminator on. Then current starts flowing through the copper coil. It 

produces magnetic field. 

8. The magnetic fields of donut magnet and current carrying conductor interact with 

each other , hence force is produced, due to which the copper coil rotates 
 
 
 



 

 

   
APPLICATIONS : 

1.It can be used to demonstrate students how current carrying conductor is rotated in 

the   magnetic field  

   

2. It can be used as a Teaching aid to demonstrate construction and working of an 

Electric Motor in the Class room teaching with simple and waste materials.  

 

 

PHENYLE PREPARATION 

 

                                                                                          By   J.SRINIVSU, R.P 

                                                                                                      K.V.SRIKAKULAM 

Aim : To prepare white phenyl 

Material required : 

Composition for 10 ltrs phenyl 

Pine Oil -500 Ml 

Cutting Oil-250 Ml 

Liquid Soap-200Ml 

Perfume- Citronella/Lemon gross Oil/ Lavender -75 ml 

Water- 9 to 10 ltrs 

Buckets-3 Nos 

Measuring Jar-1 and Mug 

 

Composition of the Phenyle : 

The main constituent of the phenyle is pine oil. It is a dis- infect ant. 

Soap oil is used to remove the dirt. 

Pine oil and soap will not mix with each other due to the difference in their densities. 

To mix both cutting oil will be added. 

 Perfume is added for fragrance. 

 

 



 

 

Procedure: 

Take 500 ml pine oil in to a bucket 

Add 250 ml Cutting Oil to this and mix it well 

Add 200 ml Liquid Soap and mix it well 

Add 75 ml perfume. 

Add 9 liters water and mix it thoroughly 

Collect the phenyle in to the container. 

 

 
 

PREPARATION OF VASELENE 

                                                                                   By J.Srinivasu,R.P 

                                                                                        K.V.Srikakulam 

Aim : To prepare Vaselene 

Material Required : 

Purified white petroleum jelly- 500 gms 

Colour 

Perfume-Jasmine/Lavender/required choice 

Container 

Big Spoon-1 

Stove 

Bottles-25 to 30 

Procedure : 

• Take 250 gms petroleum jelly in to the container 

• Heat it till it converts in to liquid form 

• Add colour and mix it well 

• Add perfume and mix it well 

• Allow it to cool for 5 minutes 

• Collect the semi-solid liquid in to bottles 

• Allow it to solidify 

 

Precautions : 

 

• Avoid excessive heating of the petroleum jelly. Stop heating immediately when it 

turns in to liquid form. Other wise jelly may catch fire. 

•  While collecting jelly in to the bottles allow it cool and collect it in to bottles. If 

hot jelly is poured in to plastic bottles bottle may melt 

 

 

 
 



 

 

                A G A R B A T T Y     M A K I N G   

 

             M.Rajasekhar ( RP )      

              K.V.,Mysore  

Aim:  To prepare Agarbatties 

 

S. No. Tools Required Qty. Materials Required Qty. 

1. Vessel of 3 Lts. capacity. 1 Sawdust powder 3 kg 

2 Wooden planks 1 Jigath Powder 1 kg 

3. Drying Racks 4 Bamboo Sticks 1 kg  

4. Hand Gloves 1 pair Chandan Powder 100 g 

5. Bucket  1 Yara Yara Powder 50 g 

6. Measuring spoon 1 Kasturi 50 g 

7   Venclin powder 50 g 

8   Dhoop 50 g 

9   Ral Powder 50 g 

10   Scent 100 mL 

 

PROCEDURE 

 

1. Collect all the tools and materials on the workbench. 

2. Mix sawdust powder and  jigath powders  in the ratio of 2:1. 

3. Powders like yara yara, venclin, Dhoop, Ral powders  are added in small 

quantities (5 g each) and masala is made. 

4. Take small quantities of masala powder and add water into it to make dough. 

5. Spread the dough on the bamboo sticks and roll it uniformly over the bamboo 

stick ( Press gently ,roll & drag simultaneously so that dough sticks evenly 

over the stick  

6. Allow these raw Agarabatties  to dry. 

7. After drying, sprinkle perfume and pack them in plastic sleeves. 

8. Selling procedure is  followed  finally. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

        B O O K    B I N D I N G  

 M. Rajasekhar ,   

          K.V Mysore ( RP) 

 AIM:-  TO BIND  A   GIVEN BOOK 

 

Procedure:-  

1) Arrange all the materials and tools required for the book binding on a work 

bench. 

2) Measure and cut the materials as per the following table.3 

 

3).Cut and separate the title wrapper of the book and clean its beneath edge with 

emery sheet and smooth  file. 

4) Stick once folded brown sheet on both sides of the book and paste only 1 cm. edge. 

5) Stick one piece of calico cloth ( cut as in point no.2 (iii) (a)  covering the beneath 

edge. 

6) Mark a line at a distance of 0.75 cms from beneath edge of the book and make 3 to 

4 guide holes  using nails on the line maintaining reasonable distance between two. 

7) By using thread and needle, start stitching from middle hole and finish the stitch at 

the same point. 

8) Place the straw boards, cut as in point no.2 (iv)  on both sides of the book , 

9). Stick the 2nd piece of calico  cloth cut as in point no.2 (iii) (a)  covering beneath 

edge of the book and a little portion of the straw boards kept on both sides of the 

book. 

10) Cut the calico cloth ( 6 cms.X 6 cms. ) in a triangular form and stick decoratively 

on four edges of the straw board. 

(11) Fold and cut the marble sheet decoratively and stick on the faces of the straw 

boards with Maida. Care should be taken to prevent air gaps while pasting. 

12) Apply maida on the sheets just touching the straw board from inside and stick 

them on the other side of the straw board. 

SlNo. Name of the item          Size Qty. 

  Length wise Width wise  

(i) Brown sheet (once 

folded) 

Book length Book width 02 

(ii) Marble sheet 5Cms. More than the 

book length 

5 Cms. More than the book width 02 

(iii) Calico cloth (a) Equal to the book 

length 

5 to 6 times the book thickness 02 

(iv)  (b) 6 cms 6 cms. 02 

(v) Straw board Equal to the book length 1.5 cms. Less than the book width 02 



 

 

13) Stick the cut title wrapper on the front face of the straw board.  

14) Now the book so bound should be kept under a 20 kgs weight for a period of 12 

hours. 

  

                                           C A N D L E    M A K I N G   

                    

M.Rajasekhar ,(RP) , K.V,Mysore  

AIM:-  To make  wax candles 

 

Sl.No. Tools required  Qty. Materials required  Qty. 

01 Candle making mould  01 Paraffinwax 10kgs. 

02 Brush ( 1‖size) 01 Thread  01 roll 

03 Water tub 01 Caster oil 1 lt. 

04 Candle racks 10 Colours  As required 

05 Knife 01   

06 Scissors 01   

07 A Vessel of 3 lts. capacity 01   

     

 

Procedure :- 

 

1) Collect all the required tools and materials as listed above on a work bench 

2)  Take a brush or a piece of cotton cloth and dip it in oil (coconut or caster oil) 

and apply oil uniformly on all groves of the mould so that the candles do not 

stick to the mould. 

3) Fix the cotton thread in the groves of the mould as per procedure in such a 

manner that the thread stands exactly in the Centre of the candle . 

4)  Take wide mouthed vessel and pour required amount of wax into it and heat 

it on a stove. 

5) When the solid wax turns into liquid, then take a long handled spoon and go 

on pouring  melted wax into the groves of the mould  

6) When the mould is completely filled with liquid wax dip the full mould into to 

a tub filled with cold water & allow it to cool totally. 

(7) Remove mould from the tub and put it in a tray, wipe off water particles with a 

dry cloth. 

(8) Using scissors & knife remove thread and separate candles from the mould . 

(9) Trim candles after cutting and separating excess was stuck to the candles. 

(10) pack candles in plastic sleeves and store them vertically up right in racks . 

 



 

 

 

 

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA________________________ 

                                                                     By  M.RAJASEKHAR  (RP) 

                                                                      K.V.MYSORE 

Lesson Plan   

Class: …..............             Subject: - Work Experience                           

Month   …………                            

1. Topic: 

 

2. Learning Objectives: 

 

 

 

S.No. Tools Required Qty Materials 

Required 

Qty Equipment 

Required 

Qty 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Procedure: - Description / Diagram (Teacher Activity) 

 

 

4. Students Activity (projects/Practical): 

 

5. Evaluation: 

 

Teacher                                                                           Principal 

                                                                                                                          



 

 

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA, ZIET,  SIDDARTHA NAGAR, 

MYSORE  

General Instructions  for Students  :                                         
By  M.RAJASEKHAR  (RP) 

K.V.MYSORE Dt.12-10-12 

1) Maintain a 100 pages both sides ruled note book / Record book  for WE  

2) Give page numbers for all pages  

3) Maintain index on 4 pages ( i.e 2 sheets)  

4) Leaving 6 pages from the last page maintain a  Work Education (WE)  

Evaluation sheet. 

5) Start writing notes from page no.3 onwards after index page . 

 

SUPW :- Socially Useful and Productive work ,    WE:- Work Education   

SUPW: -  SUPW is a purposive meaningful and manual work that  results either 

goods or services useful to the society.  

_____________________________________________________________ 

WORK  EDUCATION  EVALUATION SHEET:-  

Name of student:-      Class & Sec:- 

Roll No. 

S,No Activity Under taken  Date  Marks 

obtained  

Signature of the 

Teacher 

01     

02     

03     

04     

05     

06     

     

     

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ELECTIVE   ACTIVITIES :- 

PROJECTS OR MODELS THAT CAN BE MADE USING AVAILABLE 

RESOURCES NEAR BY:- 

S.No Raw Material  Projects / Models that can be made 

01 Craft paper Decorative articles – Origami work / Paper 

folding 

02 Brown sheet  Envelops, Book binding  

03 Glazed sheets  Decoration articles / wall hangings etc., 

04 PVC Sheet Boquets, wrapering purpose 

05 Beads  Decoration items / artificial ornaments 

06 Carton box  Decoration articles 

07 Clay Idols of gods and goddesses, claymodelling 

08 Plaster of paris 

 ( POP) 

POP modeling work  i.e models of birds , 

animals etc., 

09 Ice cream sticks  Pen stands , decoration articles 

10 Bamboo Bow and arrow, Pans, Kites, Baskets, ,Hand 

Fans etc. 

11 Candle wax Candles, models of animals and birds 

12 Ribbons  Decorative articles 

13 Pencil  Scrap  Decoration items 

14 Plastic bottles Submarine  model 

15 Bangles Wall hangings, decoration items 

16 Coconut shells Flower vase, dolls 

17 Egg shell  Penguins model, dolls 

18 Straw Board Book binding  

19 Used injection bottles   Models of Chariots, Temples, Churches, 

Mosques etc.  

20 Sponge  Dolls  and other soft toys 

21 Pebbles Funny faces, decorative items  

22 Polished stones Name plates, Stone carving   

23 Old photo frames  Decorative items 

24 Seashells Decoration items , artificial ornaments       

25 Old CDs Wall hangings 

26 Colour paper Paper craft , paper cutting , paper folding  

27 Thermocolegr  sheet Paintings, Name plates, models of  Historical 

monuments 

28 Sand Sand craft 

29 Cloth Dolls and soft toys 

30 Cotton   As above 

31 Fruits and vegetables Printing  

32 Old news papers Masks, Paper machie work  

33 Match sticks Decorating articles 



 

 

34 Ice-cream sticks* Penstands, decorating articles 

35 Broom sticks Kites, decorating articles 

36 Soft wood* Wood carving , inlayworks  

37 emptyCigarette packs, match 

boxes 

Decorating items 

38 Coconut fibre Mats, wall hangings etc. 

39 Plywood sheet Paintings 

40 Jute thread Wall hangings 

41 Cane and bamboo Baskets, kites,  

 

 

S.l.N

O 

 Name of the project Materials required 

01 Collecting different types of papers . cutting 

them into a proper size( 5 cms. X 5 Cms.) and 

pasting them on a wooden plank / on a straw 

board , their ( Names ) nomenclature,  

1)Various papers like grid sheet, 

 tracing paper,Xerox paper, carbon 

paper, magazine paper,news papercrape 

paper,PVC, OHP sheet,shining paper, 

gold,silver papers 2) Wooden plank (3) 

Gum etc. 

02 Collecting labels of bathing soaps , shampoo 

pouches and pasting them on a wooden plank/ 

straw board  of size  

3‘X 2.5‘ 

 

03 Collecting labels of different ( brands) types of 

washing soaps, cleanising agents  and pasting 

them on a wooden plank/ straw board . 2 to 2.5 

mm thick. 

 

04 Collecting different types of woods and fixing 

them on a wooden plank their nomenclature 

 

05 Collecting different types of metals , cutting 

them into a proper shape and fixing them on a 

wooden  plank 

 

06 Using cut pieces of  colour craft paper of size 6 

cms.X 6 cms. Make paper foldings of your 

choice. 

 Colour craft paper, scissors gum etc. 

07   

  

LIST OF PROJECTS RECOMMENDED FOR 

CLASS –X,XI,& XII 

 

01 Collecting different types of insulating 

materials , cutting them into a proper size and 

pasting them on the given wooden plank 

 



 

 

Layout SUGGESTED  for making projects :-  

Material :- Plywood sheet/ one side pre-laminated particle board, 

Size :- Chart paper size  , Thick ness :- 5 to 8 mm  

Note:- draw  thin and light lines , thick line may be used for border only 

LIST OF PROJECTS   / MODELS   RECOMMENDED  :- 

ELECTIVE ACTIVITIES:-  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

02 Fixing different types of Electrical accessories 

on the given wooden plank 

 

03 Preparing a crane model using electromagnet   

04 Preparation of rope way model  

05 Collecting different types of  Electronics 

components  and fixing them on a wooden 

plank. 

 

2 cms border allround  

                  TITLE of project   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

* Spaces for writing names   

  5  

* 

  

 

 

 

 

 

* 

  

 

 

 

Name:- 

Date:- 

 



 

 

KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN ,ZIET, 

      SIDDARTHA NAGAR, MYSORE-570 011     
                                    By.M.Rajsekhar, ( RP) 

                                                        K.V.Mysore 

Sub:- Fire life Safety provisions in School Buildings:-             

Ref:- Lr. No. F.28-133 /2004/KVS(Hqrs)/Acad / dated  13-09-2004 
1.The aspect of storage & combustible material should be avoided in the building. 

2. Provision of PA system in the building may be explored. 

3.All Escape routes should be kept clear of obstruction & gates should be un locked. 

4. Display signage of escape routes & entry points shall be displayed prominently 

5.School  chowkidar /Caretaker shall switch Off all electrical equipments / 

installations after the school hours 

6.Fire /Evacuation drill  should be conducted at least once in the six months and 

request may also be sent to the local fire services at least one month in advance. 

7.Wherever Generator set is used in school  premises ,necessary precautions may be 

taken from the point of view of noise  and air pollutions. 

8. The school should not be allowed to function in the temporary structures such as 

tents, pandals etc. 

9.the Telephone numbers of local Fire officer /fire stations  should be prominently 

displayed in campus. 

10. Heads of School / management shall apply /approach directorate of fire services 

to obtain Fire safety cerficates . 

11.Mock Drill may also be carried out in the school by involving staff , students and 

management at the suitable  

intervals 

12 Provisions of Fire extinguisher as per 2C, 3 d, 4d,be included .A Check list related 

to fire safety be displayed in the Chamber  of the  Principal 

 

SAFETY MEASURES IN SCHOOLS:-  

 
i).Proper Earthing of electrical connections should be  ensured  

ii) electrical wires should be properly insulated and joints must be covered. 

iii)Main Switchboard area /place should be made out of bound for the students by 

putting proper fencing. 

iv) Students must not be allowed to go near the main switch-board 

v) All fittings and fixtures should be maintained regularly to ensure that these remain 

functional . 

vi) complete first aid equipment should be available in Chemistry lab. 

vii) Periodical inspection of electric wiring and points should be carried out in order 

to prevent fire hazards by short-circuiting. 

viii) Electrical circuited should not be  overloaded. 



 

 

ix) No High Tension lines should  run inside or in close proximity to the school. All 

steps need to be taken to shift them if they are already inside . If there exist a 

transformer in the  

x) All schools to observe fire Safety day on 14
th

 of April every year in collaboration 

with the fire Safety Department. 

xi) all fire Extinguishers in the school should remain functional 

xii) Also efforts need to be planned and executed to have at least two openings/exits  

at each floor /block.         

xiii) Students  & staff should be given standing instructions and guidance to come out 

in the open ground in case of emergency situations.      

  

 

xiv)roof of the buildings should be kept properly locked so that it is not accessible to 

the children 

xv) No Man-hole should be left uncovered. 

xvi) Bushes and grass should be regularly cleared from the school premises 

/playground . 

xvii) No water logging in the shool should be allowed. 

 

As per the  Office memorandum No. F. 8-6/99-KVS/Maint.WK.II dated 05-07-99  

Issuedby  Hon. Commissioner , Shri. H.M .Cairae All  annual Repairs & Maintenance 

of Vidyalaya Building as well as Staff qtrs. Must be carried out  in the Vidyalaya  

level itself departmentally. The practice of depending on construction agencies has 

been done away with. 

 

3.1.1.SCHOOL BUILDING:-  

 

1) Masonary patch works :- to rectify leakage /seepage in roofs & walls , patch 

work in plaster ,floor, black board etc.  

2) Water supply & sanitary installation :- Repair and replacement  of broken 

sanitary fittings, pipes, water supply fittings. & fixtures , choked or broken 

rain water pipes, missing drinking water taps, cleaning of storage /service 

tanks. 

3) Joinery: - Repair and replacement of missing fittings including glass panes . 

4) Internal white wash.  

5) Paintings of door and windows. 

6)  External finish preferably colour wash. 

 



 

 

3.1.2 SCHOOL BUILDING ( ELECTRICAL ) :- 

1)  Repair of damaged exp[osed wiring. 

2) Repair of MCBs /distributions board including protective  cover. 

3)  Replacement of damaged /missing fittings. & fixtures like, switches, choke , 

other facilities in light points etc. 

4)  Repair of fans 

5)  Repair of external electrification system. 

 

3.1.3 Compound wall :- repair and colour wash of the compound wall of the 

campus. 

3.1.4; internal Roads :- wherever there are bituminous roads, these shall be 

repaired by the constructions agency under special repairs as and when required. 

Patch repairs works of cement concrete roads can be done wherever necessary. 

4.1.5 Sports Facilities and campus:- 

Goal posts , basket ball boards, play equipment of primary children should be got 

repaired and painted every year so that defective parts are removed or repaired and 

contrast maintained to avoid safety hazards. The campus must be maintained properly 

to give a tidy look. 

12 .SPECIAL REPAIRS:- 

Special repairs as distinct from annual repairs shall continue to be sanctioned by KVS 

Hqrs.as per the need of the Vidyalaya. These proposals ,with all facts details ,planned 

life of the facility /fixtures causes of deterioration, date of completion , detailed 

justification, photographs along with an estimate prepared by  a construction agency 

will be sent to KVS Hqrs. ,when such a need arise. It may be noted that special 

repairs are not a regular feature but are need based. These will not be executed by the 

Vidyalayas departmentally but would be undertaken by the construction agencies like 

CPWD, MES etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Brief   report of the 21 days in service course for  Trained Graduate (Work 

Education) teachers From 25/09/2012 to 15/10/2012 

 

 

I,Govindu  being  Course Coordinator  for the  21 days in service course for 

Trained Graduate ( Work Education ) teachers from 25/9/2012 to 15/10/2012 is 

extremely feel it as my privilege to present  a brief report of the course. I would like 

to start my report with a quote from the Father of the Nation who said…. 

―What I am going to place before you today is not about 

a vocation that is going to be imparted alongside 

education. Now, I wish to say that whatever is taught 

to children, all of it should be taught necessarily through the 

medium of a trade or a handicraft. You may argue that, 

during the middle age, children were taught only trades 

(crafts) in our country. While I agree with this 

contention, but the proposition of imparting the whole 

of education through the medium of trades (crafts) 

was not considered in those days. A trade (craft) was 

taught only from the standpoint of a trade (craft). We 

aim at developing the intellect also with the aid of a trade or a 

handicraft. . . . . . .   

 and interfaces his speech by narrating the counting technique of takli while 

spinning the cotton thus incorporating mathematics with craft. It is my august 

privilege to stand before  a gathering of such teachers and I  would like to record my 

heartiest thanks to the course director for having given me an opportunity to 

coordinate the course for the work education teachers. 

The course was inaugurated on 25/9/2012 forenoon by the Director, ZIET, 

Mysore  Shri. S. Selvaraj, Deputy Commissioner, KVS by lighting the mother lamp 

followed by a inaugural address in which he emphasized the need of having work 

education in schools, its importance and the vital role it play in molding the future 

generations of our country. He proudly  declared that we, the employees of KVS must 

be proud to be the members of such a prestigious organization since our organization 

is pioneer in implementing the orders of NCERT and CBSE as and when published. 

He  also stressed the critical need of having one self undergoing refresher or in 

service courses at regular intervals to keep oneself abreast with the new trends also to 

bring quality of workman ship by way of  training . 

   A total of ten guest lecturers specialized in various fields were invited 

to take up the uphill task of refreshing the minds of the already trained teachers. This 

includes Mr.Gururaj Naik instructor, CAVA who had a session on  rubber and plaster 

of paris mold making, Mrs Florance Ruth from JSS Mysore who fascinated the 

participants with her wood in lay technique, Mr. Ramesh from Government ITI who 

gave a in depth lecture on basic awareness and maintenance of electricity. Then Mrs. 

Jayanthi  again from Government ITI took an interesting session on electrical gadgets 

repairing. Mr John Seen  made the participants spell bound by his innovative TV 

repairing techniques. Mr.A.P.Chandrasekar from CAVA  with his magical hands 



 

 

produced and encouraged the participants to make paper masks of various dimensions 

and shape and also taught them the technique     of  live mask making procedure. Mr. 

Arun Solomon Manager of L& T, Mysore was the most sought after lecturer, since he 

was lecturing on computer hardware, software and maintenance of LCDs. 

To take off the fatigue of continuous subject oriented lectures , the 

participants were introduced to the magic world of yoga by Mr.Jaya Kumar from 

Pranava Yoga Dhama who not only explained the importance of yoga but with his 

foreign disciple, made the participants do a number of yogic exercises.  To keep 

abreast with the present scenario,  a fire safety demo was organized and the station 

fire officer  Mr Chandan,Hebbala fire station and his crew demonstrated the various 

methods of controlling fire, and also how a fire tender operates in real life situation. 

This was followed by a first aid session by Dr Praksh from St John‘s ambulance 

association who demonstrated the methods to be followed in case of a serious 

situation like a cardiac arrest , drowning or road accident. 

 My report will be short of justification if not mentioned about the resource 

persons  Mr. J.Srinivas TGT (WE) from KV Srikakulam AP and Mr.M.Rajasekhar 

TGT (WE) from KV Mysore without whose wholehearted support and guidance this 

success would have not been possible. They forgot to look their watches, forgot their 

families, personnel difficulties and their  only aim was to concentrate and complete 

the course in a befitting manner which all you will agree with me that was 

accomplished without giving any room from any quarter. It is worthwhile to mention 

here the magic hands of Mr. Srinivas in producing various shapes and designs using 

the simplest paper folding and I must acknowledge that his origami skills are beyond 

imagination. Same way the cleanliness and discipline with which Mr Rajasekhar 

conducts classes need be seen and appreciated than hearing from me. My sincere 

thanks go to both of them. 

All these achievements can never be achieved single handedly. I am 

privileged to have a team of dedicated faculty members namely Mr. M.Reddanna, 

PGT (Geo), Mr. K.Arumugam PGT (Phy), Dr. S.K.Tiwari PGT (Hindi), Mr 

U.P.Binoy PGT (Eng) , Ms Sahaya Mary, HM and Mr.  Vilas Vernekar Librarian 

who  were not only giving me a helping hand whenever required but were kind 

enough to impart knowledge in the participants by way interacting with them on 

various  topics related to  the general and also subject  aspect. The thanks giving 

ceremony will not be concluded if  Mr Sakkarai Swamy PA to the Director and Mr 

Sanal Kumar LDC who have rendered the logistic and administrative support to the 

whole group.  The tireless, almost round the clock services rendered by Mr 

Venkatrama and Mr Sekara Gowda sub staff of out ZIET need worth mentioning.  

 All of you may be wondering why you were not mentioned sofar. Actually I 

kept it for the last since you are the real heroes and heroines of this whole activities. 

The way you all have conducted yourselves during the entire period of stay during 

and after the  working hours need, indeed be commended. I appreciate each and every 

one of you for having extended your unconditional support in successfully 

completing this course. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


